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Part 2 General Information

Preface

How to use the handbook
Undergraduate study
This is the Faculty of Medicine Handbook. In it we hope you
will find most of what you need to know about the Faculty.
In particular, it will help you find out who the people in you.
Faculty are; the degree requirements and the ways these can be
satisfied; what courses are offered; and where to turn for more
information, advice and help.
The requirements for the three Bachelor's degrees are presented
in Section 3, under both the new and the old By-laws and Resolutions of the Senate. The Resolutions include lists of the courses
to be taken in each year of study, and a description of the courses,
with booklists, is provided in Section 4. If you are uncertain
about any aspect of your programme of studies, talk to someone
-those able to help you are listed below.
Section 5 collects together special information relating to the
Faculty. This section should be read in conjunction with Part 2.
Included are the special enrolment instructions for medical
students.
Post-graduate study
All specific post-graduate information is contained in Section 6.

The coloured pages
While the first part of the handbook provides the spedic
information about the Faculty, the second, the coloured part,
provides the general information appertaining uniformly to all
students of the University-from matriculation requirements to
details about the bookshop.

Information and advice
Information and
Enrolment Ofice

General enquiries are often best made here.

Dean's Ofice

Mr R. S. Sheaves, Assistant to the Dean

Level 3
Bosch Building

For preliminary discussion of university courses, matriculation
and general information.
Enquiries from graduates of other universities, and enquiries
from undergraduates in other faculties about entry into the
undergraduate medical course, or about post-graduate medical studies.
For information and advice on particular courses.
Head of the department concerned.
For First and Second Year Medicine
Professor K . W . Cleland
Sub-Dean (Preclinical)
Department of Histology and Embryology
(ground floor, Anderson Stuart Building).
For the paraclinical and clinical years
Professor M . T . Pheils
Sub-Dean (Clinical)
Department of Surgery
(Level 4, Blackburn Building).
For information on the following services:
University Housing Officer
Student Health Service
Student Counselling Service
Financial Assistance
Careers and Appointments Service
and other points of general information, see the coloured pages
in Part 2.
Current information about courses and tutorials is posted on
noticeboards in the Anderson, Stuart, Blackburn and Bosch
Buildings. It is worthwhile checking these often.

Information and advice
on particular courses

Personal

Timetables

Timetables for the various years of the undergraduate course
are available from the particular departments, and are also
posted on the noticeboards.

Location

There is a map of the university campus included in this handbook, as well as particular maps inside the covers.

Teaching hospital addresses
The Royal Prince AIfred Hospital
Missenden Road, Camperdown 2050

Telephone
51 0444

Sydney Hospital
Macquarie Street, Sydney 2000
The Royal North Shore Hospital of Syrlney
Pacific Highway, St Leonards 2065
The Muter Misericordiae Hospital
Pacific Highway, Crows Nest 2065
The Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
Hospital Road, Concord 2139

43 0411
929 7022
73 0411

The Women's Hospital, Crown Street
Crown Street, Surry Hills 2010
S t Margaret's Hospital for Women
435 Bourke Street, Darlinghurst 2010

31 0466

The Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
Bridge Road, Camperdown 2050

51 0466

Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
Cnr Church and Glover Streets, Leichhardt 2040

82 0266

North Ryde Psychiatric Centre
Coxs Road, North Ryde 2113
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre
Fleet Street, Parramatta 2150
Royal Newcastle Hospital
Newcastle 2300

Introduction

The University of Sydney was founded in 1850 by an Act of the
'legislature of New South Wales and is the oldest university in
Australasia. The pedical school, however, did not come into
being until thirty-three years later. Prior to the establishment of
the University there had been several attempts to develop
medical education on a regular basis in New South Wales.
Medical training had been initiated by William Redfem who was
transported to New South Wales in 1801 and appointed Assistant
Surgeon in Sydney in 1808; together with William Bland,
another emancipist surgeon, he had accepted occasional apprentices for training. The Medical Practice Bill of 1838 referred to
the possibility of a medical school in Sydney, and in 1846 it
was proposed that a medical school be established at the Sydney
Infirmary (later renamed Sydney Hospital). Students were
admitted as apprentices to the practice of the Infirmary not later
than 1849 and received official recognition from the directors
in 1851.
The Act of Incorporation of the University of Sydney provided for the granting after examination of degrees in Medicine
as well as in Arts and Law. Strenuous efforts were made from
the beginning to start a medical school at the University and
support was especially strong from medical members of the
Senate. However, lack of finance was the main stumbling block:
there was a definite objection from some quarters to the idea of
having to share the University's slender means with a further
faculty. In 1859 the Senate of the University adopted a scheme
of medical teaching which was intended to commence in 1860,
and instructed the University's architect, Edrnund Blacket, to
prepare plans for an anatomy school. However, the plan was
opposed on the grounds that 'the constitution of such studies
and the establishment of a medical school would retard the
completion of the cuniculum in the Faculty of Arts'. Further
schemes in 1866 and in 1874 likewise failed.
Two major events assisted to bring about the realisation of a
scheme for a medical school. Firstly, in 1868 there was an
attempt upon the life of H.R.H. Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, during his visit to New South Wales. The Duke recovered,
and as a thanks-offering the community raised the sum of
E30 000 for a suitable memorial. The Duke wished the money to
ix

be allocated for the erection of a hospital and a public meeting
resolved that a Prince Alfred Memorial Hospital should be
erected on the site of the Sydney Infirmary. This proposal
encountered legal difficulties and the University resolved the
problem by granting the use of twelve acres of university land,
provided that a portion of this was resemed for a school of
medicine. The Prince Alfred Hospital Act of Incorporation,
which was passed in 1873, stipulated that the hospital's medical
staff be appointed by a conjoint board consisting of the Senate
of the University and the hospital's Board of Directors sitting
together, and that it be open for clinical teaching to students of
the medical school when established. The hospital was opened
for patients in 1882. In the same year the Government agreed to
fkance a medical school.
The second event which influenced the Senate in its detennination to proceed with the medical school was the death of
John Henry Challis in 1880, which resulted in the bequest of
the residue of his substantial estate for the benefit of the University. Applications were subsequently invited for a chair of
Anatomy and Physiology and Thomas Peter Anderson Stuart
came from Edinburgh to 611 the chair and to establish the
medical school. The Faculty of Medicine owes its development
to the genius of Sir Thomas Anderson Stuart, a man of great
ability, determination and energy who presided as its Dean until
his death in 1920.
The medical school commenced teaching in March 1883 with
four students in a four-roomed cottage built between the Great
Hall of the University and Parramatta Road. Anderson Stuart
pressed for the construction of a more suitable medical school
and in 1887 a new building subsequently known as the Anderson
Stuart Building was commenced on plans prepared by Blacket.
The first part of the building was finished in 1891, and the
building was completed in 1922. To strengthen the Faculty's
teaching staff, Anderson Stuart turned to the Edinburgh medical
school and recruited Alexander MacCormack, Robert Scot
Skirving, J. T. Wilson and D. A. Welsh. MacCormack and Scot
Skining took up appointments in 1883; Wilson became professor
of Anatomy in 1890 when Anderson Stuart relinquished the
position to concentrate on his other duties, and Welsh was
appointed to the new chair of Pathology in 1902.
Initially the medical curriculum was of five years duration, the
fist year being spent in the Faculty of Arts. In 1890 the medical
course proper was lengthened to five years and in 1926 it was
extended to cover six years. In 1973 the Senate of the University
adopted recommendations from the Faculty for the introduction
of a new five year curriculum, which commenced in 1974.
The medical school outgrew the Anderson Stuart building
and the University received a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation to construct a new building. The Blackburn Building,
named in honour of Sir Charles Bickerton Blackburn who was
Dean of the Faculty from 1932 to 1935 and Chancellor of the
University from 1941 to 1964, was opened to clinical students in

1933. More recently a major building development, the Bosch
Building, was commenced on a site adjoining the Blackburn
Building. Two stages of the Bosch Building complex have been
completed; the third stage, an eleven-floor building, has yet t o
be c o m m e n d .
The Bosch Building is named in honour of George Henry
Bosch, a Sydney businessman who has been the Faculty's
greatest benefactor, and through whose generosity full-time
chairs in Histology and Embryology, Medicine, Surgery, and
Bacteriology were established between 1927 and 1930. The first
occupant of the full-time chair of Medicine was C. G. Lambie,
who held the position from 1930 until 1957; the first appointment
to the full-time chair of Surgery was Sir Harold Dew, from 1930
to 1956. At the same time the School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine was founded, and in 1933 the chair of Obstetrics became fd-time and was occupied by J. C. Windeyer.
In recent years the Faculty has established new chairs in areas
such as Psychiatry, Child Health, Pharmacology, Cardiology,
Orthopaedic and Traumatic Surgery, Preventive and Social
Medicine, Anaesthetics, and Behavioural and Social Sciences,
as well as a second chair in the Department of Physiology and
fourth chairs in the Departments of Medicine and Surgery. The
Faculty proposes further developments in the areas of Immunology, Community Medicine, and Clinical Pharmacology.
The Faculty has developed four clinical schools based on the
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney Hospital, the Royal North
Shore Hospital and the Repatriation General Hospital, Concord,
and uses a further six hospitals for teaching in specialist branches
of medicine. As well, eleven suburban hospitals have been
affiliated to supplementteaching at both the general and specialist
hospitals. The Faculty is also involved in the field of continuing
medical education, through the activities of the Victor Coppleson
Memorial Institute of Postgraduate Medical Studies.
The Faculty of Medicine of the University of Sydney is the
largest medical school in Australia and is among the largest in
the Western world. It has established a strong international
reputation through the high standard of its graduates and through
its significant and extensive research activities.
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Staff

I
1
' Dean
I

I Pro-Dean
,
'

I

Sub-Deans

Sub-Dean
(Curriculum)
Assistant to the Dean

Richard Spencer Gye, MA DPhil Oxon. BSc(Med) MB BS,
FRACS FRCS
James Graham McLeod, DPhil Oxon. BSc(Med) MB BS,
MRACP
Kenneth Wollaston Cleland, MB BS (Preclinical)
Murray Theodore Pheils, MA MB MChir Camb., LRCP FRCS
FRACS (Clinical)
Associate Professor E. S. Ficlch, MD BS DCP, mCCPath
FRCPA FRACP (Post-graduate)
W, H. McCarthy, MEd Ill. MB BS, FRACS (Medical Education)
Associate Professor W. R. Jones, PhD Lee& MD BS DGO,
MRCOG

R. S. Sheaves, BA
Abbreviations
SL - Senior lecturer(s)
L
Lecturer@)
SCL
Senior clinical lecturer(s)
CL
Clinical lecturer(s)
ACL - Assistant clinical lecturer(s)
T
- Tutor(s)
RT
Relieving tutor(s)
ST - Special tutor@)
D
Demonstrator(s)

-

-

Anaesthetics
flufield Projksor
Senior L e c t m

Douglas Joseph, MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
M. J. Bookallil, MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
F.R. Berry, MB BS, FFARACS
B. S. Clifton, MB BS DA, FRACP
E. H. Morgan, MB BS DA, FFARACS
B. J. Pollard, MB BS, FFARACS

T: in Anaesthetics

At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
F. M. S. Bodlander, MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
T. Fraser, DA R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FFARCS
G. J. Long, MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
G. B. S. Roden, MB BS, FFARCS
C. A. Shanks, MB ChB N.Z., FFARCS FFARACS
K. Tweedale, MB BS, FFARACS
J. S. Windeyer, MB BS DA, FFARACS
G. A. Yule, MB BS, FFARACS
At Sydney Hospital

T: in Anaesthetics

T: in Anaesthetics

T: in Anaesthetics

P. M. Gett, MB BS, FFARACS
B. P. F. Mooney, MB BS DA, FFARACS
A. Pfeifer, DA R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FFARCS
N. Potter, MB BS Durh, FFARACS
T. F. Shakespeare, MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
At the Royal North Shore Hospital
V. G. Balmer, MB BS Melb. DA R.C.P. & S., FFARACS
B. P. Fielden, MB BS. FFARACS
R. M. Hart. MB BS, FFARACS
R. B. Holland, MB BS, FFARACS
J. W. Hood, MB BS, FFARACS
R. W. Jefferis,DA R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FFARACS
L. E. McDonnell, DA R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FFARCS FFARACS
J. C. Warden, MB BS, FFARACS
B. White, MB BS BSc DA, FFARACS

At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
M. H. Harpur, M B BS, FFARACS
B. J. Pollard, MB BS DA, FFARACS
Denise B. Sporr, MB BS, FFARACS

T: in Anaesthetics

At Mater Misericordiae Hospital
R. W. Jefferis,DA R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FFARACS

T: in Anaesthetics

At St Margaret's Hospital for Women
J. J. O'Leary, MB BS, FFARACS

T: in Paediatric Anaesthrtics

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
J. G. Lomaz, MB ChB Polish School of Medicine, Edin. DA R.C.P. &
S.I., FFARCS FFARCSI FFARACS

Anatomy
Challis Professor

Michael John Blunt, MB BS PhD Lond., Hon.FRACS LMSSA
Lond.

Associate Professors

B. C. W. Barker, HDD R.F.P.S.G. MDS PhD, FDSRCS
FRACDS (Dental Anatomy)
R. R. Munro, MD BS, FRCSE
J. W. Perrott, PhD LRCP Lond., MRCS

Senior Lecturers

P. L. Davies, MDS
C. G. dos Remedios, BSc PhD
M. Girgis, MD Khart. MA Camb. PhD Lond.
Philomena McGrath, MD BS, FRACS
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Lecturers

J. E. Watson, BDS MDSc
W. S. Webster, BSc PhD Lond.

Senior Tutors

R. R. S. Colman, MB BS, FRCS
B. Anne Glucina, BSc Otago

Tutors

M. Arnold, MB ChB Rand., FRCSE
A. Daneman, BSc MB Rand.,
A. C. G. Ma,MBBSN.S.W.
Margaret Scott, MB BS BSc N.S. W.
Denise J. Sheen, BSc N.S. W.

Tutors (part-time)

G. Arthurs, MB BS Lond., BEd N.E., FRCS FRACS
B. H. Casey, MB BS, FRCSE
Marjorie R. Christie, MB BS
Jennifer Clapham, BSc N.S. W.
Barbara I. Marks, MDS
J. M. Matheson, MB BS, FRACS
Roshun Rodriguez, MA BM BCh Oxon., FRCS
S. S. Shulman, MB ChB Liv., FRCSE FACS
G. R. Stewart, MB BS, FRACS FRCS
C. F. Thwaites, MB BS, FRACS
N. R. Wyndham, MD MS, FRCS FRACS

Bacteriology
Bosch Professor
Associate Professors

Lecturer
Lecturer (part-time)

Patrick Macartney de Burgh, MB BS, FRCPA
G. Charlton, PhD MDS, FACDS (Dental Microbiology)
A. Basten, MB BS Adel. DPhil Oxon., MRCP MRACP (Clinical
Immunology) (Joint appointment with Department of
Medicine)
R. Kearney, BSc PhD Qld
D. C. Dorman, BSc Adel. PhD Lond.

Behavioural and Social Sciences in Relation to
Medicine
Senior Lecturer
(Acting Head of
Department)

Wendy-Louise Walker, BA PhD
Head of Department and staff to be appointed.

Biochemistry
McCaughey Professor
Reader
Associate Professors

Jack Leslie Still, PhD Carnb. BSc
R. G. Wake, MSc.PhD
J. Done, MSc PhD Lond.
A. L. Hunt, BSc PhD Adel.

A. R. Jones, MSc PhD Manc.
M. A. Messer, MSc PhD Melb.
M. B. Slaytor, MSc PhD
V. K. L. Whittaker, MB BS QldPhD A.N.U.
Margaret A. C. Bermingham, MSc N.U.Z.PhD Lond.
Lecturers
I . G. Darvey, BSc PhD N.S. W.
A. G. Dawson, BSc Sheff.PhD
R. E. Loughlin, MSc PhD Melb.
M. D. Montague, BSc PhD Manc.
R. W. O'Brien, MSc PhD N.S. W.
M. A. W. Thomas, DPhil Oxon. BSc
Senior Tutor-Demonstrators Audrey M. Bersten, MSc
Margaret R. Dwyer, BSc PhD
Senior Lecturers

Child Health
Professor
Associate Professors

Senior Lecturers
Lecturers (part-time)

Lecturer

1

1

I

V . G. Bulteau, MB BS DLO, FRACS

I

A. M. Johnson, CBE, MB BS DR DDM, FRACP MCRA
MACD

Ronald Kenneth Macpherson, MD BS MSc Qld, FRACP
For teaching staff see School of Public Health and Tropical
Medicine

Histology and Embryology
Bosch Professor
Reader

I

Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat

Environmental Health
Professor

1

Thomas Stapleton, MA BM BCh Oxon. DCH R.C.P. & S.,
FRCP
J. Katz, MB BCh Rand. DPM R.C.P. & S., FANZCP (Child
Psychiatry)
P. B. Rowe, MD BS, FRACP
B. T. Dowd, MB BS, FRACP
R. S. Dubois, MBBS
E. D. Burnard, MB ChB N.Z., MRCP FRACP (Care of the
Newborn)
R. J. Chapman, MB BS, MRCPE
R. Macleod, MB BS
G. B. Soutter, MB ChB Cape T. DCH R.C.P. & S.
S. Vince, MD Bud. (Paediatrics)

Diseases of the Skin
Lecturer

I

1

Kenneth Wollaston Cleland, MB BS
J. K. Pollak, PhD McC. BSc

I

1
Associate Professors

Senior Lecturers
I

Lecturers (short-term)

I Senior Tutor-Demonstrator

C. J. Griffin, DDSc (Dental Histology and Embryology)
C. S. Sapsford, DVSc
E. W. van Lennep, NatPhilDrs Utrecht
Clare A. Rae, PhD N.E. BSc
G. E. Sullivan, MSc N.Z. PhD
Margaret A. Denehy, BSc PhD
Lynette A. Moffat, BSc PhD
R. M. Malor, BSc PhD

Medical Jurisprudence
Lecturer

E. B. La'Brooy, MB BS Malaya DCP Lond., MCPath Eng.
MCPA

Medicine
Professor and
Head of Department
Professors

!

Scandrett Professor of
Cardiology
Reader

'

1

, Associate Professors
1

I

Senior Lecturers

;

L: in History of Medicine

Charles Ruthven Bickerton Blackburn, MD BS, FRCP FRACP
FACP (Corr.)
James Graham McLeod, DPhil Oxon. BSc(Med) MB BS,
MRCP FRACP
Douglas William Piper, MD BS, FRCP FRACP

W. K. T. Fowler, MSc N.Z. PhD Lond. (Medical Physics)
A. Basten, MB BS Adel. DPhil Oxon., MRCP FRACP (Clinical
Immunology) (Joint appointment with Department of
Bacteriology)
J. P. Chalmers, PhD N.S. W. BSc(Med) MB BS, FRACP
S. Posen, BA MD BS Adel., MRCP FRACP
J. R. Turtle, MD BS, FRACP
A. Z. Gyory, MD, FRACP
C. D. Shorey, MSc PhD N.S. W., CGIA FIST
Ann J. Woolcock, MD BS Adel., FRACP
R. R. Winton, MB BS, FRACP
At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital

SCL: in Medicine
i CL: in Medicine

i

S. J. M. Goulston, MC, MB BS, FRCP FRACP
F. H. Burns, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
J. M. Greenaway, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
G. L. McDonald, BA MB BS, FRCP FRACP
J. R. Sands, MB BS, FRACP
J. A. Burgess, MB BS, FRACP
D. T. Church, MB BS, FRACP
P. Gianoutsos, MB ChR N.Z., FRACP
J. E. Hassall, MB BS, FRACP
K. Ivey, MB BS Qld, MRCP
J. R. Johnson, MB BS, FRACP
R. M. H. Kater, MB BS, FRACP
J. Leicester, MB BS, FRACP
1. T. Lorentz, MB BS, MRCP MRCPE, FRACP
R. J. Mulheam, MB BS, FRCP FRACP
K. W. Perkins, MB BS, FRACP

I:in Medicine
(at Lidcornbe Hospital)

T. Selby, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
A. P. Skyring, MB BS, FRACP
P. C. Thorpe, MB BS. MRCP MRACP
D. Tiller, MB BS, FRACP
J. York, MD Melb. MB BS, FRACP
W. Zylstra, MB BS DTM&H, FRACP
G. A. Broe, MB BS, MRACP
T. M. Cahill, MB RS, MRACP
C. Clowes, MB BS, MRACP
A. Maclaine-Cross, MB BS, MRACP

*

CL: in Cardiology

CL: in Dermatology
T: in Dermatology

CL: in Neurology
CL: in Thoracic Medicine

L. Bernstein, MB BS, MRACP
E. J. Halliday, MB BS, FRCP FRACP
J. G. Richards, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
D. R. Richmond, MB ChB BSc Leeds MSc Minn., MRCP FRACP
J. Uther, BSc(Med) MD BS, MRACP
A. M. Johnson, CBE, MB BS DDM DR, FCRA MACD
B. McGaw, MB BS DDM, MACD
F. E. Anderson, MD BCh BAO Belf. DDM, MRACP MACD
J. S. Brooks, BA MB BS DDM, MACD
Katherine E. Georgouras, MB BS DDM, MACD
W. A. Land, MB BS DDM, MACD
W. E. de Launey, MB BS DDM
J. L. Allsop, MB BS, FRACP
H. P. B. Harvey, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
J. H. Lee, MB BS, FRACP
D. Lindsay, MD, MRCP

At Sydney Hospital
SCL: in Medicine
CL: in Medicine

T: in Medicine

RT: in Medicine

J. N. Sevier, MB BS, FRACP
G. E. Bauer, MB BS, FRCP FACP FACC
P. N. Francis, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
F. W. Gunz, MD Lond. PhD Camb., FRCP FRACP FRCPA
P. W. Harvey, MB BS, FRACP
B. R. M. Hurt, MB BS. MRCP FRACP
J. W. James, MB BS, MRACP
R. Jeremy, MB BS, FRACP
R. G. Lewis, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
J. Raftos, MB BS, FRACP
R. B. M. Ravich, MB ChB N.Z., FRACP
F. H . Read, MB BS, FRACP
C. S. H. Reed, ME BS, FRACP
T. I. Robertson, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
I. L. Thompson, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
P. C. Vincent, BSc(Med) MB BS, FRACP
W. H. Wolfenden, MB BS, MRCP FRCPE FRACP
A. A. Young, MB BS, FRACP MRCP
D. Lindsay, MB BS, MRACP
J. Mahony, MB BS, MRACP
A. S. Mitchell, MB BS, FRACP
Sir Kenneth Noad, KBE, MD ChM HonDLitt Sing., FRCP FRACP
Hon. FRCP I-Ton. FRCPE
J. H. Stewart, MB ChB N.Z., MRCP MRACP
G. S. Stokes, MB BS MD N.S. W., MRACP
E. D. M. Gallery, MB BS, MRACP
P. G. Gillesvie, MB BS, MRACP
J. P. Ingham, MB BS, DCH Lond., MRCP MRCPE MRACP
D. E. Lind, MB BS Qld, MRACP
B. Neknzahl, MB BS, MRCP MRACP
P. Slezak. MB BS, MRACP

*

I

L: in Dermatology

b

CL: in Medicine
CL: in Medicine

ACL: in Medicine

I

$: in Medicine
i

CL: in Cardiology
ACL: in Cardiology
CL: in Dermatology

T:in Dermatology
3*: in Haematology
CL: in Neurology
CL: in Paediatric Medicine
CL: in Thoracic Medicine
T: in Thoracic Medicine

d ~in:Medicine

in Medicine

RT: in Medicine

L. G. Abbott, MB BS DDM, MACD
A. G. Finley, OBE ED, MB BS DDM, MACD
J. M. Rae, MB BS DDM, MACD

At the Royal Norib Shore Hospital of Sydney
J. Isbister, MB BS, FRCP FRACP
R. G. Epps, BSc MB BS, MRCP MRACP
R. D. Puflett, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
I. D. Thomas, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
D. G. Abrahams, MA MD BChir Camb., LRCP MRCP MRCS
MRACP
B. J. Amos, MB BS, MRACP
P. E. Baume, MD BS, FRACP
B. R. Catchlove, MB BS, MRACP
E. L. Davis, MB BS, FRCPE FRACP
F. M. Elliott, PhD Lond. MB BS, FRACP
I. B. Hales, MB BS, MRCP FRCPE MRACP
R. W. Johnston, MB BS DDM R.C.P. & S., MRCP MRACP
A. M. Lloyd, MB BS, FRACP
G. S. Nagy, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
R. G. Robinson, MB BS, MRACP
J. N. Stiel, MB BS, MRACP
P. M. Williamson, MB BS, MRACP
J. D. Wingfield, MB BS, FRACP
J. D. Yeo, MB BS

*

D. S. Stuckey, MD BS, FRACP
G. L. ~onnelly,MB BS, MRCP
R. F. A. Becke, ED, MB BS DDM, MACD
M. B. Lewis, MB BS DDM, MACD
J. L. Le Guay, MB BS
K. G. Poyzer, MB BS DDM, MACD
B. J. Way, MB BS, MRCPA MRACP
G. Selby, MD DS, FRCP FRCPE FRACP
Claire Isbister, OBE, MB BS DCH Lond., FRACP
R. H . Vines, MB BS DCH Lond., MRCP FRACS
B. L. Geddes, MB BS, FRACP
A. G. McManis, MB BS, FRCP FRACP
R. A. Vandenberg, MB BS, MRACP

At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
W. Arter, MB BS, FRACP
A. B. X. Breslin, MB BS, FRACP
T. Burfitt-Williams, MB BS, FRACP
J. Cameron, MB BS, MRACP
A. B. Conomy, MB BS, FRACP
V. Duncombe, MR BS, MRACP
R. A. Evans, MB BS, FRACP
Margaret Gillies, MB BS, FRACP
S. N. Hunyor, MB BS, FRACP
J. Mann, MB BS, MRACP
N. R. Noble, MB BS, FRACP
N. Patel, MD BS, MRACP
M. Pidcock, MB BS, MRCP MRACP
R. F. Pinerua, MB BS, MRACP
R. A. Royle, MB BS, MRACP
B. J. Hartnett, MB BS, FRCPE
A. B. Comgan, MB BS DipPhysMedLond., MRCP MRCPE MRACP
M. B. Dalley, MB BS, MRACP

*
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CL: in Dermatology
ACL: in Medicine

RT: in Medicine

SCL: in Paediatric Medicine
CL: in Paediatric Medicine

ACL: in Paediatric Medicine

T: in Paediatric Medicine

C. L. Bear, MB BS DDM, MACD
At Mater Misericordiae Hospital
J. F. Gunning, MB BS, MRACP
W. R. J. Middleton, BSc(Med) MD BS, MRCP FRACP
R. F. W. Reilly, MB BS, MRACP
L. B. Coy, MB BS, MRACP
G. Diethelm, MB BS

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
S. E. J. Robertson, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
J. M. Alexander, MB BS, FRACP
A. R. Tink, MB BS, FRACP
R. H. Vines, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRCP FRACP
J. S. Yu, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRACP
J. M. Brown, MB BS, FRACP
J. M. Celermajer, MB BS, FRACP
J. R. Davis, MB BS, FRACP
B. T. Dowd, MB BS, FRACP
J. C. M. Friend, BA MB BS, MRACP
W. G. Grigor, MB BS, FRACP
J. D. Harley, MD BS, FRACP
R. Kamath, MB BS, MRACP
H. Kilham, MB BS, MRACP
J. D. McDonald, MB BS, FRACP
A. S. Oldfield, MB BS, MRACP
R. A. Ouvrier, BSc(Med) MB BS, MRACP
J. C. J. Quoyle, MB BS, FRACP
L. P. Roy, BSc(Med) MB BS, MRACP
G. Angel-Lord, MB BS
M. Burgess, MD, FRACP
B. C. Callaway, MB BS, MRACGP
C. Campbell, MB BS, DPM MANZCP
R. J. Chapman, MB BS, MRCPE
P. Christopher, MB BS
B. Eldred, MB BS DCH DPM, MANZCP
B. Gaynor, MB BS DCH, MRACP MRCP
P. Gill, MB BS, MRACGP
B. Green, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
H. F. Haber, MB BS
B. Hamilton, MB BS
J. E. Lawrence, MB BS
A. M. Liebhold, MB BS DCH
D. Lonie, MB ChB DPM, MANZCP
R. McLeod, MB BS DipArnerBDPed
H. J. Marrable, MB ChB, DCH DPM, MANZCP
H. Memngton, MB BS, FRACGP
C. Reye, MB BS
W. G. Roper, MB BS DCH
G. Soutter, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB ChB
D. Thomas, MB BS
S. Vince, MD Bud.
W. B. Utber, MB BS, MRACGP
J. G. Watson, BEc BA MB BS, MRACGP
R. Williams, MB BS, MANZCP

*

T: in Paediatric Cardiology
CL: in Paediatric Dermatology
ACL: in Paediatric
Dermatology
CL: in Paediatric Pathology
T: in Paediatric Pathology

D. S. Stuckey, MD BS, FRACP
M. B. Lewis, MB BS DDM, MACD
L. J. Cains, MB BS DDM, MACD
R. D. K. Reye, MD BS, FCPath MCPA FRACP
V. A. Lovric, MB BS DCP, MCPath MCPA
D. C. Dorman. BSc Adel. PhD b n d .

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Professor

Rodney Philip Shearman, M D BS DGO, FRCOG

Reader

B. L. Reid, MD BS BVSc DTM&H
W. R. Jones, PhD Leeds MB BS DGO, MRCOG
J. D. Llewellyn-Jones, OBE, BA M D BCh M A 0 Dub., FRCOG
D. M. Saunders, M B BS, MRCOG FRACS
J. H. T. Ellard, M B BS DPM, FRACP

Associate Professors
Senior Lecturer

L: Psychological Aspects
of Pregnancy and the
Puerperium (part-time)

L: in Principles

of
Analgesia and Anaesthesia
(part-time)

B. S. Clifton, M B BS

At the Women's Hospital, Crown Street
SL: in Obstetrics and
G~naeco/ogy
CL: in Obstetrics and
G~naecology
ACL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology

T:in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
T:in Bacteriology, Pathology
a d Cytology in Obstetrics
a d Gynaecolopy
T:in Care of the Newborn

R. D. Macbeth, MB BS, FRCOG
R. Bowman, MB BS, FRCOG
P. H. Crowe, MB BS, FRCOG FRCS FRACS
W. G. McBride, CBE, MD BS, FRCOG
I. T. Brake, MB BS, MRCOG
J. C. Murray, MB BS, MRCOG
S. B. Robertson, MB BS, FRCOG
R. D. McDonald, MB BS, FRCS FRACS MRCOG

*
J. M. Moyes, MB BS DCP, MCPA
G. J. Bench, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRACP
C. W. G. Lee, MB BS, FRACP
R. H. Vines, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRCP FRACP
At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital

SCL: in Obstetrics
SCL: in Gynaecology
CL: in Obstetrics and
G~naecolog~

E. D. Holrnan, MB BS, FRCOG
Margaret Mulvey, MB BS, FRCOG
A. H. Bradfield, MB BS DGO, MRCOG
A. G. Child, MB BS, MRCOG
J. V. M. Coppleson, MD BS, FRCOG
G. E. Cumrnins, MB BS, FRCOG
P. M. Elliott, MB BS DGO, MRCOG
J. M. Farrar, MB BS DGO, MRCP FRCOG
F. C. Hinde, MB BS DGO, MRCOG FRCSE FRACS
J. W. Knox, MB BS, FRCSE FRCOG FRACS
R. Lawrence, MB BS DGO, FRCOG
G. M. Parkin, MB BS DGO, FRCOG
F. P. Pigott, MB BS DGO, FRCOG
H. J. Solomon, MB BS DGO, MRCOG

*

CL: in Bacteriology,
P ~ t h o l and
o ~ ~Cytology in
Obstetrics
CL: in Care of the Newborn

Mary Heseltine, MB BS Melb., MCPA FRACP

W. H. Cary, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRCP FRACP
G. N. B. Storey, MB BS, MRACP DABP
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SCL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
ACL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology

SCL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
CL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
ACL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
RT: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
T: in Bacteriology, Pathology
and Cytology in Obstetrics
T: in Care of the Newborn
CL: in Paediatrics

CL: in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology
SCL: in Obstetrics
CL: in Obstetrics
ACL: in Obstetrics
SCL: in Gymecology
T: in Anaesthetics
T: in Bacteriology, Pathology
and Cytology in Obstetrics
T: in Care of the Newborn
T: in Obstetric Medicine
T: in Obstetric Radiology

At Sydney Hospital
J. G. Furber, MB BS, FRCOG
N. D. Jools, MB BS, MRCOG
J. S. Newlinds, MB BS DGO, MRCOG
I. P. Thew, MB BS, MRCOG
At The Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney
W. G. Jasper, MB BS, FRCOG
J. F. Leaver, MB BS, FRCOG
D. W. Pfanner, MB BS, FRCS FRACS MRCOG
E. Sussman, MB BS, FRCOG
J. F. Kemp, MB BS, FRCSE MRCOG FRACS
W. H. Patterson, MB BS, MRCOG
I. D. Truskett, MB BS, MRCOG

*
K. 0. A. Jones, MB BS DCP MCPath MCPA
R. H. Vines, MB BS DCH, MRCP FRACP
Claire Isbister, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, FRACP
At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
J. K. Tully, DObst. R.C.O. & G. MB BS, MRCOG
At St Margaret's Hospital for Women
R. J. F. McInerney, MB BS, FRCOG FRCS FRACS FACS
D. C. G. Bracken, DGO Dub. LM Rotunda MB BS, MRCOG
L. H. McMahon, MR BS DGO
J. K. Tully, DObst R.C.O. & G. MB BS, MRCOG
K. L. Collins, MB BS, MRCOG
P. C. McAuliffe, DGO Dub. LM Rotunda MB BS, FRCOG
C. J. Ryan, MB BS, MRCOG
M. M. Kennedy, MB BS, FRCOG FRCSE FRACS FACS

*

J. O'Leary, MB BS, FFARACS
Rohma Newman, MB BS DCP
J. C. J. Quoyle, MB BS, MRACP
S. E. J. Robertson, MB BS, MRCP FRACP
B. A. D. Curtin, DCH R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRCP FRACP
T. P. Loneragan, MB BS DDR, MRCP FCRA

Ophthalmology and Eye Health
Lecturers (part-time)

E. J. Donaldson, M B BS DO, FRACS MACO
F. J. Martin, M B BS DO, MACO
P. A. Rogers, M B BS DO, FRACS MACO
L. P. Robinson, MB BS DO, FRACS MACO

CL: in Ophthalmology

At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
P. S. Duke, MB BS DO, FRCS FRACS
L. F. Hann, MB BS DO

Director of Studies
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1

H. L. Hughes, DO Melb. DOMS Lond. MB BS, FRACS
I. B. Jack, MB BS DO
D. T. Treloar, MB BS DO

CL: in Ophthalmology

At Sydney Hospital
F. J. Martin, MB BS DO, MACO
L. P. Robinson, MB BS DO, FRACS MACO

CL: in Ophthalmology

At the Royal North Shore Hospital
F. B. Halliday, DOMS Lond. MB BS
T . N. Rowlands, MB BS DO
G. C. Hipwell, MB BS DO, FRCS

ACL: in Ophthalmology
, CL: in Ophthalmology

At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
J. H. Findlater, DO Lond. MB BS
A. A. Lennox, DO R.C.P. & S. MB BS

*

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for.Children
T: in Paediatric Ophthalmology R. Hertzberg, DO Melb. MB BS, FICS FRACS

Pathology
1 Professor and

, Head of Department
I

,

Professor
Associate Professor
(part-time)

, Senior Lecturers

Lecturers
I

T: in Pathology

I

T: in Pathology

Frank Rees Magarey, MD BS Adel., MRCP FRCPA FRCPath
Hon. FRACS
David Agar Cameron, MDS PhD
E. S. Finckh, MD BS DCP, FRCPA FRCPath FRACP (Experimental Pathology)

W. A. Evans, BSc(Med) MB BS DCP, FRCPA
J. R. Gibbins, MDS PhD
B. J. Roser, MB BS PhD
L. Arnold, BSc(Med) MB BS
V. J. McGovern, MD ChB N.Z., FRACP FRCPA (part-time)
At The Royal North Shore Hospital
V. Ackerman, BA MB BS PhD A.N. U.
P. J. Barrett, MB BS DCP, FRCPA
T. J. Constance, MD BS Melb., FRACP FRCPA FRCPath FACMA
M. D. Guiness, MB BS, FRCPA
B. J. O'Neill, MB BS MRCPath FRCPA MRACP
R. C. Newland, BSc(Med) MB BS DCP, FRCPA
W. H. Payne, DCP Lond. MB BS, MRCPath MRCF'A
K. V. Smith, MB BS Adel., FRCPath MRCPA MRACP
At the Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
T. J. Constance, MD BS Melb., FRACP FRCPA FRCPath FACMA

Pharmacology
,

Professor
Associate Professor
Senior Lecturers

Lecturer

Roland Herbert Thorp, BSc PhD Lond.
L. B. Cobbin, BSc Melb. PhD
G. B. Chesher, MSc PhD
G. A. Starmer, MSc Manc. PhD
Diana M. Temple, BSc W.A. MSc PhD
D. M. Jackson, BPharm MSc PhD
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Physiology
Professor and
Head of Department
Professor
Readers
Associate Professors

Senior Lecturers
Lecturers
-

William Burke, BSc PhD Lond.
Michael Gleeson Taylor, M D BS Adel. PhD Lond., MRACP
M. R . Bennett, BE MSc PhD Melb.
R. W . Rodieck, MS M.Z.T. PhD
A. V . Everitt, BSc PhD
D. J. C. Read, MB BS, MRACP
J. A. Young, BSc BS M D Qld, MRACP
B. Gow, BDS PhD
J. F. Y . Hoh, PhD A.N.U. BSc(Med) MB BS
D. F. Davey, PhD McG.
Anne E. Sefton, BSc(Med) MB BS PhD

-

Preventive and Social Medicine
Professor

Charles Baldwin Kerr, DPhil Oxon. MB BS, FRACP
For teaching staff see School o f Public Health and Tropical
Medicine

Psychiatry
Professor
Associate Professors

Senior Lecturers

Lecturers
Lecturers (part-time)

CL: in Psychiatry
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......

J. Katz, MB BCh Rand. DPM R.C.P. & S., FANZCP (Child
Psychiatry)
Beverley Raphael, MB BS DPM A.N.Z.C.P., MANZCP
G . F. Johnson, MB BS Qld DPM R.C.P. & S., MANZCP
R. J. Schureck, M A Camb. MB BS Qld DPM R.C.P. & S.,
MANZCP
Margaret E. Grutzner, B A DipSocStud Melb., AAPSW A H A
(Psychiatric Social Work)
W . J. Argall, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
W . A. Barclay, MS Col. BSc(Med) MB BS DPM, FANZCP
L. Helen Barnes, MB BS DPM, FANZCP
M. D. J. Bennett, M D BS DPM, MANZCP
B. G. Cameron, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
Paula Cameron, M B BS DPM, MANZCP
J. H. T. Ellard, MB BS DPM, FRACP FANZCP
B. J. Hughson, MB BS Qld DPM A. N.Z. C.P., MANZCP
A. N. Jennings, MB BS DPM Manc., FANZCP (Mental Retardation)
W . E. Lucas, MB BS DPM DipCrim Camb., MANZCP (Forensic
Psychiatry)
D. D. McLean, MD BS CreightonDipAmerBoardPsychiatNeurol,
MANZCP
At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
G. M. Collins, BA MB BS DPM, MANZCP
H. P. Greenberg, MB BS DPM, FANZCP
R. B. Vickery, MB BS DPM, MANZCP

T: in Psychiatry

I

CL: in Psychiatry

I

I

i RT: in Psychiatry
1
t

I

' ACL: in Psychiatry

I

W. J. Argall, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
F. J. Buttsworth, MB BS, MANZCP
B. Hughson, MB BS, MANZCP
Beverley Raphael, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
J. Strum, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP

At Sydney Hospital
B. V. Burke, MB BS Qld DPM Melb., MANZCP MRCPsych Eng.
L. E. Madew, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
H. H. Smart, MB BS DPM Melb., MANZCP
D. W. Hill, MB BS DPM Land, MANZCP
At the Royal North Shore Hospital
C. B. Degotardi, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
Dorothy M. McFarland, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
W. J. Argall, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS,MANZCP
R. C. Chambers, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
G. S. Spragg, MB BS DPM, MANZCP

I

T in Psychiatry

I

I

!

I T: in Psychiatry
I

I

I r:in Psychiatry
1

At Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
W. J. Argall, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
B. G. Cameron, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
D. D. McLean, MD BS Creighton DipArnerBoardPsychiatNeurol,
MANZCP
P . H. Merory, MD Oxon. DOMS Lond. DPM, LRCP MRCS
MANZCP MRCPsych.
Beverley Raphael, DPM A.N.Z.C.P. MB BS, MANZCP
At North Ryde Psychiatric Centre
W. Eaton, DPM R.C.P. & S. MB BS, MRCPsych
G. G. Gluckstern, MB BS, MANZCP
J. T. Herron, MB BS DPM, MANZCP
R. Milton, MB BS DPM Qld, MANZCP
P. Palmisano, MB BS, MANZCP
Winifred S. Williams, BSc MB BCh Wales DPM, MANZCP
At Panrunatta Psychiatric Centre
W. J. Blignault, ChB MD Cape T. DPM Rand., MANZCP
M. S. Y. Dalton, MD Lausanne DPM R.C.P. & S. Eng.
G . A. Edwards, DipHealthAdrnin N.S. W. MB BS DPM, MANZCP
MRCPsych LHA
W. B. Grant, MB BS DPM, FANZCP
K. A. Henson, MB BS, MANZCP
M. B. Merlin, MB ChB Rand., MANZCP
G. J . M. Westerink, MB ChB N.Z. DPM Melb., MANZCP

Radiology and Radiotherapy
I
ICL: in Radiology

T: in Radiology

At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
Janet McCredie, MB BS DMRD, MCRA FRFR
B. Markell, MB BS DMRD, MRCP
J. Roche, MB ChB Liv., MCRA
J . F. Ryan, MB BS, FCRA
K. Sherbon, MB BS DDR, MCRA FFR
At Sydney Hospital
J. D. Cashman, MB BS DDR, FCRA
N. H. Korner, MR BS DDR, MRCPE
G. 3. Pauline, MB BS, MCRA

STAFF

T: in Radiotherapy

ACL: in Radiology
T: in Radiology

ACL: in Radiotherapy

Karla Plehwe, MB BS DDR, MRACP MCRA
B. A. Roberts, MB BS DTR, MCRA
J. T. Wright, MD DMR Edin., MRCPE MCRA
C. K. Hambly, MB BS DTR, FCRA
Neva M. Johnson, MB BS Qld, MCRA
E. R. Smith, MB BS Durh. DMRT CRCP(C)
At the Royal North Shore Hospital
G. K. Chapman, MB BS DCRA
J. H. Hunt, MB BS MCRA
E. W. Lee, MB BS DR, FCRA
W. Wilson, MD ChB Glas. DMRD Lond., MCRA
E. H. Heller, MB BS DTR, MCRA
W. C. Woods, MB BS DTR, FFR FCRA

T: in Radiotherapy

At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
G. R. Faithfull, MB BS DDR, MCRA
M. Schieb, MB BS DDR, MCRA FRACP
B. W. McEwen, MB BS, MCRA FFR

CL: in Paediatric Radiology

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
J. D. Bowdler, MB BS DDR

Professor and
Head of Department

John Loewenthal, ED, MS Melb. MB BS, FRCS FRACS FACS
Hon. FACS Hon. FRCSE Hon. FCS S.A.

Professors

Gerald White Milton, MB BS Adel., FRCS FRACS
Murray Theodore Pheils, MA MB MChir Camb., LRCP FRCS
FRACS
Thomas Smith Reeve, CBE, MB BS, FACS FRACS
Thomas Kinman Fardon Taylor, DPhil Oxon. MB BS, FRCS
FRCSE FRACS

T: in Radiology

Professor of Orthopaedics
and Traumatic Surgery
Director of the Gordon
Craig Urological
Research Laboratories
Associate Professors

J. M. Little, MB BS, FRACS
A. G. R. Sheil, BSc MA Oxon. MB MS Qld, FRCS FRACS
(Head of Transplantation Unit)

Senior Lecturers

Lecturer to
Dental Students (part-time)
L: in Reconstructive &
Surgery (part-time)
SCL: in Surgery
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F. 0.Stephens, MD MS, FRCSE FACS FRACS
G. A. E. Coupland, MB BS, FRACS
A. H. Goodman, MB BS PhD (Surgical Biophysics)
J. P. Halliday, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
W. H. McCarthy, MEd Ill. MB BS, FRACS
S. M. L. Nade, BSc(Med) MB BS, FRCS MRCP
J. E. Payne, MB BS, FRCSE
N. A. Packham, BDS MB BS, FRACS
E. W. Gibson, MB MS, FRACS FACS
At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
J. E. D. Goldie, MB BS, FRCS FACS FRACS

1
CL: in Surgery

'

T: in Surgery (at Lidcombe
State Hospital)
CL: in Ear, Nose and Throat
T: in Ear, Nose and Throat

,
I
I

:

,

;

,

CL: in Neurosurgery
T: in Neurosurgery
CL: in Orthopaedic Surgery
T: in Orthopaedic Surgery

CL: in Reconstructive Surgery
CL: in Thoracic Surgery
T: in Thoracic Surgery
CL: in Urology
T: in Urology

SCL: in Surgery
CL: in Surgery

W. J. Cook, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
M. Donnellan, MB BS, FRCS
D. C. Glenn, BSc(Med) MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. Green, MB BS, FRCS MCRA
F. Huber, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. May, MB BS, FRACS
K. K. Merten, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
D. Millons, MB BS, FRCS
B. P. Morgan, MB BS, FRACS
F. W. Niesche, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. C. Opie, MB MS, FRACS
N. A. Packham, BDS MB BS, FRACS
D. M. V. Rea, MB ChB N.Z., FRCS FRACS
S. B. Renwick, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
L. M. Roberts, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
W. R. Roney, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
D. M. Sheldon, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. Smith, BDS MB BS, FRCS
G. Stewart, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
P. Thursby, MB BS, FRACS
B. H. Stone, MB BS, FRCSE

*

V. G. Bulteau, MB BS DLO, FRACS
R. G. Mackay, MB BS DLO, FRACS
G . M. Halliday, MB BS, FRCSE
J. H. Lancken, MB BS DLO, FRACS
B. P. Scrivener, MB BS DLO, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. H. Seymour, MB BS, FRCS
B. B. Sheaves, MB BS DLO, FRCS
G. K. Vanderfield, MB BS FRACS FACS
S. Morson, MB BS, FRACS
W. D. Sturrock, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
C. L. Greaves, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
R. M. Honner, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
D. Macdonald, MB ChB N.Z., FRACS
H. D. Tyer, MB BS, FRACS
E. W. Gibson, MB MS, FRACS
A. F. Grant, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. K. Baird, BSc(Med) MB BS, FRACS FRCS
T. Cartmill, MB BS, FRACS
B. D. Leckie, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
B. S. Pearson, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. D. Arnold, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
G. J. Coorey, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. H. Rogers, MB BS, FRCS
L. D. Wheeler, MB MS, FRACS

At Sydney Hospital
P. H. Greenwell, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
A. R. Brown, MB ChB N.Z., FRCS FRACS
R. Campbell, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
W. B. Connolly, MB BS, FRCS FACS FRACS
E. M. Cortis, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. G. Failes, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. L. Glen, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. D . Hughes, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
M. J. Inglis, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
A. Jessup, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
M. J. Killingback, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. H. McKessar, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. E. Reimer, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS

RT: in Surgery

M. Stuart, BSc(Med) MB BS, FRACS
M. Aroney, MB BS Qld, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
S. L. Boland, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. D. Cowdery, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
J. W. Niesche, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
S. Sakker, MBE, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
B. H. Stone, MB BS, FRCSE

*

CL: in Ear, Nose and Throat

T: in Ear, Nose and firoat
CL: in Neurosurgery
CL: in Orthopaedic Surgery
T: in Orthopaedics

T: in Reconstructive Surgery
T: in Thoracic Surgery
T: in Urology

SCL: in Surgery
CL: in Surgery
ACL: in Surgery

V. D. Bear, D L 0 R.C.P. & S. MB BS
E. J. Beckenham, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
B. N. Benjamin, MB BS D L 0
B. T. Shearman, MB BS DLO, FRACS
D. B. Arnott, D L 0 R.C.P. & S. MB BS
R. G. Rushworth, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. M. Ellis, MB BS DTM&H, FRCS FRACS
F. P. Blake, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. K. Faithfull, MB BS, FRACS
J. F. M. Furber, MB MS
A. M. B. Johnson, MB BS, FRCSE
D. G. Seaton, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
R. M. Tooth, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
M. L. O'Mara, MB BS D L 0 Lond., FRCS FRACS
D. C. Perry, MB BS, FRACS
J. E. Blackman, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
G. R. Gibson, LLB MB BS, FRCS FRACS
H. M. Learoyd, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
I. F. Potts, MB MS, FRCS FRACS
B. G. Storey, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
At the Royal North Shore Hospital
V. H. Cumberland, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
N. A. Fowler, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. M. Hollings, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
H. J. Richards, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. L. Castle, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
G. A. Cutler, BEc, MB BS FRCS FRACS
J. Drew, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
G. Douglas, MB BS, FRACS
M. J. Flood, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
B. J. Parker, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
A. G. Poole, MB BS, FRACS
G. Scarlett, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. B. Wiles, BSc MB MS, FRACS

*

CL: in Ear, Nose and Throat
T: in Ear, Nose and Throat
ACL: in Neurosurgery
T: in Neurosurgery
CL: in Orthopaedic Surgery
ACL: in Orthopaedic Surgery
T: in Orthopaedic Surgery
T: in Reconstructive Surgery
CL: in Urology
T: in Urology

T. H. O'Donnell, MB BS D L 0
A. C. Dowe, MB BS D L 0 Eng., FRCS FRCSE
P. C. McCarthy, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
R. G. H. Talbot, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
R. G. Rushworth, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. M. F. Grant, MB MS, FACS FRACS
K. R. Dayrnond, MChOrth Liv. MB BS
R. W. McGlynn, MChOrth Liv. MB BS
R. W. D. Middleton, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. McGlynn, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
R. M. Tinning, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
B. C. Bracken, MChOrth Liv. MB BS FRCSE FRACS
R. P. Chandler, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. Broadfoot, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE
D. H. Keller, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. D. Smith, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS

CL: in Surgery

RT: in Surgery

At Repatriation General Hospital, C o n 4
J. E. Barnett, MB BS, FRACS
P. Crea, MB BS, FRCS
R. M. Dunn, MB BS, FRACS
D. J. Gillett, ChM, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
R. J. Healey, MB BS, FRCS FFR FRACS MCRA
W. J. Hughes, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
C. H. Kingsell, MB BS, FRACS
S. G. Koorey, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. C. Mackenzie, MB BS, FRCS
A. Mannell, MB BS, FRACS
J. E. Moulton, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. P. O'Neill, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. C. Perry, MB RS, FRACS
R. P. Silverton, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. C. Smith, MB BS, FRACS
R. C. Claxton, MB, FRCS FRCSE
P. Haerstch, MB BS, FRCSE

*

T: in Cardio-T%oracicSurgery
CL: in Ear, Nose mrd mroat
CL: in Neurosurgery
CL: in Orthopaedic Surgery

RT: in Orthopaedic Surgery
T: in Reconstructive Surgery
CL: in Urology

ACL: in Surgery

RT: in Surgery

T: in Orthopaedic Surgery
RT: in Orthopaedic Surgery

SCL: in Paediatric Surgery
CL: in Paediatric Surgery
ACL: in Paediatric Surgery

G. R. Nicks, OBE, MD ChM N.Z., FRCS FRCSE FRACS
0. J. Davies, MB BS D L 0
R. J. A. Woolcock, MB BS D L 0
N. Dan, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
J. Cummine, MB BS
A. J. Grant, BA Qld MB BS, FRCSE
W. P. Lennon, MB BS, FRACS
W. J. Marsden, MB BS, FRACS
K. W. Walter, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
T. R. M. Furber, MB BS, FRACS
E. Korbel, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS
D. Golovsky, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
P. W. 0.Maher, MB BS FRCS

At Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney
F. H. D. Breslin, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
M. J. Flood, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
0.H. Schneider, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
B. F. Sheridan, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
G. J. Coorey, MB BS, FRCS FRACS

*

F. J. Harvey, MB BS MChOrth Liv., FRCS FRCSE
B. D. Shepherd, BDS MB BS, FRCS FRCSE FRACS
J. P. H. Stephen, MB BS, FRCS FRACS

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
D. L. Dey, MB MS, FRACS
D. H. Cohen, MB MS. FRACS
M. Glasson, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. S. B. Hudson, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
R. F. C. Jones, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
D. M. Llewellyn, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
A. W. Middleton, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
I. Reid, MB BS, FRCSE FRACS

*

T: in Paediatric Ear, Nose
and Throat
T: in Paediatric NeurosWgerY
T: in Paediatric orthopaedic
surgery

B. N.P. Benjamin, MB BS D L 0 R.C.P. di S.

I. Johnson, BSc MB ChB, FRCS FRCS Glas.
D. W. Whiteway, MB BS, FRCS FRCSE

Tropical Medicine
Professor

Robert Hughes Black, ED, DTM&H Liv. M D BS DipAnth,
FRACP
For teaching staff see School of Public Health and Tropical
Medicine.

University Administrative Units in the Teaching
Hospitals
Warden of the Clinical
School
Clinical Supervisors

Warden of the Clinical School
Clinical Supervisor
Warden of the Clinical School
Clinical Supervisors

At Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
J. A. Burgess, MB BS, MRACP
K. H. Atkinson, MB BS, MRCOG
B. P. Morgan, MB BS, FRACS
At Sydney Hospital
A. R. Brown, MB ChB N.Z., FRCS FRACS
J. W. Niesche, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
At the Royal North Shore Hospital
I. Monk, MB MS, FRCS FRACS
A. M. Lloyd, MB BS, MRACP
A. Poole, MB BS, FRACS

Warden of the Clinical School
Clinical Supervisor

At Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
S. G. Koorey, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
Margaret A. Gillies, MB BS, MRACP

Clinical Supervisor

At Mater Misericordiae Hospital
R. F. O'Reilly, MB BS, FRACP

Clinical Supervisor

At the Women's Hospital
J. C. Murray, MB BS, MRCOG

Clinical Supervisor

At St Margaret's Hospital for Women
D. H. McGrath, MB BS, FRCOG

Clinical Supervisor

At Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
M. D. Gett, MB BS, MRACP

Clinical Supervisor

At Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
Paula J. Cameron, MB BS, MANZCP

Clinical Supervisor

At North Ryde Psychiatric Centre
M. D. McGrath, MB ChB Leeds DPM R.C.P. & S., MANZCP

School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine
Professor ofEnvironmenta1
Health and Principal of
the School

Ronald Kenneth Macpherson, M D BS MSc Qld, FRACP

Professor of Preventive
and Social Medicine

Charles Baldwin Kerr, DPhil Oxon. M B BS, FRACP

'

Profissor of Tropica
Medicine
Associate Professors

!
1

I
I

Senior Lecturers
I

I

I

1 Librarian
; Registrar of the School

Robert Hughes Black, ED, DTM&H Liv. MD BS DipAnth,
FRACP
C. H. Campbell, MD BS DTM&H, MRCP MRCPE FRACP
(Tropical Medicine)
D. J. Lee, BSc (Medical Entomology)
B. McMillan, DTM&H DAP&E Lvnd. MB BS, MRACP
FRCPA (Medical Parasitology)
G. M. Budd, MD BS, MRACP (Environmental Health)
D. A. Ferguson, MD BS, FRACP (Occupational Health)
L. C. Rowan, MB BS BSc Melb., FRCPA (Pathology and
Microbiology)
G. C. Scott, MB BS DPH DTM&H (Preventive Medicine)
G. C. Smith, MB BS DPH, FRACP FCCP (OccupationalHealth)
Shirley B. McGlynn, BA, ALA ALAA
M. D. Stewart, BEc

Libraries
General Library Assistant

Librarian
Assistant Librarians
Library Assistants

Blnkitt Library (Anderson Stuart Building)
Merilyn Gannon, BSc
Medical Library (Bosch Building)
Gwendoline M. Tucker, BA N.E., ALAA
Judith Nicholas, BA, ALAA
Alison McIntyre, BA
Una Colefax (part-time)
Ruby Faris
C. Miller, BA N.S. W.

The Faculty of Medicine

By-laws and Resolutions
Extract from Chapter XII of the By-laws
New By-laws

1 The Faculty of Medicine shall comprise the following persons:
(a) the Professors, Readers, Associate Professors, Senior
Lecturers, Lecturers, Senior Tutors, Senior Demonstrators and
Senior Tutor-Demonstrators being full-time permanent members of the teaching staff in the departments of Anaesthetics,
Anatomy, Bacteriology, Behavioural and Social Sciences in
relation to Medicine', Biochemistry, Child Health, Environmental Health, Histology and Embryology, Medicine, Obstetrics
and Gynaecology, Ophthalmology and Eye Health, Pathology,
Pharmacology, Physiology, Preventive and Social Medicine,
Psychiatry, Surgery and Tropical Medicine;
(b) the University Lecturers in Medical Jurisprudence, Diseases
of the Ear, Nose and Throat and Diseases of the Skin;
(c) the Heads of the Schools of Chemistry and Phylcs or their
representatives and the Dean of the Faculty of Arts;
(d) the Professor of Mathematical Statistics;
(e) no more than fifteen persons each of which shall be a nominee
of a teaching hospital of whom
(i) not more than eleven persons shall each be a nominee of
one of the following hospitals:
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
Sydney Hospital
The Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children
The Women's Hospital (Crown Street)
St. Margaret's Hospital for Women
Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney
Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre
North Ryde Psychiatric Centre; and
1

Subject to the approval of the Governor.

(ii) not more than four persons shall be appointed in the
manner prescribed by resolution of the Senate from teaching
hospitals specified by the Senate, other than those listed in
subclause (i);
(f)the Wardens of the Clinical Schools at the Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital, Sydney Hospital, the Royal North Shore
Hospital of Sydney and the Repatriation General Hospital,
Concord ;
(g) the General ~u~eri6tendent
of Royal Prince Alfred Hospital,
the General Medical Superintendents of Sydney Hospital, the
Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney and the Royal Alexandra
Hospital for Children and the Medical Superintendent of the
Repatriation General Hospital, Concord;
(h) not more than three students appointed in the manner prescribed by resolution of the Senate;
(i) such Fellows of the Senate as are legally qualified members of
the medical profession; and
0)the Honorary Director of Postgraduate Studies in the Postgraduate Committee in Medicine and one other person nominated by the Postgraduate Committee in Medicine.

I
II
I

Resolutions of the Senate
New Senate Resolutions

1

1

2

3

Resolutions of the Senate for the appointment of not more than
four persons as nominees of teaching hospitals to membership of
the Faculty of Medicine.
Pursuant to section 1 (e) (ii) of Chapter XII of the By-laws, the
Senate makes the following resolutions:
There shall be not more than four persons each of whom shall
be a nominee of one of the following teaching hospitals appointed
to membership of the Faculty.
Auburn District Hospital
Balmain Hospital
Blacktown District Hospital
Rachel Forster Hospital for Women
Lidcombe State Hospital
Mamckville District Hospital
Mona Vale District Hospital
Royal Newcastle Hospital
Parramatta District Hospital
Ryde District Hospital
Western Suburbs Hospital
Appointment to membership shall take place in Lent Term of
each alternate year, provided that the first such appointment
shall take place in Lent Term 1973 or so soon thereafter as may
be arranged.
The term of office of each nominee shall be for a period of two
years from the first day of Lent Term in the year of appointment
until the day prior to the first day of Lent Term in the second
year of appointment.
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A nominee shall cease to hold office if he otherwise becomes
eligible for membership of the Faculty.
(1) Any vacancy occurring by the death, disqualification or
resignation of a nominee may be filled by the Dean of the
Faculty on the recommendation of the teaching hospital concerned and the person so appointed shall hold office for the
balance of the term of the person he replaces.
(2) Where a teaching hospital fails to submit a nomination, the
Dean of the Faculty may authorise the Registrar to invite
another teaching hospital to submit a nomination.
(1) The Registrar shall, not less than one month prior to the
first day of Lent Term in each alternate year, invite one nomination from each of four teaching hospitals specified in section 1.
(2) Each teaching hospital specified in section 1 shall be invited
to submit one nomination in the following order:
(a) For the period Lent Term 1973 to Lent Term 1975-

Auburn District Hospital
Balmain Hospital
Blacktown District Hospital
Rachel Forster Hospital for Women
(b) For the period Lent Term 1975 to Lent Term
Blacktown District Hospital
Rachel Forster Hospital for Women
Lidcombe Hospital
Marrickville District Hospital
(c) For the period Lent Term 1977 to Lent Term
Lidcombe State Hospital
Marrickville District Hospital
Mona Vale District Hospital
Royal Newcastle Hospital
(d)For the period Lent Term 1979 to Lent Term
Mona Vale District Hospital
Royal Newcastle Hospital
Parramatta District Hospital
(e) For the period Lent Term 1981 to Lent Term
Parramatta District Hospital
Ryde District Hospital
Western Suburbs Hospital
Auburn District Hospital.

1977-

1979-

1981-

1983-

Members of the Faculty
Mr J. L. Allsop
Mr L. Arnold
Associate Professor B. C. W. Barker
Associate Professor A. Basten
Miss Martha G. Baz
D r M. R. Bennett
Dr M. A. C. Bermingham
Mrs Audrey M. Bersten
Professor R. H. Black
Professor C. R. B. Blackburn
Professor M. J. Blunt
Mr M. J. Bookallil
Mr N. Bogduk
Mr G. A. Broe
Mr A. R. Brown
D r G. M. Budd
Mr V. G. Bulteau
Professor W. Burke
Professor D. Cameron
Associate Professor C. H. Campbell
Associate Professor G. Charlton
Dr G. B. Chesher
Mr D. S. Child
Professor K. W. Cleland
Dr F. W. A. Clements
Mr J. T. Clift
Associate Professor L. B. Cobbin
Mr A. B. Conomy
Mr G. A. E. Coupland
Mr V. H. Cumberland
D r I. G. Damey
Mr D. F.Davey
Mr P. L. Davies
Dr A. G. Dawson
Professor P. M. de Burgh
Mr D. L. Dey
Mr E. J. Donaldson
Associate Professor J. Done
Dr C. G. dos Remedios
Mr B. T. Dowd
Dr Margaret Dwyer
Mr G. A. Edwards
Mr W. A. Evans
Associate Professor A. V. Everitt
Dr D. A. Ferguson
Associate Professor E. S. Finckh
Dr W. K. T. Fowler
Dr M. Girgis
Dr A. H. Goodman
Dr B. S. Gow

-
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Associate Professor C. J. Griffin
Dr A. Z. Gyory
Mr J. P. Halliday
Mr 0.J. HartmannJohnsen
Mr B. A. Herriott
D r J. F. Y. Hoh
Associate Professor A. L. Hunt
Professor N. S. Hush
Dr D. M. Jackson
Mr A. M. Johnson
Mr G. F. Johnson
D r A. R. Jones
Associate Professor W. R. Jones
Professor D. Joseph
Associate Professor J. Katz
D r R. Keamey
Professor C. B. Kerr
Mr S. G. Koorey
Mr E. B. La'Brooy
Professor H. 0.Lancaster
Associate Professor D. J. Lee
Associate Professor J. M. Little
Associate Professor J. D. Llewellyn-Jones
Professor J. Loewenthal
D r R. E. Loughlin
Mr W. H. McCarthy
Mr G. L. McDonald
D r Philomena McGrath
M r R. J. F. McInerney
Mr R. Mackey
D r D. D. McLean
Professor J. G. McLeod
Associate Professor B. McMillan
Professor R. K. Macpherson
Mr P. A. McReady
Professor F. R. Magarey
D r R. M. Malor
Professor H. Messel
D r M. A. Messer
Professor G. W. Milton
Mr I. Monk
D r M. D. Montague
Associate Professor R. R. Munro
Mr S. M. L. Nade
Mr S. G. Nelson
Mr J. E. Payne
Associate Professor J. W. Perrott
Professor M. T. Pheils
Professor D. W. Piper
D r J. K. Pollak
Associate Professor S. Posen
M r H. J. Prior

Dr Clare A. Rae
Mr J. Raftos
Associate Professor Beverley Raphael
Associate Professor D. J. C. Read
Professor T. S. Reeve
Dr B. L. Reid
Professor E. Ritchie
Dr R. W. Rodieck
Mr P. A. Rogers
Dr B. J. Roser
Mr L. C. Rowan
Associate Professor P. B. Rowe
Associate Professor C. S. Sapsford
Mr D. M. Saunders
Mr R. J. Schureck
Mr G. C. Scott
Dr Ann E. Sefton
Professor R. P. Shearman
Associate Professor A. G. R. Sheil
Dr C. D. Shorey
Dr M. B. Slaytor
Mr G. C. Smith
Mr D. S. Smythe
Professor T. Stapleton
Dr G. A. Starmer
Associate Professor F. 0.Stephens
Mr G. R. Stewart
Professor J. L. Still
Dr G. E. Sullivan
Professor M. G. Taylor
Professor T. K. Taylor
Dr Diana M. Temple
Dr M. A. W. Thomas
Professor R. H. Thorp
Associate Professor J. R. Turtle
Mr I. R. Vanderiield
Associate Professor E. W. van Lennep
Dr R. G. Wake
Dr Wendy-Louise Walker
Mr J. D. G. Watson
Mr J. E. Watson
Dr W. S. Webster
Dr V. K. L. Whittaker
Dr Ann J. Woolcock
Associate Professor J. A. Young
The Dean of the Faculty of Arts
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Student membership of the Faculty
The following are Resolutions of the Senate governing studen
membership of the Faculty of Medicine. As from 1 Januar
1972 there have been student members of the Faculty c
Medicine.
Pursuant to Section 1 of Chapter XII of the By-laws thl
Senate makes the following resolutions for the election o
students t o membership of the Faculty :-

1 There shall be three students appointed to membership of thl
Faculty of Medicine, namely :(a) the Senior Undergraduate Vice-Resident of the Sydna
University Medical Society, provided that he is enrolled as ;
candidate proceeding to a degree in the Faculty of Medicine; an[
(b) two elected students, being
(i) one undergraduate student who at the time of election ha
not completed three academic years in the Faculty of Medicine
provided that he is enrolled as a candidate proceeding to r
degree in the Faculty of Medicine, and
(ii) one undergraduate student who at the time of election ha
completed at least three academic years in the Faculty of Medl
cine, provided that he is enrolled as a candidate proceeding to i
degree in the Faculty of Medicine.
2 The election shall be held in Michaelmas Term of each year
provided that the &st such election shall be held in Michaelma'
Term, 1971, or so soon thereafter as may be arranged.
3 The term of office of the elected students as members of the
Faculty shall be for a period of one year from 1st January ir
the year following the election, the students appointed at thc
first election to hold office until 31st December, 1972.

4 A student shall cease to hold office if he ceases to hold quali
fications in respect of which he is eligible for membership of thc
Faculty provided that the undergraduate student elected pursuanl
to Resolution 1 (b) (i) shall not cease to hold office by reasod
only of the fact that he enters the fourth academic year of the
medical course.
5 (1) Any vacancy occurring by the death, disqualification

01

resignation of either elected student member may be filled on
the recommendation of the Dean to the Faculty in one of the
following three ways, namely :(a) by appointment by the Faculty of the candidate in the pre
ceding election who polled the next highest number of votes to
the member to be replaced or
(b) by the conduct of a by-election in accordance with the
procedures for an election set out in Resolution 8 or
(c) in the event of such a vacancy occurring subsequent to the
commencement of Trinity Term, by appointment by the Dean

I

I

i

of the Faculty of a duly qualsed student on the recommendation
of the remaining student members.
(2) Any vacancy arising out of an insufficientnumber of nominations or out of an election which, in accordance with Resolution
7, is not valid shall remain unfilled.
6 The electorate for the election of the undergraduate student
members shall comprise all undergraduate students enrolled as
candidates proceeding to a degree in the Faculty of Medicine.

7 With the exception of the situation provided in Resolution 8
(3) (a) hereof the election of the two undergraduate students shall
not be valid unless the number of votes cast, including votes
rejected as informal, is at least one third of the number of the
electorate.
8 The election shall be conducted by the Registrar and the following
procedures shall apply :(1) At least fifty-six days' notice of the day of election shall be
given by notice posted at the University.
(2) (a) No person shall be eligible for election unless his name
shall have been communicated to the Registrar not less than
twenty-eight days nor more than forty-two days before the date
fixed for the election. The nomination paper shall be signed by
at least two qualified voters and shall be accompanied by a written
statement signed by the person nominated and signifying his
consent to the nomination.
(b) Each duly nominated candidate may provide at the time of
his nomination a statement of not more than one hundred
words containing the following information:Full name
Academic year
Degree(s) (if any)
Age
Positions of offices held in Public Bodies, Clubs and Institutions (including University Clubs and Societies) with dates of
tenure.

This information shall be edited by the Registrar and printed
as a summary of information about each candidate for distribution with the voting paper.
(3) On the expiration of the time for receiving nominations,
(a) should the number of nominations not exceed the number
of vacancies, the Registrar shall report the fact to the Dean who
shall then declare the candidate or candidates duly elected.
(b) should there be more than one nomination in respect of
either or each category of elected student in Resolution 1 (b),
the election in respect of the category or those categories shall
be by voting papers as hereinafter provided.
(4) The election shall be conducted in the following manner:(a) The Registrar shall prepare a list of all persons entitled to
vote, completed to the last day for receiving nominations for the
election, and a copy of such list shall be available for inspection

in the Registrar's office at the University during normal working
hours for the period from that date to the day of election.
(b) Not later than the third day before the day of election the
Registrar shall forward to each voter at his address last notified
to the Registrar a voting paper containing the names of all duly
nominated candidates arranged in alphabetical order in respect
of either or each category as the case may be, a summary of
information in respect of each candidate, if provided in accordance with Resolution 8 (2) (b), a form of declaration wherein
the voter shall state his name and qualification, an envelope
marked "voting paper", and a second envelope addressed to
the Registrar.
(c) The voter shall mark his voting paper by making a cross
opposite the name of the candidate in respect of either or each
category as the case may be for whom he votes. He shall place
the voting paper without any other matter in the envelope
marked "voting paper" which he shall seal. He shall complete
and sign the declaration and transmit to the Registrar in the
second envelope the declaration and sealed envelope marked
"voting paper".
(d) All voting papers so transmitted and received at the University not later than 2.00 p.m. on the day of election shall be
counted in the ballot, which shall be conducted by the Registrar.
(e)Each candidate shall be entitled to appoint one scrutineer.
Cf) At the expiration of the time allotted for the ballot and after
examination of the voting papers, the Registrar shall report the
result to the Dean who shall then declare the candidate who has
received the greatest number of votes in respect of either or each
category as the case may be to be duly elected. The Registrar
shall reject any informal voting paper; in the event of doubt the
matter shall be referred to the Dean whose decision shall be final.
( g ) Where an equality of votes prevents the making of the
declaration under paragraph (f) of this Resolution, the Registrar
shall determine the result by lot as may be necessary to enable
the declaration to be made.

Examinations and assessment
Faculty Resolutions
Boards of Examiners
Pursuant to section 6 of Chapter vm of the By-laws, the Faculty
of Medicine has resolved to appoint the following Boards of
Examiners:

New By-Laws
1. The Faculty of Medicine shall appoint annually Boards of
Examiners which shall be responsible for assessment of performance in the courses and for the conduct of examinations
for the subjects laid down in the By-laws governing the degrees
of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery as from
1st January, 1974.

i

2. There shall be four Boards of Examiners, namely, the Board
of Examiners for Premedical Assessment; the Board of
Examiners for Preclinical Assessment; the Board of Examiners
for Paraclinical and Clinical Science Assessment; and the
Board of Examiners for Assignment and Options Assessment.
3. The Boards of Examiners shall consist of the Head of each
Department with responsibility for the segment of the course
for the degrees being examined, and/or his representative or
representatives, together with the Heads of Departments with
responsibility for other segments of the course for the degrees
and/or their representative or representatives.
4. The Dean of the Faculty or his nominee shall be ex oficio
chairman of each Board of Examiners.
5. The Dean shall invite representatives of the teaching hospitals
t o be present at the Board of Examiners for Assignment and
Options Assessment.

Degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical)
1. The Faculty of Medicine shall appoint annually a Board of
Examiners which shall be responsible for the conduct of examinations in the subjects laid down in the By-laws governing the
degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical).
2. The Board of Examiners shall consist of the Head of each
Department with responsibility for the subjects for the degree,
and/or his representative or representatives.
3. The Dean of the Faculty or his nominee shall be ex oficio
chairman of the Board of Examiners.

Old By-Laws
1 . The Faculty of Medicine shall appoint annually Boards of
Examiners which shall be responsible for the conduct of examinations in the subjects laid down in the By-laws governing the
degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery prior
to 1st January, 1974.
2. The Boards of Examiners shall be known respectively as the
Board of Examiners for First Year Medicine; the Board of
Examiners for Second Year Medicine; the Board of Examiners
for Third Year Medicine; the Board of Examiners for Fourth
Year Medicine (section A); the Board of Examiners for Fourth
Year Medicine (section B); the Board of Examiners for Fifth
Year Medicine; and the Board of Examiners for Final Year
Medicine.
3. The Board of Examiners shall consist of the Head of each
Department with responsibility for the subjects in each year of
the course for the degrees, and/or his representative or representatives.
4. The Dean of the Faculty or his nominee shall be ex oficio
chairman of each Board of Examiners.
5. The Dean shall invite representatives from the teaching
hospitals t o be present at the Board of Examiners for Final
Year Medicine.
29

Undergraduate Degree
Requirements

Degrees
There are six degrees in the Faculty of Medicine, viz. :
MB
BS
BSc(Med)
MS
PhD
MD

Bachelor of Medicine
Bachelor of Surgery
Bachelor of Science(Medica1)
Master of Surgery
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Medicine

The fist three are undergraduate degrees, the rest are postgraduate.
Before admission to the Medical School, candidates for the
MB BS must have matriculated into the University of Sydney
and have been selected for entry into the Faculty of Medicine.
The degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery
(MB BS) are awarded in the case of successful candidates who
first enrolled in the Faculty of Medicine prior to 1 January 1974,
after a course of instruction of six academic years. Successful
candidates who first enrolled in the Faculty after this date are
awarded the degrees after a course of five academic years.
These degrees are those recognized for registration purposes.
Full registration, however, is not attained until a further year
has been spent as a Resident Medical Officer in a recognized
hospital.
The degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical) (BSc(Med)) is
an additional degree, obtainable during the medical course. It
requires interruption of the normal course for a year.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) is obtained by
full-time post-graduate research.
The senior degrees of Doctor of Medicine (MD) and Master
of Surgery (MS) are obtainable five years after graduation
and require post-graduate study and research.

The number of students in each year 1969-74
1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

Medicine1
Medicine II
Medicine111
Medicine IV
MedicineV
Medicine M
BSc(Med)

252
288
208
247
259
225
13

220
270
235
200
240
270
14

224
248
247
218
194
246
11

224
272
218
241
215
192
9

248
266
254
194
229
213
14

252
282
255
244
195
222
15

Total

1492

1449

1388

1371

1417

1465

Requirements for the MB, BS and BSc(Med)
In 1973, the University adopted a new five-year curriculum for
the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery.
As from 1 January 1974, a candidate who enrols for the first
time for the degrees will proceed under the By-laws governing
the new five year course. Candidates who had enrolled prior t o
this date will proceed in accordance with the By-laws in force
at that time.
Both the new By-laws and the old By-laws are set out below.
The new By-laws and Senate Resolutions appear in full in
Chapter xn of the University Calendar.

Extracts from Chapter XII of the By-laws
2 The degrees in the Faculty shall be:
(a) Bachelor of Medicine
(MB)
(b) Bachelor of Surgery
(Bs)
( c ) Doctor of Medicine
(MD)
(d) Master of Surgery
(MS)
(PhD), and
(e) Doctor of Philosophy
(f)Bachelor of Science (Medical) (BSc(Med))
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery

3 A candidate for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of
Bachelor of Surgery shall subsequent to matriculation complete
such requirements for the degrees as may be prescribed from
time to time by resolution of the Senate on the recommendation
of the Professorial Board and of the Faculty.

4 A person who has enrolled as a candidate for the degrees of
Bachelor of Medicine and of Bachelor of Surgery before
1 January 1974 and who has not completed the requirements
for the degrees by that date, shall complete the requirements
for the degrees under such conditions as may be prescribed by
resolution of the Senate on the recommendation of the Professorial Board and of the Faculty.
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5 Bachelors of Medicine, Bachelors of Surgery and Masters of
Surgery of this University shall not possess any right to assume
the title of Doctor of Medicine.
Bachelor of Science (Medical)
18 A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical)
shall complete such requirements for the degree as may be
prescribed from time to time by resolution of the Senate on the
recommendation of the Professorial Board and of the Faculty.

New Senate Resolutions

1

Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of Bachelor of Surgery
In accordance with section 3 of Chapter xu of the By-laws, the
Senate has prescribed the following Resolutions governing
candidature for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of
Bachelor of Surgery:
1 A candidate for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of
Bachelor of Surgery shall complete the following courses of
instruction:
I. In the First YearPhysics
Chemistry
Introductory Medical Science
Behavioural and Social Sciences in relation to Medicine
Histology and Embryology
Anatomy
Physiology
Biochemistry
11. In the Second Year-

Anatomy
Histology & Embryology
Physiology
Biochemistry
Behavioural & Social Sciences in relation to Medicine
Pharmacology

I

111. In the Third YearPathology
Pharmacology
Bacteriology
Behavioural & Social Sciences in relation to Medicine
History-taking and Clinical Examination
IV. In the Fourth Year(a) Cliical Science; and
(b) Clinical Instruction in :
Medicine (including Dermatology)
Surgery (including Opthalmology & Diseases of the Ear,
Nose and Throat)
Paediatrics
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Psychiatry; and

1I

(c) Clinical clerking assignments in two of the following subjects:
Medicine
Surgery (including anaesthetics and resuscitation)
Obstetrics and Gynaecology (including Neonatal paediatrics)
Paediatrics
Community Medicine together with Psychiatry.

V. In the Fifth Year(a) Clinical clerking assignments in the three subjects listed in
subsection (iv) (c)' which were not completed in the Fourth
Year; and
(6) Any two subjects each of which may be selected from the
following in accordance with Resolutions of the Faculty:
(i) Anaesthetics and Resuscitation
Behavioural and Social Sciences in relation to Medicine
Histology and Embryology
Physiology
Biochemistry
Pharmacology
Pathology
Bacteriology
Surgery
Paediatrics
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Psychiatry
Community Medicine
Anatomy; or
(ii) Any other subject or subjects as may be approved from time
to time by resolution of the Faculty; or
(iii) A subject which is a combination approved from time to
time by Resolution of the Faculty of any two or more subjects
listed under subsection (v) (b) (i) or approved under subsection
(v) (b) (ii).
2 (i) A course shall consist of lectures, together with such clinical,
laboratory and tutorial instruction or practical work, exercises
or essays as may be prescribed by the Faculty.
(ii) In these resolutions, the words "to complete a course" and
derivative expressions mean :
(a) to attend the lectures and seminars if any for clinical, laboratory or tutorial instruction;
(b) to complete satisfactorily the practical work, exercises or essays if any; and
(c) to pass the examinations if any in the course.

3 (i) An examination may be held for each of the prescribed
courses of study for the degrees.
(ii) At each examination a candidate may be required to give
proof of his knowledge by a practical or viva voce examination,
as well as by written answers to the questions set out in all
subjects whatsoever.
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(iii) A candidate may be tested from time to time during the
courses of study by written and/or viva voce examinations, and
the results of such tests shall be taken into account in determining
the results of the examinations.
4 (i) A candidate shall complete such courses as shall be prescribed
by the Faculty in one year before proceeding to the next year.
(ii) A candidate who has failed to complete a course shall,
before again presenting himself for examination, re-attend the
courses of instruction including clinical instruction in which he
has failed, unless he receives exemption which may be granted
at the discretion of the Board of Examiners in accordance with
the resolutions of the Faculty governing exemption from reexamination.
A candidate who has completed all courses for the degrees shall
be recommended to the Senate for admission to the degrees of
Bachelor of Medicine and of Bachelor of Surgery.
The degrees shall be awarded jointly in one of two grades,
either Pass or Honours. There shall be two classes of Honours,
namely Class I and Class 11.
(i) Honours at graduation shall be awarded in accordance with
resolutions of the Faculty, and the candidate who shall have been
most distinguished shall receive a bronze medal, provided that he
shall have obtained first-class honours.
(ii) Except with the permission of the Faculty, granted for
special reasons, no candidate shall be awarded Honours at
graduation who is of more than six years' standing in the Faculty.
For the purposes of section 17 of the Medical Practitioners Act,
1938, "the Fourth, Fifth and Final Year examinations prescribed
by the Senate of the University of Sydney for students in the
Faculty of Medicine" shall be the examinations of the Third,
Fourth and Fifth Years as hereinbefore set out.
Transitional Provisions for the Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine
and Bachelor of Surgery
Pursuant to section 5 of Chapter w of the By-laws, and except
as provided in section 10 of these Resolutions, a candidate
enrolled for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of Bachelor
of Surgery before 1st January, 1974, and who has not completed
the requirements for the degrees by that date, shall proceed to the
degrees in accordance with the By-laws in force immediately
prior to 1st January, 1974.
Where a course for the degrees is no longer available a candidate
shall complete instead such other course or courses as the
Faculty may by Resolution prescribe.
Bachelor of Science (Medical)
1. A candidate for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and of
Surgery who has-

(a) completed the courses of the second year for the degrees,

(b) has shown special merit in his studies, and
(c) is considered by the Head of the Department a suitable
candidate for advanced work,
may be permitted by the Faculty to interrupt his candidature
for the degrees and attend an approved course of advanced study
in Anatomy, Histology and Embryology, Biochemistry, Behavioural and Social Sciences in relation to Medicine or Physiology.
2. On completion of the course such a candidate may be recommended by the Faculty for admission to the degree of Bachelor
of Science (Medical). The degree shall be awarded in one of two
grades, either Pass or Pass with Distincti0n.l

3. A candidate for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and
of Surgery who has(a) completed the courses of the third year for the degrees,
(b) has shown special merit in his studies, and
(c) is considered by the Head of the Department a suitable
candidate for advanced work,
may be permitted by the Faculty to interrupt his candidature for
the degrees and attend an approved course of advanced study
in Anatomy, Histology and Embryology, Biochemistry, Behavioural and Social Sciencesin relation to Medicine, Physiology,
Bacteriology, Pathology or Pharmacology.

4. On completion of the course he may be recommended by the
Faculty for admission to the degree of Bachelor of Science
(Medical). The degree shall be awarded in one of two grades,
either Pass or Pass with Distinction.'

Old By-laws (Extractsy
4

Candidates for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor
of Surgery shall attend and gain proficiency in the following
courses of instruction:

First Year
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
Introductory Medical Science

Second Year
Anatomy
Histology and Embryology
Physiology
Biochemistry
-

-

Subject to the approval of the Governor.
The Old By-laws appear in full in Chapter w of the 1973 edition of

the University Calendar.
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Third Year
Anatomy
Physiology
Biochemistry
Pharmacology

Fourth Year
Pathology
Bacteriology
Pharmacology
Therapeutics and Materia Medica
Medicine and Surgery, including special subjects
Medical Psychology
Medical Jurisprudence
Clinical Diagnostic Methods
Hospital Practice, including Tutorial Surgery, Tutorial Medicine,
Surgical Out-Patients, Clinical Orthopaedics

F$th Year
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Paediatrics
Psychiatry
Medicine and Surgery, including Medical Ethics and special
subjects
History of Medicine
Preventive and Social Medicine
Anaesthetics
Clinical Diseases of Skin
Clinical Diseases of Eye
Clinical Diseases of Ear, Nose and Throat
Clinical Paediatrics
Clinical Obstetrics and Clinical Gynaecology
Hospital Practice, including Clinical Surgery and Clinicat Medicine

Sixth Year
Hospital Practice, including Clinical Medicine and Clinical
surgery

5 The examinations for the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and
Bachelor of Surgery shall be as follows:
(i) An examination in Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Intro.
ductory Medical Science at the end of First Year.
(ii) An examination in Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry and
Histology and Embryology at the end of the Second Year.
(iii) An examination in the subjects of Anatomy, Physiology and
Biochemistry at the end of Trinity Term of the Third Year.
candidate shall be admitted to the examination unless he has
completed the dissection of every part of the body at least once.
(iv) (a) An examination in Pharmacology, Pathology and Bacteriology at the end of Lent Term of the Fourth Year.
(b) An examination in Introductory Medicine and Surgery at the
end of Trinity Term of the Fourth Year.

(v) An examination in Preventive and Social Medicine and
Psychiatry at the end of the Fifth Year, and examinations in
Paediatrics during the Fifth Year.
(vi) An examination during Michaelmas Term of the Sixth Year
in Medicine, including Clinical Medicine and Therapeutics; in
Surgery, including Clinical Surgery; in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, including Clinical Obstetrics and Clinical Gynaecology.
6 [Repealed].

7 No candidate shall beidmitted to the fhal examination until he
shall have produced evidence of having completed his twentyfirst year.

8 At each examination candidates may be required to give proof
of their knowledge by a practical or viva voce examination as
well as by written answers to the questions set in all subjects
whatsoever.
9 Students who have failed to pass any of the prescribed examinations shall, before again presenting themselves for examination,
re-attend the courses of instruction in which they have failed,
unless they receive exemption at the discretion of the Board of
Examiners. Re-attendance at courses of Clinical Instruction is
also compulsory, although exemption from these may be granted
in special cases by the Board of Medical Studies of the hospital
concerned.
10 Candidates who have passed all the examinations to the satisfaction of the examiners shall be recommended to the Senate for
admission to the degree of Bachelor of Medicine and to the
degree of Bachelor of Surgery if they so elect.

11 Honours at graduation shall depend upon the proficiency shown
in the examinations in accordance with regulations approved by
the Faculty, and the candidate who shall have been most distinguished shall receive a bronze medal, provided that he shall
have obtained firstclass Honours.
Unless with the express permission of the Faculty, granted
for special reasons. no candidate shall be awarded Honours at
graduation who is of more than seven years' standing in the
Faculty.
13 Bachelors of Medicine, Bachelors of Surgery and Masters of
Surgery of this University shall not possess any right to assume
the title of Doctor of Medicine.
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical)
Undergraduates who have completed the examination prescribed
for students at the end of Trinity Term of Third Year of the Faculty
of Medicine, and who have shown special aptitude in their studies,
and are considered by the Head of the Department suitable
candidates for advanced work, may be permitted by the Faculty
to interrupt their medical courses and attend an approved course
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of advanced study in either Anatomy or Histology and Embryology or Biochemistry or Physiology, and on the completion of
the course may be recommended by the Faculty for admission
to the Pass degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical), or in cases
of outstanding merit, to the Honours degree of Bachelor of
Science (Medical).
Undergraduates who have completed the examination p r e I
scribed at the end of Lent Term or of Trinity Term of the Fourth
Year of the Faculty of Medicine, and who have shown special
aptitude in their studies, and are considered by the Head of the
Department suitable candidates for advanced work, may be /
permitted by the Faculty to interrupt their medical courses and
attend an approved course of advanced study in either Anatomy
or Histology and Embryology or Biochemistry or Physiology,
Bacteriology or Pathology or Pharmacology, and on completion
of the course may be recommended by the Faculty for admission
to the Pass degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical) or in cases
of outstanding merit to the Honours degree of Bacheior of
Science (Medical).
The course is designed to give some or most of the better
students an opportunity to indulge in a year's research in one of
the departments mentioned above. The various departments have
slightly different attitudes to the candidate, but most require a
thesis at the end of the period with or without an examination.
Above average students are advised in the strongest terms
seriously to consider taking this extra degree which will be found
to be most rewarding. Those interested should make enquiries
in the department of their choice or amongst a number of
departments should they be undecided.

I

Applications

(i) Those students desiring to proceed to the degree of BSc(Med)
following the Third Year examinations are requested to apply
to the Registrar on the appropriate form, by early September.
(Forms are available from the Dean's Office, Faculty of
Medicine.)
(ii) Those students desiring to proceed to the degree of BSc(Med)
following the Fourth Year examinations held at the end of
Trinity Term are requested to apply to the Registrar on the
appropriate form, by early August.
Applications should indicate the department(s) in which the
student desires to work whilst proceeding to the degree. It is not
necessary for a student to work in the department in which the
best examination results were obtained.

Scholarships

A number of scholarships are available for students who have
completed with merit the Third or Fourth Year courses in the
Faculty. The number and value of the scholarships varies from
year to year. For 1973 seventeen scholarships were awarded each
worth about $400. Candidates who wish t o be considered for a
scholarship should indicate this when applying for permission to
proceed to the degree of BSc(Med). It will not be necessary
to wait for the results of the annual examination before applying
for a scholarship. Candidatesfor such scholarships should state in

I
'

their applications whether they hold Commonwealth or other
scholarships and, ifso, the value of the scholarship, the conditions
under which it is held and whether or not they are in receipt of a
living allowance. Application forms areavailablefrom the Znformation and Enrolment Office, or from the Dean's office in the Bosch
Building.

Resolutions relating to the Old By-laws
Attendances, Exemptions and Re-examination
Set out below are Faculty Resolutions governing attendances,
exemptions and reexamination.
1

No student in the Faculty of Medicine who has not been
specifically exempted shall receive a certificate of attendance
upon any course of instruction who shall not have been present
at ninety per cent at least of the meetings of the class.

2

Students proceeding to a degree in Medicine who have attended
courses of instruction and passed (after Matriculation) University examinations, or their equivalent, in Botany or Chemistry
or Physics or Zoology, may be exempted from such part of the
regular course of instruction and examination in these subjects
as the Faculty shall from time to time approve.

3

Students who fail in the Final Examinations at the end of
Michaelmas Term after the completion of the Sixth Year may be
allowed to present themselves for re-examination during the
Lent Term following.

4

Students who have not passed the Final Year examination
within seven months after the completion of the courses of
instruction for the degree of Bachelor of Medicine shall be
required to spend two weeks in residence in an obstetric hospital
and to attend such clinical lectures as the Faculty may from
time to time decide.
Students who fail to pass within a further twelve months will be
~tthe above course of instruction.
require
Exempl

re-examination

The following Resolutions governing exemption from reexamination have been introduced by the Faculty on an experimental
basis :
1

A student in the Faculty of Medicine may apply for exemption
from re-examination in a course on the basis of having previously
completed equivalent work in another course. Exemption from
re-examination may be granted by the Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine on the recommendation of the appropriate Board of
Examiners.

2

A student who has passed three courses in First Year but failed
a fourth course must repeat the year, but may apply for exernption from re-examination in the three courses passed.
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3

A student who has passed two courses in First Year mus /
repeat the year but may apply for exemption from the course: /
passed.

I

A student who has failed three or more courses in First Yea' 1
must repeat the year.
A student (graduate or transfer) enrolling for the first time ic
First Year of the Faculty of Medicine and having been granted
exemption from re-examination in the courses Biology, Chem
istry and Physics, should be required to complete Introductor!
Medical Science.
Courses in Later Years

6

I

Students in the Faculty of Medicine who have successful^!
completed the course Pharmacology in proceeding to the degrff
of Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Pharmacy, or the courst
Veterinary Pharmacology and Toxicology in proceeding to tht
degree of Bachelor of Veterinary Science, may on request b
granted exemption from the course Pharmacology in the ~ourtb
Year of the Faculty of Medicine.
Students who have obtained registration as Pharmacists by wa!
of the two year course of Chemistry I, Botany I and Materh
Medica, shall not be eligible for such exemption.
Exemption from examination may be granted to a studen'
enrolled for the first time in a course in one of the later years 0
Medicine.

A student in the later years of the Faculty of Medicine who ha!
passed in all but one course of a year, may be exempted fron
reexamination in the courses already passed but will be require(
to repeat the year in the failed subject.
Graduates and
Undergraduates of
Other Universities

9

Resolutions relating to
the old By-laws

1

An application from a graduate or undergraduate from anothel
University who has been admitted to the Faculty of Medicid
and who seeks exemption from reexamination will be cop
sidered on the same basis as an application from a graduate 0'
an undergraduate from the University of Sydney.
It is implicit in the above Resolutions that the Faculty 0'
Medicine re-affirms its intention that students must complett
all courses in one year before proceeding to the next year.
Honours at Graduation
The award of honours at graduation is based on the aggregatt
number of marks obtained at the Second, Third, Fourth, ~ i f t
and Final Year examinations.
The award of honours at graduation shall not be withheld frofl
a student who has repeated any one year of the course.
For the award of honours at graduation a student may be creditd
with the marks gained at his second attempt at any one ex@
ination in which he failed, on the grounds that his performaU*
at the first attempt was severely impaired by illness or misad'
venture properly attested.

esolutions relating to
e old By-laws

I

1
I

Loaded Marks
Set out below are the loaded marks awarded for each year of
the undergraduate medical course for the purpose of calculating
the loaded aggregate mark for the determination of honours at
graduation and for the placement of junior resident medical
officers at hospitals (see pages 115-7):

I

II :
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Mark

First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Fifth Year
Sixth Year

-

%

-

-

325
275
375
175
650

18%
15%
21%
10%

36%

1800

100%

--

4

Courses of Study

Books

Paperbacks

You are expected to own all books listed as Textbooks. However,
you are not required to buy books listed as Preliminary readirlg
or Reference books.
Check departmental noticeboards before buying textbooks.
*An asterisk before a book title indicates a paperback edition.

Courses are subject
to alteration

Note: Courses and arrangements for courses, including staff
allocated, as stated in the Calendar or any other publication,
announcement or advice of the University are an expression of
intent only and are not to be taken as a firm offer or undertaking.
The University reserves the right to discontinue or vary such
courses, arrangements or staff allocations at any time without
notice.

New Curriculum

The courses for First Year and Second Year Medicine will be
taught in accordance with the five year curriculum. Courses of
study for years other than First Year and Second Year will be
taught in 1975 according to the old By-laws. (See 'Requirements
for the MB, BS and BSc(Med)' in Section 3.)

Behavioural and Social Sciences in Relation to
Medicine
New By-laws

This new course was introduced in 1974, when a Department of
Behavioural and Social Sciences in Relation to Medicine was
established. The course is designed to introduce students to
those concepts and data from Behavioural and Social Sciences
that are relevant to Medicine.
Most of the teaching will take place in First and Second Years,
with two lectures and a two hour tutorial per week. Each
tutorial group comprises about 20 students and has its own
tutor for the year.
Areas covered include selected basic psychological and
sociological concepts, the human through his lifespan, corn

1

I

I

munication and interviewing, illness behaviour and the doctorpatient relationship, medicine in a changing society and human
sexuality.
No single textbook is set for this course and reading will be
set from a wide range of publications in the behavioural and
social sciences field.

Chemistry
Vew By-laws

Chemistry I (Life Szences) is a two-term course specially
designed to suit the needs of the student who requires a good general grounding in Chemistry, and who will subsequently undertake a study of such subjects as Biochemistry and Physiology. It
covers chemical theory, inorganic, physical, and organic chemistry with emphasis on the last area. The course will presuppose a
sound prior knowledge of at least the Higher School Certificate
Science Course, Second Level Short, including the Chemistry
Lobe, or its equivalent.
Lectures: A course given during Lent and Trinity terms of 42
lectures in Inorganic and Physical Chemistry and 27 lectures in

Organic Chemistry, with many illustrations from biological areas.
Practical work: A course of 17 three-hour sessions given in the

first two terms.
Textbooks: Consideration of texts for this new course is still in
progress, and students will be advised of the books which have
been selected when they enrol.
Examinations: The final theory examinations for the course

will be held after the end of Trinity term.
Special Preparative Studies: The following categories of students
wishing to enrol in the course Chemistry ILS are required to
undertake preparative studies before the beginning of Lent Term :

1. Students who have taken the existing Higher School Certificate
Science Courses, who have passed the Science Second Level
(short) course, but who have not taken the Chemistry option.

Parry, R. W. et al.

2. Students who have taken the new Higher School Certificate
Trial (Pilot) Science courses, who have not passed in either
the Chemistry course or the Chemistry component of the Multistrand course, but who have previously passed Science Advanced
Level at the School Certificate.
All such students are required to study the following book
before commencing their University course in Chemistry:
Chemistry: Experimental Foundations (Prentice-Hall, 1970)
They should also purchase and use the following selfstudy
book:

Barrow, G. M . et al.

Understanding Chemistry (Benjamin, 1969)

paying particular attention to the sections dealing with 'Chemical
Quantities' and 'Chemical Reactions'.
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Physics
New By-laws

The Physics course-Physics I (Life Sciencesjconsists of 72
lectures together with 3 hours a week laboratory session, undertaken during Lent and Trinity terms. The course is designed to
emphasize the concepts of Physics and, where possible, to show
the application of Physics in the Biological Sciences. There are
six units: forces and energy, electricity, thermal physics, optics,
ionizing radiation and properties of matter. Two-thirds of the
lectures are given on closed circuit television.
Textbooks
Physics I (Life Sciences) Units I-&lecture
the School of Physics.

McKenzie, A. E.

notes prepared and sold by

Students wishing to enrol in a First Year course in Physics
who have not reached the assumed standard (second level short '
course Science, including the Physics option) for Physics I are
required to study one of the following books before the beginning of Lent term.
Physics, 4th edn (Cambridge U.P.,1970)
Senior Science for High Schools, Part I: Physics (Science Foundation
for Physics within the University of Sydney, 1966)
Additional instruction will be available for these students 1
during the academic year.

Introductory Medical Science
New By-laws

This course given in Lent term is designed to provide an introduction to certain areas of knowledge which may or may not be
taken up in more detail later in the course. These areas are:
Subject

Number

Department

of lectures responsible
Biomathematics
18
Comparative Morphology 18
Genetics
9
Health & Disease in
Populations
Human Evolution

9
5

Physiology
Histology
Histology and
Preventive Medicine
Preventive Medicine
Anatomy

Anatomy
First Year
(New By-laws)

The anatomy of the upper limb, musculo-skeletal framework of
the trunk and head and neck and somatic components of the
peripheral nervous and peripheral vascular systems will be
taught during Trinity and Michaelmas Terms. The course is
planned so that the visceral systems and the central nervous
system may be subsequently 'fitted in' to the musculo-skeletal
framework in a co-ordinated programme of study.
Teaching/learning situations will depend on the use of specific
behavioural objectives, small group discussion techniques and
the use of prosected specimens and other teaching media.
Lectures will be held, particularly to deal with clinical applica-

tions of anatomy. Facilities for dissection may be optionally
provided. Course orientation will be functional and directed
towards clinical applications.
Students are strongly advised to provide themselves with halfsets of bones.
kecond Year
(New By-laws)

During the second year of the course attention will be given to
the visceral systems of the body and the neuro-endocrine system.
The anatomy of the lower limb will be completed.

i

a i r d Year
The course in topogriiphical anatomy is completed. There is
fold By-laws apply for 1975) also a lecture series principally aimed at correlating and inte
I
grating selected aspects of the subject, especially with a view to
their clinical applications.

Each year, students can compete for selection as prosectors. The
competition is usually limited to those students who reach
Honours standard in their first year of the subject.
Prosectors are considered to have gained particular merit in
their anatomical studies, and in addition one or more prosectors
may be awarded the Wolfe Solomon Brown Prize and the A. M.
Loewenthal Prize each year.

Prosectors
I/

1

achelor of Science
Medical)

Students may study for this degree in the Department of Anatomy
on completion of the course.
Requirements are approximately ten months' work upon a
specific research project, plus such reading as the Professor of
Anatomy may direct.

kost-graduate courses

Special courses of lectures illustrated with practical material are
given during each year for the diplomas in the Faculty of Medicine.

I

i
practical anatomy and

iss sections

1

and Second Years

The dissecting rooms and tutorial rooms are open to members
of the Practical Class only, during all the three terms, from
Monday to Friday, for periods between the hours of 9 a.m. and
4.50 p.m., under the supervision of the Professor and the teaching
staff.
Admission to Dissecting Rooms, tutorial rooms and Anatomy
Museum is strictly limited to graduates in Medicine and Dentistry
and undergraduates enrolled in Anatomy.
Removal of anatomical material from the department is
prohibited by law as specified in the Anatomy Act.
Textbooks

New By-laws
Bowsher, D.

,

Gardner, E. et al.

I

Introduction to the Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous System,
2nd edn (Blackwell, 1970)
Anatomy: A Regional Study of Human Structure, 3rd edn (Saunders,
1969)

Y,.
o l d By-laws

Basmajian, J. V. (ed.)

Grant's Method of Anatomy, 8th edn (Williams & Wilkins, 1971).
OR

Gardner, E. et al.

Anatomy: A Regional Study of Human Structure, 3rd edn (Saunders, 1

1969)

OR

Gray, H.

Anatomy, 35th edn (Longmans, 1973)
AND

Cunningham, D. J.

Manual of Practical Anatomy, 13th edn, vols I, I1 and III (Oxford

U.P., 1957-8)
Reference Books

Grant, J. C. B.
Passmore, R. and
Robson, J. S. (eds)
Wells, K. F.
Wood Jones, F.

1
I

I

1

Atlas of Anatomy, 6th edn (Churchill Livingstone, 1972)
A Companion to Medical Studies, vol. I , 'Anatomy, Biochemistry,

Physiology and related subjects' (Blackwell, 1968)
Kinesiology, 5th edn (Saunders, 1971)
Principles of Anatomy as seen in the Hand, AND Structure and Func
tion as seen in the Foot, 2nd edn (Balliere, Tindall & Cox, 1949)

Biochemistry

First Year
New By-laws

Second Year
New By-laws

Biochemistry is studied during four terms of First and Second
Years of Medicine under the new curriculum.
However, Third Year in 1975 will continue according to the
old curriculum, in which the course is studied during six terms
of First, Second and Third Years of Medicine. Both curricula
assume clear understanding of the chemistry studied in First
Year; and are intended to assist the student to acquire a sound
knowledge of certain concepts which have contributed greatly to
the scientific basis of modern medicine. The student is expected
to integrate biochemistry with his other studies.
Students will receive three lectures per week in Michaelmas
Term. Topics to be studied include the following:- Revision
and extension of physical chemistry, where relevant to biochemistry, including bonding, reaction equilibria, physical
chemistry of solutions; the structure and properties of amino
acids, peptides and proteins; an introduction to the nature of
enzymes and enzyme catalysis; the digestion and absorption of
proteins; the structure and properties of carbohydrates and
lipids. Three practical classes will be held dealing with topics
related to the lectures in Michaelmas Term.
About 50 lectures are given during Lent, Trinity and Michaelmas
Terms. The topics to be studied include the following: Review
of protein structure with emphasis on conformational aspects;
the nature of enzyme active sites; the chemistry of coenzymes;
enzyme kinetics and current theories of the mechanism of enzyme
action; chemistry, digestion, absorption and metabolism of
carbohydrates; biological oxidations, including the chemistrY
and functions of porphyrins and cytochromes, electron transport,
oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondria1 organization; the
chemistry of lipids; digestion, absorption and metabolism of 1
fats and fatty acids; digestion and absorption of proteins and
amino acids; metabolism and functions of complex lipids; nitro- ,
gen metabolism and the metabolism of onecarbon compounds;
mechanism and control of the synthesis of nucleic acids and proteins, including biochemical genetics; the control of intermediau
metabolism; biochemical aspects of hormone action; inboa
errors of metabolism; senun proteins and immunoglobulins;

biochemistry of the red blood cell; the synthesis and degradation
of haemoglobin and the metabolism of iron; the metabolism of
calcium; vitamins; the biochemistry of connective tissue and
bone; muscle biochemistry; aspects of neurochemistry; bacterial
metabolism; biological antagonism and antibiotics.
Fourteen five-hour practical classes will be held in Lent and
Trinity Terms. Seminars, attendance at which will be on a
voluntary basis, will be held from time to time.

Third Year
Old By-laws apply for 1975

About 50 lectures are given during Lent and Trinity Terms and
up to five hours a week laboratory work. The course is directed
towards developing an understanding of the way cellular processes are integrated and controlled. The topics dealt with include
the following: Metabolism and functions of complex lipids; nitrogen metabolism and the metabolism of one-carbon compounds;
mechanism and control of the synthesis of nucleic acids and proteins, including biochemical genetics; the control of intermediary
metabolism; biochemical aspects of hormone action; inborn
errors of metabolism; serum proteins and immunoglobulins;
biochemistry of the red blood cell; the synthesis and degradation
of haemoglobin and the metabolism of iron; the metabolism of
calcium; vitamins; the biochemistry of connective tissue and
bone; muscle biochemistry; aspects of neurochemistry; bacterial
metabolism; biological antagonism and antibiotics.
Seminars, attendance at which will be on a voluntary basis,
may be held during Third Year. There may also be an opportunity for some extra practical work for a limited number of
interested students.

McGilvery, R. W.

Textbook (recommended for the whole course)
Biochemistry, A Functional Approach (Saunders, 1970)
Reference books

Bartley, W. et al.
Harper, H. A.

Lehninger, A. L.
White, A. G. et al.

bachelor of Science
(Medical)

I

1

i
i
I

Tite Biochemistry of the Tissues (Wiley, 1968)
Review of Physiological Chemistry, 12th edn (Lang Medical Publications, 1969)
Biochemistry (Worth Publishers Inc., 1970)
Principles of Biochemistry, 5th edn (McGraw-Hill, 1973)

Students, at the completion of their Third or Fourth Year under
the old By-laws may apply to enrol for this degree in the Department of Biochemistry. Students exhibiting the ability will be
assigned an appropriate problem. During this year they will be
encouraged to expand their knowledge of Biochemistry and they
will become proficient in as wide a variety of laboratory techniques as possible. Students interested in this course should
confer with staff members during the Third Year for further
details. Similar opportunities will be available to students after
Second Year according to the new By-laws.
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Histology and Embryology

New By-laws

A course of instruction in Histology begins in Trinity Term of
First Year and concludes in Michaelmas Term of Second Year.
The course of three hours per week (sometimes for part of the
term only) covers basic cell, tissue, and organ, morphology.
The Embryology course begins in Michaelmas Term of First
Year when introductory and early embryology is considered.
Organogenesis is dealt with in Second Year in coordination
with Anatomy and Physiology, along with a segment on causal
embryology.

BSc(Med). Students proceeding under the old By-laws who have
satisfactorily completed their Third Year examinations may
elect to study for this degree in the department. They will be
required to spend approximately ten months working on a
specific research project and doing what further reading the
professor may direct.

Textbooks
Bloom, W. and
Fawcett, D. W.
Pollak, J. K. and
Sullivan, G. E.
Williams, P. L. and
Wendell-Smith, C. P.

Textbook of Histology, 9th edn (Saunders, 1968)
Developmental Biology (Van Nostrand, 1972)
Basic Human Embryology (Pitman Medical, 1966)

Physiology
First Year
New By-laws

Second Year
New By-laws

Third Year
Old By-laws apply for 1975

Physiology in the new curriculum will be taught over 4 terms in
First and Second Year; there will be 44 hours of formal instruction in the third term of First Year and 170hours in the three
terms of Second Year. The purpose of the First Year segment is
two-fold. First, it will serve as an introduction to the study of
living systems and will provide core instruction in basic cell
physiology. Second, it will provide core instruction in cellular
neurophysiology and muscle physiology which will not be dealt
with again in the course. The course consists of 18 lectures
in third term and 4 practical classes each of 5 hours duration. In addition there will be 6 tutorials and clinical case
demonstrations to be held during the last 6 weeks of the term.
This course is the final three terms of the four-term PhysiologY
course. It consists of approximately 100 lectures and 70 hours
practical work, tutorials and clinical cases, distributed throughout the year.
This series of lectures and practical classes forms the second part
of a course in Human Physiology (see Second Year course above).
Five lectures are given weekly during Lent and Trinity Terms.
Practical instruction consists of four 6-hour periods during L . 4
Term.

During this course the student spends all his time in the laboratory. The main aim is to allow students to undertake some
research work under supervision. The student is attached to a
particular research group and investigates a specific problem
under supervision. The results of his work are embodied in a
thesis. There is no formal examination, the award of the degree
being based on the work done during the year and the thesis.
In cases of special merit, a student proceeding under the
old By-laws may be permitted by the Faculty of Science to
transfer to the Faculty of Science and to attend the Fourth Year
course in Physiology as a candidate for the degree of Bachelor
of Science with Honours in Physiology.
Textbooks
1
I

i

1

Keele and Neil
Guyton, A. C.,
Davson, H. and
Eggleton, G.
Mountcastle, V. B.

Samson Wright's Applied Physiology, 12th edn (Oxford U.P.)
OR

Textbook of Medical Physiology, 4th edn (Saunders, 1971)
Principles of'HumanPhysiology, 14th edn (Churchill, 1968), OR
Medical Physiology, 2 vols, 13th edn (C. V. Mosby)

I

Anaesthetics
Ten lectures on the applied pharmacology and the applied physiology concerned with the administration of anaesthetics and
resuscitation are given during the Fourth Year by the lecturer
during the time allowed for pharmacology and therapeutics.
During the Fifth Year twelve tutorials and practical tuition in
pre- and post-operative management and the administration of
anaesthetics are given.
Textbook
Dripps, R. D. et al.

Bacteriology

!

i

Old BY-laws apply for 1975

A course is given in the Third and Fourth Years dealing with the
principles of medical microbiology and immunology, and their
application to the study of disease. Practical instruction, totalling
about fifty hours, is given during the third term of the Third Year.
For this course students will need to provide themselves with a
small amount of apparatus, a list of which is posted in the
Department. Microscopes used in this class must be equipped
with an oil immersion objective.

Bachelor of Science
(Medical)

A limited number of suitably qualified students may be accepted
to undertake research projects and specialized study leading to
this degree. Further details may be obtained from the Department.

1

a

i

Introduction to Anaesthesia, 3rd edn (Saunders, 1967)

Textbooks

I

Jawetz, E., et al.
Roitt, I . M .
Turk, J. L.

Review of Medical Microbiology, 11th edn (Lange, 1974)
Essential Immunology (Blackwell, 1974)
Immunology in Clinical Medicine (Heinemann, 1972)
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For reference books and other alternative works see the
information contained in the Departmental notes, and the
Sydney University Medical Society.

Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat
O l d By-laws apply for I975

Six didactic lectures on diseases of the ear, nose and throat are
given during Lent Term to students in Fourth Year. Clinical
instruction is given in the Ear, Nose and Throat Departments of
the general teaching hospitals to students in Fifth Year for
two half days per week for five weeks of their surgical term.
Textbooks

Boies, L. R. et al.
De Weese, D. D. and
Saunders, W. H.
Miles Foxen, E. H.
Stell, Pracy and Siegler

Fundamentals of Otolaryngology, 4th edn (Saunders, 1964)
Textbook of Otolaryngology, 3rd edn (Kimpton, 1968)
Lecture Notes on Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat, 3rd edn
(Blackwell Scientific, 1972)
A Short Textbook of Ear, Nose and firoat (English U.P.)

Diseases of the Eye
Old By-laws apply for I975

Seven lectures in Ophthalmology are given during Fourth Year.
They embrace the important diseases of the eye, particularly
their relationship with general medicine, as well as the elements
of refraction and the use of spectacles.
In the Ophthalmology Departments of the various teaching
hospitals, clinical instruction is given throughout the year to
groups of students of the Fifth Year.
Textbooks

Trevor-Roper, P. D.
Aust. Coll. Oph.

Lecture Notes on Ophthalmology (Blackwell Scientific, 1971)
Ophthalmologyfor Undergraduates

Reference books
Perkins, E. S. and
Hansell, C.
May, C. H. et al.
Duke-Elder
Wolff, E.

An Atlas of Diseases of the Eye (Churchill, 1956)
Manual of Diseases of the Eye (Balliere, 1968)
Parson's Diseases of the Eye (Churchill, 1970)
Diseases of the Eye, 5th edn (Cassell, 1959)

Diseases of the Skin
Old By-laws apply for 1975

Fifteen lectures in Dermatology, embracing the more important
diseases of the skin and their treatment, are given during Fourth
Year. Particular attention is paid to those skin diseases which
are relatively common in Australia. In the Dermatology Departments of the various teaching hospitals, clinical teaching is given
to groups of students in Fifth Year for one term each.
Textbooks

Sneddon, I. B. and
Church, R. E.
Domonkos, A. N.

Practical Dermatology (Williams & Wilkins, 1971)
Andrews' Diseases of the Skin-Clinical

Dermatology (Saunders, 1971)

b

Medical Jurisprudence

Id By-laws apply for 1975

I

Course of Study. Legal procedure in criminal matters. Medical
evidence. Identity in the living and the dead. Death in its medicolegal relations. Burial and cremation. Examination of the dead
body. Signs of death. Forms of death. Sudden death from natural
causes. Medico-legal autopsies. Examination of the living.
Wounds in their medico-legal relations. Injuries of special regions
of the body. Wounds 'by firearms. Thermal trauma. Electric
trauma. Asphyxia1 deaths. Blood stains. Blood groups in their
medico-legal relations. Sex incidents. Pregnancy. Abortion.
Infanticide. Alcohol. Poisons and poisoning. Drugs and drug
dependence. Children and the Law. Medical Ethics and Registration. Obligations of Medical practitioners. Coroner's authorities
and procedures.
Lectures are illustrated by photographs and descriptions of
cases from the Division of Forensic Medicine.

Textbooks
Bowden, K.
Simpson, K.

Forensic Medicine (Jacaranda, 1965)
Forensic Medicine (Arnold, 1969)

Reading will be supplemented by reference to journals and
other texts during lectures.

Medicine
apply for 1975

The Department of Medicine provides courses of study during
the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Years. In the Fourth Year, instruction is devoted to a discussion of general principles. Emphasis is
placed upon the elicitation of the phenomena of disease and
their interpretation in terms of pre-clinical subjects. In the Fifth
Year, students spend one term as clinical clerks in the medical
wards of a general teaching hospital. Special aspects of medicine
are dealt with in the University and teaching hospitals. In Sixth
Year, clinical medicine is taught in the teaching hospitals and
additional emphasis is placed on differential diagnosis, prognosis
and management.

Therapeutics
A course of lectures in general therapeutics and clinical pharmacology is given during Fourth and Fifth Years. Some aspects of
therapeutics are incorporated into the Correlation Clinics in
Medicine. During Sixth Year, therapeutics are incorporated in
the course of clinical lectures given in the teaching hospitals.

Correlation Clinics in Medicine
Correlation clinics in medicine are conducted by the professors
for Fifth and Sixth Year students together. The course lasts two
years and aspects of clinical medicine are presented and discussed
in relation to the basic sciences with which the student has
previously become familiar.

The Principles of Medicine
Lectures on the principles of medicine are given throughout
Fourth Year. The study of disease is approached from the point
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of view of disturbed structure and function and the manner in
which such disturbances may produce abnormal symptoms and
signs.

Special Lectures in Medicine
Lectures in selected fields of special medicine, e.g., genetics and
tropical medicine, are given during Fourth Year. Some lectures
are given upon diseases which are of importance to the practising
doctor, though infrequently seen by students in the wards of the
teaching hospitals.

a

Clinical Laboratory Methods
Practical classes in Clinical Laboratory Methods are held during
Vacation, Lent and Trinity Terms in Fourth Year. The object
of the classes is to familiarize students with the more important
laboratory procedures employed in the investigation of patients.

Clinical Tutorials and Ward Work
The clinical tutors teach the student how to apply, at the bedside,
the principles taught in the lectures. The object is to make the
student thoroughly familiar with the signs and symptoms of
disease, and to enable him to interpret them in terms of disora--pll
structure and function. Particular emphasis is placed upaa the
methods of examining patients.
The time devoted to clinical tutorials in the hospital wards is
three hours (in two afternoons) per week during Vacation, Lent
and Trinity Terms.
UIl"'

History of Medicine
A series of five lectures is given in Michaelmas Term to incoming
Fifth Year.
F i i Year

Ward Work and Bedside Clinics
Students attend the medical wards of the general teach&
hospitals throughout one term during Fifth Year. The work
consists of clinical clerking and attending ward clinics. Particular
attention is paid to case-history taking and to following the
course of disease. Students attend all post-mortems on casd
allocated to them.

sixtb year

Unnllocated Term (Elective Term)
A number of students spend this time with members of the
Department of Medicine. Clinical and research elective
offered by the department.

Ward Work and Bedside Clinics
Students spend most of the day in the wards where they take a
history from, examine and observe the progress of patienu
allocated to them in their medical unit. At bedside clinics the
students are trained in the examination of patients, the cas
discussed in all their aspects with particular reference to dif
tial diagnosis, prognosis and management.

The students allocated to each hospital unit attend all postmortems on cases in their unit. The clinical clerks attend the
post-mortem examinations on their cases.

Lectures in Clinical Medicine
A course in clinical lectures and demonstrations is given in the
teaching hospitals during Lent, Trinity and Michaelmas Terms.
Subjects are chosen for discfission from the point of view of
differential diagnosis, treatment and prognosis, with the emphasis
on treatment.

i
I
I

Textbooks
General Medicine

ecil, R. L. and Loeb, R. F.
Davidson, Sir S.
Hamson, T. R. et al.

d

A Textbook of Medicine 12th edn (Saunders, 1967)
The Principles and Practice of Medicine, 9th edn (Livingstone, 1968)
Principles of Internal Medicine, 6th edn (McGraw-Hill, 1970)

Therapeutics
Dunlop, Sir D. et a[.
Smith, J . W . (ed.)

Textbook of Medical Treatment, 11th edn (Livingstone, 1968)
Manual of Medical Therapeutics, 19th edn (Little, Brown, 1969)

Ward Work
Hunter, D. and
Bomford, R. R.
Chamberlain, E. N. and
Ogilvie, C.
Firkin, F. C . er a!.

CIinical Methods, 15th edn (Cassell, 1968)
Symptoms and signs in clinical medicine, 8th edn (Wright, 1967)
A system of signs, 3rd edn (ANZ Book Co., 1969)

There are a number of excellent works available which deal
with s1:wific bodlily systems in greater detail. These are available
in the Ilibrary and should be used for reference purposes.
ld BY-~CJWS
applyfor I975

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
During the Michaelmas Term, a series of lectures is given in
obstetrics and gynaecology as an introduction to the clinical
study which follows in the Fifth Year. The lectures emphasize
the physiological basis of human reproduction and its disorders,
and deal with major gynaecological disorders.
During each ten-week term of Fifth Year, groups of students

are allotted to study obstetrics and gynaecology. For five weeks,
half of the students live in one of the teaching hospitals. During
the non-residential period, students attend the practice of the
hospital each day.
The objectives of the course in obstetrics and gynaecology are
(1) to give the student insight into the functional and organic
processes of human reproduction and the biology of women,
(2) to instruct the student in the principles and practice of normal
obstetrics, emphasizing antenatal and postnatal care and the
management of normal labour,
(3) to indicate the value of prevention of disease in obstetrics
and gynaecology,
(4) to stress the socioeconomic and psychosomatic factors
involved in the discipline,
53
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(5) to provide the foundations for a continuing knowledge of
planning family planning, population dynamics and human
sexuality,
(6) to demonstrate the care of the neonate, and
(7) to establish a firm base from which a deeper understanding
of, and vocational training in, obstetrics and gynaecology can
be obtained in the early graduate years.
Considerable emphasis is placed upon the student's own
initiative to study obstetrics and gynaecology in all its aspects.
This is supplemented by supervised instruction, which takes
several forms. In this formal instruction, emphasis is placed on
student participation in solving patient-oriented problems. The
amount and type of formal instruction varies in different teaching
hospitals, but in all the minimum is as follows:

Hospital Teaching Sessions
1 . The full-time departmental staff conduct teaching sessions
each week for the entire hospital group. In addition, the Clinical
Supervisor conducts teaching sessions, which may be a case
presentation, a manikin demonstration, or a discussion, once
each week for each hospital group or sub-group.
2. The honorary medical staff of the teaching hospitals hold
tutorial classes each week for sub-groups of not more than ten
students. These classes are to enable students to acquire skills
in eliciting histories in obstetrics and gynaecology, and in the
examination of obstetric and gynaecological patients. They are
not intended to take the form of lectures, although examples
drawn from the experience of the medical staff to illuminate
points, and elucidate problems of differential diagnosis and
management of disorders, are encouraged. Each sub-group
receives two tutorials each week, one dealing predominantly with
obstetric problems, the other with gynaecological problems.
3. Out-patient instruction. The importance of contact with
patients in the out-patient clinics of teaching hospitals is stressed,
as this is a time when the student may best learn the skills of
interviewing and examining patients, and of elucidating clinical
problems. Each student attends one antenatal and one gynae
cological out-patient session each week.
4. Delivery poor instruction. The core of the obstetric hospital is
the labour ward. Students will be rostered to attend the practice
of the delivery floor. During the time that they are working on
the delivery floor, they should participate in all the activities,
and should not absent themselves from the floor without informing the Senior Resident or the Sister-in-charge.
5. Case presentations. Students will be encouraged to observe
and record their observations on appropriate patients followed
throughout the patient's stay in hospital, including, where applicable, attendance at surgical operations. The student may be asked
to present the case to the entire group at any time, and should
therefore prepare and maintain well-documented case protocols.
It is anticipated that at least one case presentation will take place
each week.

6 . Neonatal paediatrics. Attendance on the practice of a maternity hospital enables the student to obtain insight into problems
of the neonate. The student should familiarize himself with
methods of examining the neonate at birth to exclude congenital
defects. He should also attend the practice of the premature unit
and intensive neonatal care unit, so that he may observe current
methods of neonatology. These studies will be supplemented by
a series of lecture-demonstrations given by the attending paediatricians.

University Teaching Sessions
Sixth Year

All students attend one session per week at the University, when
a lecture-discussion is conducted by the departmental staff.
Once each alternate week during Lent and Trinity Terms,
students attend a lecture on selected topics in obstetrics and
gynaecology, given by the departmental staff or selected visiting
gynaecologists. Additional clinical tutorials will be given in the
general teaching hospitals during Lent and Trinity Terms.
Textbooks

Jeffcoate, T. N. A.
Llewellyn-Jones, J. D.

Principles of Gynaecology, 3rd edn (Butterworth, 1967)
Fundamentals of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, vol. I-Obstetrics;
vol. 11-Gynaecology (Faber & Faber, 1969, 1970)

Reference books
Hellman, L. M. and
Pntchard, J. A. (eds)
Llewellyn-Jones, D.
Macdonald, R. R. (ed.)
Novak, E. R. and
Woodruff, J. D.
Novak, E. R. et al.
Shearman, R. P. (ed.)
Barnes, A. C.
Coppleson, M. and
Reid, B. L.
Hytten, F. E. and Leitch, I.
Rovinsky, J. J. and
Guttrnacher, A. F. (eds)
Sheannan, R. P.

Williams Obstetrics, 14th edn (Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1971)
Human Reproduction and Society (Faber and Faber, 1974)
Scientific Basis of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Churchill, 1971)
Novak's Gynaecologic and Obstetric Pathology, 6th edn (Churchill,

1967)
Novak's '~extbaokof Gynaecology, 8th edn (Williams & Wilkins,

1970)
Human Reproductive Physiology (Blackwell, 1972)

Suggested additional reading
Zntra-Uterine Development (Lea & Febiger, 1968)
Pre-Clinical Carcinoma of the Cervix Uteri (Pergarnon, 1967)
The Physiology of Human Pregnancy, 2nd edn (Blackwell, 1971)
Medical, Surgical and Gynaecologic Complications of Pregnancy,
2nd edn (Williams & Wilkins, 1965)
Induction of Ovulation (Thomas, 1969)

Paediatrics
Old By-laws apply for 1975

Twelve introductory lectures on the medical and surgical aspects
of Paediatrics are given to the whole of the Fifth Year each
September.
Students should attend the Royal Alexandra Hospital for
Children and the Institute of Child Health for a complete term
during the Fifth Year. The work consists of attendance at medical
and surgical outpatients, psychiatric clinics, ward rounds,
tutorials and pathology demonstrations. Each student spends
two weeks in residence in the hospital. Facilities are provided
when possible for the individual student with a special interest
to pursue it.
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Apley, J. and MacKeith, R.
Balint, M.
Barnett, Henry L.
Cooke, Robert E. (ed.)
Davis and Dobbing
Ellis, R. W. B. and
Mitchell, R. G.
Forfar and Arneil
Freud, Anna
Gairdner, D.
Gardner, Lytt I. (ed.)
Holzel, A. and Tizard, J. P. M.
Hsia, D.
Hutchison, J. H.
Illingworth, R. S.
Jones, Peter G. (ed.)
Lightwood, R. and
Brimblecombe, F. S. W.
Nelson, E. Waldo
Nixon, H. H. and
O'Donnell, B.
Stanbury, J. B. et al.
Venables, A. W.
Winnicott, D. W.
Winniwtt, D. W.
Winnicott, D. W.
Winnicott, D. W.
Winnicott, D. W.
Ziai, M. (ed.)

Weekly clinical discussions are held during the Fifth and Sixth
Years for all students who have completed their term of paediatric clerking.
Textbooks
There is no good and short book covering medical and surgical
paediatrics. This is fortunate, because it may encourage the
student to dip into several books and find out that there are
different points of view.
The Child and His Symptoms, 2nd edn (Blackwell, 1968)
The Doctor, His Patient and the Illness (Pitman, 1968)
Pediatrics, 14th edn (Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1972)
The Biologic Basis of Pediatric Practice (McGraw-Hill, 1968)
Scientific Foundations of Pediatrics (Heinemann, 1974)
Diseases in Infancy and Childhood, 6th edn (Livingstone, 1968)
Textbook of Paediatrics (Churchill Livingtone, 1973)
Normality and Pathology in Childhood (International U.P.,1969)
Recent Advances in Paediatrics, 5th edn (Hogarth)
Endocrine and Genetic Diseases of Childhood (Churchill, 1969)
Modern Trends in Paediatrics, 2nd Series (Butterworth, 1958)
Lectures in Medical Genetics (Medical Pubns, 1966)
Practical Paediatric Problems, 3rd edn (Lloyd-Luke, 1972)
The Normal Child, 5th edn (Churchill, 1972)
Clinical Paediatric Surgery (Ure Smith, 1970)
Paterson's Sick Children: Diagnosis and Treatment, 9th edn (Cassell,
1971)
Nelson's Textbook of Paediatrics, 9th edn (Saunders, 1969)
77te Essentials of Paediatric Surgery, 2nd edn (Heinemann, 1966)
m e Metabolic Basis of Inherited Disease, 3rd edn (McGraw-Hill, 1972)
Essentials of Paediatric Cardiology (Charles C. Thomas, 1964)
The Family and Individual Development (Methuen, 1970)
Collected Papers (Tavistock, 1958)
The Family, The Child and The Outside World (Penguin, 1964)
Therapeutic Consultations in Child Psychiatry (Hogarth, 1971)
Current articles in The Lancet
Playing and Reality (Tavistock, 1971)
Pediatrics (Little, Brown, 1969)

Pathology
Old By-laws apply for 1975

In the Department of Pathology each student attends morning
and afternoon classes throughout Michaelmas Term in the Third
Year and morning classes during Long Vacation and Lent Terns
in the Fourth Year.
The course of study in Pathology consists of systemic lectures, post-mortem demonstrations, practical laboratory work
and tutorials in General and Special Pathology. It is an advantage, but not essential, for a student to possess his own
microscope.
Instruction given in the post-mortem room constitutes an
important part of the course.

Bachelor o f Science

(Medical)

Up to four students may be selected after Fourth Year of the old
curriculum to work in this department. Each student is set a
research project and is given whatever help he requires. Opportunity is also given for the students to further their knowledge
of pathology.

Textbook
Muir, Sir R.

Textbook of Pathology, 9th edn (Arnold, 1971)

Reference books
Florey, Sir H. W.
Walter, J. B. and Israel, M. S.
Payling Wright, G. and
Syrnmers, W. St. C.
Anderson, W. A. D.

I

General Pathology, 4th edn (Lloyd-Luke, 1970)
General Pathology, latest edn (Churchill)
Systemic Pathology, 2 vols (Longmans, 1966)
Pathology, 2 vols, 6th edn (C. V. Mosby, 1971)

Pharmacology
Second Year
New By-laws

Third Year
Old By-laws apply for 1975

I

Junior Fourth Year
Old By-laws apply for 1975

Timetable

In 1975 Pharmacology will-be taught in both the old and the
New Curriculum.
Under the new curriculum Pharmacology will commence in
Trinity Term of Second Year with a course of twenty lectures.
In Michaelmas Term there will be a further course of twenty
lectures together with ten practical sessions each of two hours'
duration, which will be concerned with experiments on mice and
isolated tissues. The course at this stage will have covered the
major systematicareas of pharmacology in reasonable integration
with physiology and biochemistry.
In 1976, third year students will receive a final course of
approximately fifteen lectures devoted to chemotherapy of
infectious disease and ten practical sessions, which will involve
experiments on whole animals and humans.
A course of 16 lectures and 8 practical class and demonstration
sessions will be given in Trinity term. This is designed to
introduce the bases of Pharmacology in close integration with
Biochemistry and Physiology. This course will be a self-contained
one in that it will provide the general outlines of Pharmacology.
If for any reason a student should not proceed further, this part
of the course will provide a good working introduction to the
subject.
A course of 30 lectures and 10 practical classes will be given in
Michaelmas term which will be oriented to the needs of the
medical student and will be built upon the basis given in the
previous term. Practical work will comprise experiments upon
whole animals together with some studies in human pharmacology.
A timetable for Trinity Term of Third Year is provided prior to
commencement of the term and that for Michaelmas Term
(Junior Fourth Year) will be available after the Third Year
examinations.
The formal examination in Fourth Year will, as previously, be
taken at the end of Lent Term 1974 with Bacteriology and
Pathology; but substantial credit will be given for work done
during the course since the aim is to stimulate interest and
understanding of the subject and not to train the student just to
achieve a good result at the Fourth Year examination.
Textbooks
Either of the following is an essential and will serve well for
many years in the practice of medicine:

Meyers, F. H. et al.

Review of Medical Pharmacology (Lange Medical Pubns, 1968),
OR

Goodman, L. and Gilman, A.

The Phnrmacological Basis of Therapeutics (Macmillan)
AND

Moroney, M. J.

Facts from Figures (Pelican)

Reference Books
Goldstein, A. et al.

Principles of Drug Action (Hoeber, 1968)

In addition students will be provided with printed notes at
nominal cost throughout the course.

Psychiatry
O l d By-laws applyfor 1975

In the Fourth Year, 12 lectures in Medical Psychology are
given, followed by 15 lectures in Psychiatry, including four in
Child Psychiatry. Two demonstrations are given in each teaching
hospital on interviewing technique, with particular reference to
the eliciting of personal and social factors in illness.
In the Fifth Year, 10 further lectures in Psychiatry are given
in Michaelmas Term to incoming Fifth Year students. In the
same term, each student attends Broughton Hall Psychiatric
Clinic two afternoons each week for demonstrations, using
closed-circuit television, of the principal phenomena of psychiatric illness, the techniques of interview and examination and
the typical manifestations of major psychiatric syndromes.
During one term of Fifth Year, the student participates in a
modified form of clinical clerking on psychiatric patients within
his own general hospital. During this term one additional afternoon per week is spent at a metropolitan psychiatric hospital
(Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic, North Ryde Psychiatric
Centre or Parramatta Psychiatric Centre). Tutorials are provided
during this term by full-time and part-time members of staff.
Training in Child Psychiatry is given during the student's
attendance at the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children during
his Paediatric attachment.
Textbooks

Solomon, P. and
Patch, V. D.
Freud, S.
Maddison, D., et al.
Pilowsky, I . and
Maddison, D. (eds)

Handbook of Psychiatry (Lange, 1971)
An Outline of Psychoanalysis
Psychiatric Nursing 3rd edn (Livingstone, 1970)
Psychiatry and the Community (Sydney U.P., 1969)

Many books produced under the Pelican imprint are extremely
suitable for background reading, e.g. :
Walter
Winnicott
Erikson
Brown
West

Dominian
Oswald
Stafford-Clark
Kessel and Walton
Hinton
Crowcroft
Storr
Stengel

The Living Brain
The Child, The Family and the Outside World
Childhood and Society
Freud and the Post-freudians
Homosexuality
Marital Breakdown
Sleep
Psychiatry Today
Alcoholism
Dying
The Psychotic
Sexual Deviation
Suicide and Attempted Suicide

Preventive and Social Medicine
Old By-laws apply for 1975

A course of lectures and seminars on preventive and social
medicine is given in Fifth Year. The focus is on health and disease
in communities and populations rather than individuals. Aims
are to identify factors which influence frequencies and natural
history of disease in populations; to describe community-based
systems of health maintenance,disease prevention and disease control; to introduce insights into medicine from the behavioural and
social sciences and to demonstrate the various ways in which
health services are organised and operate. Emphasis throughout
is on Australian populations:
A course of voluntary tutorials to supplement the lecture
programme is held during the succeeding year.

Principles and Practice of Surgery
Old By-laws apply for 1975

Surgical instruction is carried out over the Fourth, Fifth and
Sixth Years. It includes systematic instruction in general surgery
and the surgical specialties at the University. Tutorial instruction in clinical surgery, surgical pathology, the surgical specialties,
and the special branches of investigation and treatment is given
in the recognized teaching hospitals.
In the Fourth Year didactic lecturing is carried out over Long
Vacation and Lent Terms, and the main emphasis is on the
underlying principles of general surgery. It includes discussions
of the basic physio-pathological states, fundamentals of surgery,
such as shock, haemorrhage, wounds, fluid and electrolytes,
surgical bacteriology, chemotherapy and infection, a review of
the major tumours and methods of dealing with them, and discussions of the important lesions taken regionally and systematically. At the end of this course, special lectures are given in
diseases of the ear, nose and throat, urology, plastic surgery and
other systems. Fifth Year's lectures are essentially confined to
the more specialized aspects of surgery, such as cardiac and
thoracic surgery.
Within the hospital in Fourth Year the instruction is directed
towards the examination of the patient, the elicitation of physical
signs, and basic clinical surgery. In the Fifth Year, five weeks
are devoted to intensive surgical instruction: in addition five
weeks are devoted to the surgical specialties and to anaesthetics.
In the other teaching hospitals similar arrangements are made,
but the Professorial Units are assisted by specially appointed
University representatives within the hospitals.
In Final Year the students are allocated to the various surgical
units of the teaching hospitals and are under the instruction of
the honorary surgeons to the hospital who are appointed parttime Clinical Lecturers by the University. Within the hospitals
the various special clinics and departments all carry out instruction in their particular fields. On one morning each week Corm
lation Clinics are held at the University: these combine basic
science and clinical instruction.

Textbooks
Bailey, H. and Love, M.
Bailey, H.

A Short Practice of Surgery, 14th edn (Lewis, 1968)
Demonstrations of Physical Signs in Clinical Surgery, 14th edn

Handfield-Jones, R. M. and
Porritt, A. E.
Adams, J. C.
Adams, J. C.

The Essentials of Modern Surgery, 5th edn (Williams & Wilkins, 1957)

(Wright, 1967)

Outline of Orthopaedics, 6th edn (Livingstone, 1968)
Outline of Fractures, 5th edn (Livingstone, 1968)

Reference Books
Boyd, W.
Rank, B. K. and
Wakelield, A. R.
Bailey, H.
Pye, W.

Pathology for the Surgeon, 8th edn (Saunders, 1967)
Surgery of repair as applied to Hand Injuries, 3rd edn (Livingstone

1968)

Emergency Surgery, 8th edn (Wright, 1967)
Surgical Handicrafi, 19th edn (Wright, 1969)

Fourth Year

In the two terms devoted especially to introductory surgery the
methods of clinical examination and demonstration of physical
signs is of fist importance, and the remainder of the time is
spent on basic clinical surgery, common surgical diseases and
the simpler surgical therapeutic measures. Classes are held in the
wards and out-patients' departments of the teaching hospitals.
The following, though not an exhaustive list, may be taken as an
indication of the work covered:
Case taking, wounds, infection, asepsis, surgical dressings,
methods of examination of all parts of the body, fractures and
dislocations, shock and haemorrhage, turnours, ulcers, common
surgical diseases, nursing methods. A degree examination is held
in Introductory Surgery in conjunction with Introductory Medicine at the end of the Fourth Year. This examination concentrates on the ability to elicit the physical signs of a disease
process.

Fifth Year

During this term the students are allocated to cases and act as
surgical dressers to them. They are expected to know the full
medical and social details of the patient, to assist at operation,
to be present as far as possible at all investigations and at all
treatment on the patient. Daily clinical instruction is carried out,
and as far as possible the students are expected to go into residence for a period of five weeks in their hospital during this
term of intensive surgical instruction. During the term of instruction in Paediatrics special teaching in surgical diseases of childhood is carried out in the ward of the Royal Alexandra Hospital
for Children. Instruction in the surgical specialties is carried out
within the allocated teaching hospitals.

Clinical Surgical Instruction
Sixth Year

During this year the students are all allotted in small groups to
the various in-patient honorary surgeons of the teaching hospital.
They are expected to become part of the ward organization under
the control of the House Surgeon and Surgical Registrar and to
take some of the histories, act as surgical dressers, and as assistants in the operating theatre. In addition, they attend the special
classes in surgery, which are conducted by the clinical lecturers

and the Professors and other members of the Professorial Surgical
Units. These lectures deal particularly with the problems of
differential diagnosis as well as the clinical aspects and treatment
of various types of surgical cases which from time to time present
themselves in the wards. During the Final Year further instructtion in the surgical specialties of orthopaedics, urology, neurosurgery, and thoracic surgery is provided.

Other Faculty Information

Important note
Further information affecting students of the University
generally and relating to the special items in this section
may be found in the coloured pages in Part 2.

Special enrolment instructions
students. You should also refer to the section on Enrolment in the coloured pages in Part 2 for full details of the
general enrolment procedure.
Reenrolling students in Medicine IV and V and BSc(Med)
will have completed enrolment in September 1974. These
students must call at the Cashier's Office during their Vacation
Term (between 6 January and 15 March 1975) to pay compulsory
subscriptions and to obtain an 'Authority to Attend Classes' for
1975.
Medicine V and VZ students sitting for deferred examinations
in March and April 1975 must re-enrol, if they fail and are
repeating the year, within 7 days of publication of their deferred
examination results.
Students entering Junior Medicine ZV, after completing
Medicine I11 in 1975, must enrol between 14 and 25 July 1975.
Studentsentering Incoming Medicine Vafter completing Medicine
IV in 1975 must enrol between 8 and 19 September 1975.

Examinations
The following special information applies to Medical students.
See also:
the section on Examinations in the coloured pages in Part 2

the resolutions of the Faculty at the end of Section 3 in Part 1
of this handbook
the Faculty resolutions relating to Boards of Examiners at
the end of Section 2, and for post-graduate boards in Section 6.

I
Old By-laws

Deferred Examinations
These are generally held at the end of the Long Vacation and
may be granted by the Faculty:
(a) to candidates who have been prevented by duly certified
illness or misadventure from completing an examination, or
(6) to candidates who have hiled in any examination, but whose
work is deemed sufficient to warrant the concession of a further
test. Deferred examinations should be regarded as distinct
privileges, not as rights.
Deferred examinations for students in Medicine 111 will be
held in June and Medicine IV (Section A) will be held in August;
for Medicine IV (Section B) in November. Final Year students
may re-present in the April following their presentation in
October-November.
Exemption from Re-examination
Exemption from re-examination may be granted only in special
cases. Application for exemption must be made to the Registrar,
on a special form, obtainable from the Information and Enrolment Office.
Before applying for exemption, students must read the faculty
resolutions governing exemption from re-examination. The
resolutions, which apply to the old curriculum only, are set out
under the heading 'Resolutions relating to the Old By-laws' at
the end of Section 3 in this handbook.
Examinations and Assessment Programme
New By-Laws
Under the new curriculum emphasis will be placed on continuing
assessment of student performance and not solely on a series of
terminating examinations at the end of a subject sequence. The
assessment programme is intended not only to serve a function
of examining students, but also to be an important teaching aid,
that is, to provide the student with adequate feedback about
his progress in particular phases of the course.
Throughout the course progressive assessments will form an
important part of student evaluation. Progressive assessments
will count towards the student's score for bamer assessments by
the appropriate Boards of Examiners. Progressive assessment
will involve a series of small tests given during the particular
segment of the course, rather than a single large bamer
assessment given at the same time in all subjects. These tests
may take any form, e.g., multiple-choice, essays, assignments
or oral examinations.
At defined points of the course (barriers) the student's performance in the preceding segment from the last bamer will be
evaluated (barrier assessments). A student may be required to
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repeat one or more components of this segment before being
allowed to proceed further. The barriers will be at the end of the
second term of First Year (for the premedical subjects); third
term of Second Yeax (preclinical science); first term of Fourth
Year (paraclinical and clinical science); and fourth term of Fifth
Year (end of course, assignment and options). Honours will be
calculated from the results available at the end of the course.
Four working groups have been established by the Faculty of
Medicine for planning study and assessment. They are known as:
The Planning Group for Premedical Study and Assessment
The Planning Group for Preclinical Study and Assessment
The Planning Group for Paraclinical and Clinical Study and
Assessment
The Planning Group for Study and Assessment of Assignments
and Options
Students will be represented on the groups. In addition, the
Curriculum Committee of the Faculty has a subcommittee that
regularly reviews assessment procedures.
Old By-Laws
Under the old curriculum the general annual examinations are
held in November-December each year. However for Medicine
I11 the annual examinations are normally held in August, (in
1975 they will be held in June) and for Medicine IV there are
two sections to the annual examinations: Section A (Bacteriology,
Pathology and Pharmacology) in May and Section B (Introductory Medicine and Surgery) in August. In Medicine V
examinations are held at the end of each term, as well as at the
end of the year. Formal application to sit need not be made
except for the examinations held in November-December.
Students will be sent in June an application form which must be
checked and completed, where necessary, and returned to the
Information and Enrolment Section of the Registrar's Office by
the date shown on the application form.

Undergraduate scholarships and prizes
See also the section on Financial Assistance in the
coloured pages in Part 2.
,

The University Calendar should be consulted for additional
information about undergraduate scholarships and prizes.
With the introduction of the new curriculum, the Faculty of
Medicine has established a committee to examine the effect of
the curriculum upon the terms governing the award of all
undergraduate prizes.

Any year of the course
The Australian Academy of Forensic Sciences Prize
Value $50
Awarded for an essay on a subject of the student's own choice
in the field of forensic sciences.
Value $750
The Peter Bancroft Prize
Awarded annually for the best piece of research work in any
subject of the medical curriculum published or completed in the
previous year.
Value $84
The Carnation Paediatric Prize
Proxime Accessit, $21
Awarded to the student who submits the best piece of clinical,
social or laboratory observation or research and who satisfies
the examiners in a viva voce examination in paediatrics.
Value $50
The Dr H. G. Chapman Prize
Awarded for an essay embodying the results of original research
in Physiology or Biochemistry.
The Sidney B. Clipsham Memorial Prize in Operative Surgery
Value $75
The prize is awarded for the best account of research or observations resulting from some activity camed out in operative
surgery during the clinical years.
The Sir Harold Dew Prize
Value $31.50
Awarded for the best case report and commentary on hydatid
disease.
The Foundation for Research and Treatment of Alcoholism and
Prizes of $63 and $42
Drug Dependence of N.S. W.
Awarded for an essay on the Medical Aspects of Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence.
The Goode Memorial Scholarship Short-term interest free loans
to a maximum value of $50 available to medical undergraduates.
The Medical Women's Society of N.S. W. Fund
The Medical
Women's Society of N.S.W. provides a loan of $400 to be
awarded to a female medical student in her Fifth or Sixth Year
who has a satisfactory academic record and is in financial need.
The loan is to be repaid within one year of graduation.
The Moran Prize
Value $1 8
Awarded for an annual essay, open to Roman Catholic students.
The topic shall be of the candidate's own choice within the field
of the history of Science and Medicine in Australia.
The A. J. Reynolds Prize
Value $50
Awarded for the best essay dealing with research into causes,
prevention or cure of the disease of spondylitis in human beings.
The Roche Scholarship
Value $200
Awarded t o a student or students proceeding to an Honours
degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical
Science or Pharmacy, the degree of Bachelor of Science (Medical)
in Pharmacology or the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor
of Philosophy in Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical Science or
Pharmacy.
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The Robert H. Todd Memorial Prize
Awarded annually for the best essay on a topic to be
Lecturer in Medical Jurisprudence.
The John Wait Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate who has shown special aptitude
in the pre-clinical subjects and who wishes to proceed to an
Honours degree in Science.

For First Year
The Renwick Scholarship
Awarded in the Faculty of Medicine for proficiency in the
subjects of the First Degree examination.

For Second Year
The G. S. Caird Scholarship, No. ZI
Awarded to the male student who shows the greatest proficiency
in the subjects of the Second Year examinations in Medicine.
The A. M . Loewenthal Prize
The prize is awarded to the prosector who is judged most efficient
from his skill in dissection, combined with his results in the
Second Year examination in Anatomy.
The J. T. Wilson Memorial Prize
Awarded to the candidate who has most distinguished himself
in Anatomy in Second Year.

For Third Year
The Wove Solomon Brown Prize
Value $175
Awarded on the completion of the Third Year examinations in
the Faculty of Medicine, to the student prosector who makes the
best contribution to the Wilson Museum of Anatomy during
his or her tenure of the prosectorship. The prize may be shared.
The Frank Cotton Memorial Prize
Value $75
Awarded annually to the Third Year student in the Faculty of
Medicine who shows the greatest proficiency in Physiology.
The John Harris Scholarship
Value $400
Awarded for proficiency in the subjects of the Third Year
examination in Medicine.
fie J. L. Shellshear Memorial Prize
Value $25
Awarded to the student showing greatest proficiency in Surgical
Anatomy at the end of the Third Year of the course in the
Faculty of Medicine.
The Grafton Elliot Smith Memorial Prize
Value $75
Awarded annually to the student in Third Year in the Faculty of
Medicine who has shown the greatest proficiency in Anatomy,
taking into consideration both the Second and Third Year
examinations.

I
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The McMahon Tennent Prize
Value $25
Awarded annually to the student who shows the greatest proficiency in the subject of Biochemistry at the Third Year
examination.
The Herbert John WilkinsonMemorial Prize
Value $500
Awarded by the Professor of Anatomy following the Third Year
annual examination to the male or female student in the Faculty
of Medicine, who has not repeated either Medicine I1 or Medicine 111, and who gains the highest aggregate of marks in the
final examination results in the courses in Anatomy which an
undergraduate medical stuaent is required to pursue in the
Department of Anatomy during the Second and Third Years of
the medical course.

For Fourth Year
Value $100
The Burroughs Wellcome Prize
Awarded annually by Burroughs Wellcome and Company to
the student adjudged best in Pharmacology during the year.
Value $350
The G. S. Caird Scholarship, No. Z
Awarded for proficiency amongst male students in the subjects
of the Fourth Year examination in the Faculty of Medicine.
The Allan Douglas Gillies Memorial Prize
Value $25
Awarded to a Fourth Year student in the Faculty of Medicine
for proficiency in Pathology at the Fourth Year examinations,
if of sufficient merit.
The Znglis and WardPrize in Pathology and Bacteriology Value $25
Awarded to the student with the highest aggregate marks in the
subjects of Pathology and Bacteriology at the Fourth Year
examination.
The Parkinson Memorial Prize
Value $200
Awarded annually for proficiency in Pathology and Bacteriology
on the results of the Fourth Degree examination in those subjects.
The Harold A p e d Waldron Memorial Prize
Value $25
Awarded annually, on the recommendation of the Professor of
Bacteriology, to the Fourth Year medical student who shows
the greatest proficiency in Bacteriology at the annual examination.
For Fifth Year
The James and Margaret ClaffyPrize in Ophthalmology Value $125
The prize is awarded a ~ u a l l yto the Fifth Year student who
shows the greatest proficiency in the subject of Ophthalmology
provided he is of sufficient merit.
The New South Wales Department of Public Health Prize
Value $50
Awarded to the best student in Public Health in the Fifth Year
examinations.
The Mead Johnson Paediatric Prize
Value $52.50
Awarded to the student who has shown the greatest proficiency
in Paediatrics in Fifth Year.
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Zbe Michael Robert William Young Prize in Medical History
Value $20
Awarded annually for an essay on a topic set by the Lecturer
in History of Medicine, provided the essay is of sufficient merit.
The Cedric Swanton Memorial Prize
Value $50
Awarded annually on the recommendation of the Head of the
Department of Psychiatry to an undergraduate student who
shows the greatest proficiency in Psychiatry.

For Sixth Year

I

Value $100
The George Allan Prize
Awarded annually for proficiency in the subject Therapeutics at
the Sixth Year examination in the Faculty of Medicine.
The Dagmar Berne Prize
Value $45
Awarded to the woman candidate who displays the greatest
proficiency in the Final Year examination in the Faculty of
Medicine.
The Harry J. Clayton Memorial Prize
Value $300
The prize is awarded annually at the Final Year examination in
the Faculty of Medicine for proficiency in Medicine and clinical
Medicine.
The Robert Craig Prize in Surgery
Value $125
The prize is awarded for the best account of research or observations resulting from some activity carried out predominantlY
during the vacation prior to the commencement of Sixth Year
in the Faculty of Medicine.

1

The Dame Constance D'Arcy Memorial Prize
Awarded to the most outstanding Final Year woman student in
the subject of Gynaecology.

Value to be determined
The Dun Surgery Prize
Awarded to the best student in the F i a l Year Surgery examination.
Value $150
The Hinder Memorial Prize
Awarded for proficiency in the subject of Clinical Surgery at
the Final Year medical examination.
Value $70
17re Albert Hing Memorial Prize in Gynaecology
Awarded annually to the student who shows the greatest proficiency in Gynaecology at the Final Year examination.

I

The Mabel Elizabeth Leaver Memorial Prize in Obstetrics

1

Awarded to the best student in Obstetrics at the Final Year
examination.

,

The Norton Manning Memorial Prize
Value 3150
The prize is awarded for proficiency in Psychiatry as exhibited
at the Final Year examination in Medicine and by a clinical

1

I

,

commentary on a selected case to be handed in before the
examination. (Candidates for the prize should apply to the
Professor of Psychiatry for information in regard to cases
available for the commentary.)
The Arthur Edward Mills Graduation Prize
Value $200
Awarded to the Sixth Year student in the Faculty of Medicine
who heads the list of those receiving Honours at the Final
Degree examination and who has most distinguished himself
over the whole medical course.
m e Australian College of ~pithalmologists'Prize
Value $50
Awarded to a student in the Faculty of Medicine on the results
of the clinical examination in Fifth Year.

Value $200
The Harold John Ritchie Memorial Prize
Awarded on the results of the Final Year examination to that
student who obtains the highest marks in Clinical Medicine.
The William Henry and Eliza Alice Sharp Prize
Value $35
Awarded to the student who obtains the highest marks in Clinical
Surgery at the Final Year examination in the Faculty of Medicine.

Value 375
The Robert Scot Skirving Memorial Prize
Awarded to the candidate who secures the highest aggregate
marks in the Medicine and Surgery papers, not including clinical
examinations, at the Final Degree, Sixth Year examinations.
The Upjohn Prize in Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Value $50
Awarded to the student with the best performance in the subject
of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics as applied to
medicine and surgery, such assessment to be based on the
appropriate examinations in medicine and surgery.

Libraries
See also the section on Libraries in the coloured pages

in Part 2.

Burkitt Library
Burkitt Library is situated on the ground floor of the Anderson
Stuart building and contains a valuable collection of material in
the fields of Anatomy, Physical Anthropology, Physiology,
Histology and Embryology. It is named after Professor A. N.
Burkitt, who was Professor of Anatomy from 1926 to 1955, and
who donated his large collection of books to form the nucleus
of the Burkitt Library. It is a research library only. Undergraduates may borrow books, but periodicals are not for loan.
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Medical Library
This library, which is situated in the Bosch Building covers mostly
the fields of Clinical Medicine, Surgery, Pathology, Bacteriology,
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Paediatrics and Pharmacology. It
is designed to provide for the needs of the staff of the Faculty,
and of undergraduates in the para-clinical and clinicalyears of the
course. It is a modern air-conditioned library with accornmodation for 170readers.

Clinical School Libraries
Libraries for the use of undergraduates are maintained in the
clinical schools of the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney
Hospital, Royal North Shore Hospital, and Repatriation
General Hospital, Concord, and in the Specialist hospitals.

Post-graduate Psychiatric Library at Broughton
Hall Clinic
This is a reference library, mainly for post-graduate use but
accessible to undergraduates when doing their psychiatric term.
By 1975 it is anticipated that a separate small undergraduate
library will be in operation at Broughton Hall.
Details of hours of opening, borrowing privileges and
borrowing regulations, can be obtained from these particular
libraries.

Societies
Sydney University Medical Society
The Medical Society is the oldest of the University Faculty
Societies, having been founded in 1886 to 'provide a common
meeting ground for teachers, graduates and undergraduates in
Medicine'. Membership is open to all undergraduates in Medicine. The subscription is $5, which entitles the subscriber to
membership for the whole of his undergraduate course and life
membership after graduation. The main office of the ~ e d i c a l
Society is in the Blackburn Building and the hours are 9.30 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
Members are encouraged to participate in all of the activities
of the Medical Society, which include the following:
Council
The Medical Society Council consists of forty or fifty students
who have been elected by the student body. These include a
graduate president, honorary secretary and treasurer, social,
sporting and publication directors. Also included are the year
representatives and the various liaison officers, staff, Faculty,
AMSA, UNSW, etc. A student member of the society is eligible
to stand for any of these positions. A full list of positions
available can be obtained from the Medical Society office.
A MSA
The society is a financial member of the Australasian ~ e d i c a l
Students' Association. Part of the student's subscription to the

Society goes towards the annual affiliation fee to this Association,
AMSA is in turn affiliated with the Asian Regional Medical
Students' Association (ARMSA) and the International Federation of Medical Students' Association (IFMSA).
The Association has a number of committees which work
towards improvements in the fields of medical education,
student health, student overseas exchange schemes and population and environment problems. Each of these has a national
director, with representatives at each medical school. In 1973
Sydney was the national director for the portfolio on population
and environment. AMSA also produces PANACEA, a quarterly
magazine issued free to all medical students.
Another important function of the Association is the Annual
Convention. This involves a week of films, lectures and debates
during the day, with a very comprehensive social programme
each night. In 1974 the Convention was held in Adelaide and
was extremely successful.
Publications
These include a newspaper, Innominate, which is printed periodically during each academic term, and two annual publications,
the Sydney University Medical Journal and the Senior Year Book.
A charge is made for the latter.
Lecture notes and reprints of examinationpapers
Each new member is presented with a set of reprints of First
Year examination papers free of charge. Similar sets of reprints
for succeeding years ('quiz' and 'objective' papers excluded
except where permitted by the department concerned) are sold
by the Society for about 2c per foolscap page. This also applies
to official lecture notes for some subjects, where distribution of
the notes is authorized by the lecturer.
Social
The Society organizes a variety of social functions including the
annual Medical Ball which is held in April, and the Annual
Medical Dinner which is held in December. 'Year' dinners are
also held, with considerable success.
Med. Revue
The Med. Revue was revived in 1973 with unprecedented success
and was equally well received in 1974. The profits have been
donated to the Aboriginal Medical Service and to the Postgraduate Medical Foundation. Every medical student is invited
to participate in the Revue.
Lambie-Dew Oration
This is given annually in the Great Hall of the University to
honour the work of the late Professor Sir Harold Dew and the
late Professor C. G. Lambie, the first full-time Professors of
Surgery and Medicine respectively in the University of Sydney.
The orator is a speaker of world renown in medical or scientific
practice and teaching.
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Inter-faculty competitions
The Medical Society, through its year representatives and other
officers, organizes representation in the various inter-faculty
competitions such as debating and all forms of sport for both
men and women.
Lunch-hour films and addresses
Films on medical topics are screened regularly during the lunch
hour, and occasionally an address on some topic of medical
interest is given by an authority in a particular field.
Bursaries
The Society supports and administers the Clinical Years Bursary
Fund, which makes grants to students in the clinical years who
are suffering grave financial difficulty. It is intended that the
scope of this fund should be widened to the fullest possible
extent whenever money becomes available. The Student Emergency Loan Fund provides small short term loans.
War Memorial Library Fund
The proceeds of the annual Medical Ball each year are paid into
the Society's War Memorial Library Fund, and funds allocated
to the Medical Libraries of the University and the Teaching
Hospitals for the purchase of text and reference books for the
specific use of students.
Liaison with Faculty
There are three student representatives on the Faculty of
Medicine, one of whom is the senior undergraduate VicePresident of the Society, the other two being elected from clinical
and pre-clinical years. In addition, the Honorary Secretary of
the Society and one representative from each year are members
of an active staff-student liaison committee.
Reports and Surveys
The Medical Society makes an important contribution to
University life through various bodies formed to investigate
matters seriously affecting student welfare. For example in
1970-71, the Society's Curriculum Revision Committee conducted
a survey concerning all aspects of the medical course. Some 892
persons took part in the survey, including both students and
junior resident medical officers, which provided essential information for the Faculty at a time when it was planning the
introduction of the new undergraduate cumculurn.
National plebiscites are also being carried out by AMSA to
determine the feelings of medical students throughout Australasia
about such issues as National Health, abortion and pollution.
Medical Society Bookshop
As the pioneer student book scheme in the University, the
bookshop has enabled medical students and graduates to save a
considerableportion of the cost of textbooks, as well as providiof

specialized service and expert guidance. The Medical Society
Bookshop serves the entire Faculty.
Instruments and Equipment
Instruments for Biology and Anatomy, as well as those used in
the three clinical years, are sold at a discount through the
Medical Society.
Secondhand Book Exchange
Books lodged in the Society's office are sold at a price not
exceeding two-thirds of the original for a charge of 10%. Because
of restricted space, only the current editions of recommended
books can be accepted and kept on display for three months.
Secondhand First Year books are handled at a specially arranged
sale during Orientation Week.
Information and Enquiries
The staff and counsellors of the Medical Society are always
prepared to discuss problems with members.

Cadetships and traineeships in Medicine
See also the section on Financial Assistance in the
coloured pages in Part 2.

Cadetships or traineeships are made available to selected students
by the Royal Australian Army Medical Corps, the Royal Australian Navy and the Royal Australian Air Force.

Royal Australian Army Medical Corps
The undergraduate scheme

Each year the Regular Army offers to medical undergraduates
and graduates in residency appointments to commissioned rank
in the Royal Australian Army Medical Corps.
An undergraduate is eligible to apply for appointment if he
is undertaking the first, second or third clinical years of his course
or his first year of hospital residency. He must be medically
fit, a British subject living permanently in Australia, of good
character, and have the attributes required of an officer of the
Royal Australian Army Medical Corps.
The Army will pay lecture and demonstration, library and
examination fees and may pay supplementary examination fees
for one subject only each year, tutorial fees to any affiliated
college on the recommendation of the University, and laboratory
and experiment fees including charges for material as recommended by the University.
Pay and allowances for an applicant appointed as a lieutenant
are currently as follows:
3 years to graduation: $3607
2 years to graduation: $4019
Final year:
$4430
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During residency year--Captain-the pay is $8433 per annum,
and the clothing allowance is payable in addition.
On completion of the residency year the officer is appointed
as a Medical Officer in the Royal Australian Army Medical
Corps on a basic salary of $9989 per annum rising by approximately $400 per annum to $12 096 after five years. In addition,
a Service Allowance of $750 per annum and Uniform Maintenance Allowance of $175 per annum is payable.
Further information may be obtained from the Director of
Medical Services, Headquarters 2nd Military District, Victoria
Barracks, Paddington, N.S.W. 2021.

Royal Australian Navy
Direct entry in the Medical Branch of the Royal Australian Navy
in the probationary rank of sub-lieutenant (U)is available to
University medical undergraduates. This presents the opportunity for selected medical students to obtain financial assistance
for the completion of their undergraduate courses.
In return for this assistance a short period of service as a
Naval Medical Officer is required. Depending on the stage of
entry to the Navy, a Return of Service of two to four years'
service is required.
The Department of the Navy will pay lecture and demonstration fees, library and examination fees, tutorial fees and laboratory and experiment fees.
On appointment as Sub-Lieutenant (undergraduate), after
successfully completing a minimum of three years of a medical
course, undergraduates are paid at the following rates:
3 years to graduation: $3607
2 years to graduation: $4019
Final year:
$4430
During hospital residency the member is promoted to the rank
of Surgeon Lieutenant (on probation) and receives a Military
Salary of $9183 per annum. On completion of hospital residency,
the member is promoted to Surgeon Lieutenant (for short
service) and appointed to a Short Service Commission. The
Military Salary of a Surgeon Lieutenant commences at $10 739
per annum, increasing by annual increments to $12 846 per
annum. After four years' service from completion of hospital
residency the medical officer may be promoted to the rank of
Surgeon Lieutenant-Commander with a Military Salary corn
mencing at $13 704 per annum increasing by annual increments
t o $15 009 per annum. In addition to the rates of pay stated
above, all officersare paid a tax-free uniform upkeep allowance
of $175 per annum and during periods of posting to a seagoing
ship are paid a Seagoing Allowance of $548 per annum if single,
o r $657 per annum if mamed.
Enquiries should be directed to:
Special Deputy (Navy Office)
Attention ASNP(0E)
Department of Defence
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600

Royal Australian Air Force
Each year the Air Force invites applications from medical
undergraduates for appointment to commissioned rank in the
Medical Branch of the Service. The Undergraduate Scheme
provides for selected applicants to continue their medical studies
under the sponsorship of the Air Force.
Applicants must have completed at least three years of the
University Course in the Faculty of Medicine. They must be
recommended by the University for appointment, be medically
fit, Australian Citizens or British subjects granted permanent
residence in Australia, and possess the attributes required of an
Air Force Officer.
Undergraduates receive :
3 years to graduation: $3607
2 years to graduation: $4019
Final year:
$4430
Additionally, a tax-free clothing allowance of $105 is paid.
Salary on graduation, and during the year of residency, is 19358,
plus a $175 tax-free clothing allowance.
Depending on stage of entry of Medical Officers to the scheme,
a return of service of 2 to 4 years is required. They may also
be required to serve at Air Force Hospitals and Bases within
Australia or overseas.
Apart from the professional aspects of the Air Force, a great
social life can be guaranteed.
Further information can be obtained from Air Force Careers
Officer, Defence Force Recruiting Centre, Central Square
Building, 323-337 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, 2000 -phone
212 1011.

Air Force Undergraduate Training Scheme
The RAAF will accept suitably qualified University undergraduates and technical college students who are undertaking a
course in Engineering, Medicine, Science or Dentistry for
appointment to a commission in a Branch of the permanent
Air Force appropriate to their qualifications. Undergraduates
are appointed to a temporary commission in the appropriate
Branch with the rank of Pilot Officer student. On graduating
from Medicine or Dentistry Pilot Officer students are promoted
to the rank of Flight Lieutenant whilst those who complete
courses in Engineering or Science are promoted to the rank of
Flying Officer. An attractive pay scale makes training easy to
bear.

Academic Standards for Acceptance
Applicants must have completed at least three years of the
university course in the Faculty of Medicine.
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Post-graduate Study

Requirements for post-graduate degrees
There are three post-graduate degrees in the Faculty of Medicine.
They are:
MS Master of Surgery
PhD Doctor of Philosophy
MD Doctor of Medicine

Degree of Master of Surgery (MS)
Set out below are extracts from Chapter xn of the By-laws of
the University. The By-laws appear in full in the University
Calendar.
Extract fiom Chapter XI1 of the By-laws
11 The degree of Master of Surgery shall not be conferred until the
expiration of five academic years from the granting of the degrees
of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery.

12 Candidates for this degree must produce evidence that they have
had special training in Surgery and that they have been engaged
in a manner approved by the Faculty in the special full-time
study and practice of Surgery, or of some special branch of
Surgery, for a period of at least three years.
13 Candidates for this degree shall submit to the Registrar four
copies of a thesis, not already presented as a thesis for any
degree, on some surgical subject. This thesis shall be a record of
special investigations undertaken by the candidate and show
clearly by appropriate references the extent to which the candidate is indebted for any portion to any other person and be
accompanied by a declaration signed by the candidate that the
thesis is composed by him.
14 The Faculty, if it considers the thesis is prima facie worthy of
examination for the degree, shall appoint at least three examiners
of whom at least one shall be external. The degree will be awarded
only if the thesis is regarded as an original contribution of dis.
tinguished merit adding to the knowledge and understanding of
the subject.

I

15 Each candidate shall be required to pass a clinical examination
in the branch of Surgery which he professes. In special cases the
Faculty may by resolution exempt a candidate from this examination.

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is awarded in the Faculty
of Medicine. Details of candidature for this degree can be obtained on application to Heads of Departments or to the Registrar
or to the Dean.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy stands between the degree
of Master and a higher doctorate. It is awarded for a thesis
which is considered to be a substantially original contribution to
knowledge in its field. Applicants should generally hold a Master's
degree or a Bachelor's degree with First or Second Class Honours
of the University of Sydney, or hold equivalent qualifications of
other universities or institutions. Some applicants may be
required to pass a qualifying examination before being admitted
to candidature.
The minimum period of candidature is six consecutive terms
(two years) for candidates with a Master's degree or quidifica-,
tions considered equivalent. In the Faculty of Medicine sucn
minimum candidature may apply to candidates who hold both
the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine with Honours and Bachelor
of Science (Medical) with Honours in the University of Sydney.
For all other candidates the minimum period is nine terms (three
years). The maximum period for all candidates is fifteen consecutive terms (five years). Candidates work individually, fulltime, on advanced study and research under the direction of a
supervisor. Each candidate must consult his supervisor regularly
concerning his proposed future work and the general planning
of his thesis. All theses presented must be accompanied by a
certificate from the supervisor stating whether in his o pinion
the form of presentation of the thesis is satisfactory.
Intending candidates should write well in advance for approval
- .
and advice from the Head of the Department concerning thelr
proposed study and research.
-

---

Doctor of Medicine (MD)
Set out below are extracts from Chapter xn of the By-laws of
the University. The By-laws appear in full in the University
Calendar.
Extractfrom Chapter XI1 of the By-laws
6 The degree of Doctor of Medicine shall be awarded on the
recommendation of the Faculty for an original contribution of
distinguished merit adding to the knowledge or understanding
of any subject with which the Faculty is directly concerned.
7 A candidate for the degree of Doctor of Medicine shall have held
the degree of Bachelor of Medicine for at least five years. A
graduate of another university admitted to candidature under
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Chapter XXVIA shall have held the degree of Bachelor of
Medicine of that university for at least five years in addition to
complying with the requirements of that Chapter.
8 (1) A candidate shall submit to the Registrar five copies of the
thesis, thesis supported by published work, or published work
alone, which he wishes to have examined. The work submitted
shall be a record of original research undertaken by the candidate
who shall state the sources from which his information was
derived, the extent to which he has availed himself of the work
of others and the portion of the work he claims as original.
(2) If the work submitted records work carried out conjointly,
.
....-..--tive, in the case of published work, of whether it has
111G J P L
been ptiblished in the candidate's sole name or under conjoint
authorship, the candidate shall state the extent to which he was
responsible for the initiation, conduct or direction of such conjoint research.
(3) Where the w
litted incorporates work previouslY
submitted for a aegree m this or i~n any other university, the
wnich portion of the work was
candidate shall clearly indicate --~,so subn~itted.
either reprints or copies of
(4) If Published 1work is SI
such wlork shall la.,
p,upGll,
,,dd.
The bound work shall
include an introc~uctionde:scribing the theme of the published
work w~bmitted,and statilng how the various publications are
related Ito one ant~ t h e and
r to the theme.
*
. racie
,. worthiness for examination of
(5) To estaollsn
prlma
published work, a candidate may, before submitting published
work, submit to the Faculty a list of publications and the introduction required by subsection (4).
9 On receipt of a report from the Faculty that the thesis or pub.
lished wark is prima facie worthy of examination for the degree,
ana or a recommendation concerning the examiners to be ap
pointed, the Professorial Board sh all appoint at least three
examiners, of whom at leas11 one shallI be an external examiner.
(1) Candidates shall not b:recommlended for the degree unless
the examiners report that the work: submittc:d fulfils the cop
ditions prescribed in section 6.
(2) Each candidate shall b:required to pass im examin
- Clinical Medicine or in such specla1 departments of medcal
science or practice as may be selected by the candidate and
approved by the Faculty. The Faculty may by resolution exempt
a candidate from any or all parts of the examination except the
!--A.
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School approved 1>ythe Fac:ulty, any expense i~
by the candidates.
10A On the award of tne aegree, tne Kwstrar shall lodge one cop)
of the published work or thesis with the Librarian.'
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Subject to the approval of the Governor.
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Boards of Post-graduate
St1
Pursuant,to section 6 of Cha]?ter VIII oiP the By-laws, the Fzlculty
has .resol1
red to ap]?oint the following Boards 0'f Post-graduate
.
-

ions of the Fac
-

-

ate Degre,es Board
Postgradu~
1. The Faculty of MedicincE* shall a]ppoint annually a Postgraduate IDegrees Bloard whic:h shall b:responsilble for the: conduct of examinations in respect of postgraduate degrees.

2. The Board shall consist of the Heads of Dep;artments vvithin
the Faculty.
3. The D ean of the Faculty or his re
oficio chalirman of the BoardI.
Board of Cxamzners for Yostgraauare u ,
.-...1. The Faculty of Medicine shall appoint anntially Boar
Examiners which shall be responsible for the conduct off
inations for diplomas of the Faculty.
2. The Boards shall be known respectively as the Board of
Examiners for the Diploma in Clinical Pathology; the Board of
-Examners
.
for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine; the
Board of Examiners for the Diploma ,in Diagnostic Radiology;
the Board of Exanniners for the Diplc>ma in L;vyngology and
oif Exarnine n. for- tl~e Diploma in
Otorhinology; the .Board
.
Occupational Health; the Board of Exammers for the Diplom- .A.
Ophthalmology; the Board of Examiners for the Diplorna in
Public Health; the Board of Examiners for the Diplorna in
Therapeutic Radiology; and the Board of Examiners fc)r the
Diploma in Tropical Medicirle and Hygiene.
3. The Boards shall consist (>f the exa.miners al:)proved fc)r the
diplomas by the Dean and ccm6rmed tby the Faculty. The IDean
each Boa
or his no
Examiner
I..-

DCP

The Victor Coppleson Memorial Institute
of Post-graduate Medical Studies
Chairman: Sir William Morrow.
Honorary Director: Dr Selwyn Nelson.
The Institute was formed for the promotion of post-graduate
education, study, work and research in Medicine, and advancement of the art and science of Medicine.
All enquiries concerning post-graduate diplomas and courses
and post-graduate teaching in general should be made to:
The Honorary Director, The Victor Coppleson Memorial
Institute of Post-graduate Medical Studies, 25 Lucas St., Camper.
down, N.S.W. 2050.

Post-graduate medical diplomas
There are eight post-graduate diplomas in the Faculty of
Medicine. They are:
DCP
Diploma in Clinical Pathology
DDM
Diploma in Dermatological Medicine
DDR
Diploma in Diagnostic Radiology
DO
Diploma in Ophthalmology
DOH
Diploma in Occupational Health
DPH
Diploma in Public Health
DTR
Diploma in Therapeutic Radiology
DTM&H Diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

Resolutions of the Faculty
The following are Faculty Resolutions governing candidates
for post-graduate medical diplomas:
If five years or more have elapsed since a candidate for a
post-graduate diploma passed the Part I examination, he shall,
before applying to the Registrar for admission to the Part 11
examination, obtain a certificate from the Dean of the Faculty
of Medicine certifying that his knowledge is adequate for hi0
to proceed.
If five years or more have elapsed since a candidate for a post
graduate diploma sat for, but did not pass, the Part I1 exam
ination, he shall, before applying to the Registrar for re.
admission to the examination obtain a certificate from the
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine certifying that his knowledge
is adequate for him to proceed.
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Diploma in Clinical Pathology
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the Senat( ,
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding eacb
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-law or Resolution a'
contained in the Calendar of the University.
By-laws
45 There shall be a diploma in Clinical Pathology (D.C.P.).

46 A candidate for the diploma in Clinical Pathology shall:

(i) hold qualifications in Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics approved by the Faculty of Medicine for the purposes of the
diploma;
(ii) produce evidence that he has held such qualifications for not
less than three years;
(iii) produce evidence that he has spent not less than twelve
months in clinical work as a Resident Medical Officer of a general
hospital approved by the Faculty or has spent not less than twelve
months as a non-resident Medical Officer in one of the Teaching
Hospitals approved for the purpose by the Faculty;
(iv) comply with Section 47.

47 A candidate for the diploma in Clinical Pathology shall, after
obtaining the qualifications set out in Section 46 (i) and fulfilling
the requirements of Section 46 (iii), attend approved postgraduate courses of study in each of the subjects of the examination specified in Section 48 at the University and hospitals and
other institutions approved for the purpose by the Faculty and
undergo such special training in Clinical Pathology as may
from time to time be prescribed by resolutions made in accordance with these By-laws.
48 A candidate for the diploma in Clinical Pathology shall be required to pass examinations in each of the following subjects:
(i) Pathological Anatomy.
(ii) Haematology.
(iii) Bacteriology.
(iv) Parasitology.
(v) Biochemistry.
49 The exannination f o r the dir)loma in Clinical Pathology shall be
held in s~~ c mannc
h
:r as the Fiaculty may from time to time direct.

Ins of the ISenate
1 A candiciate for tlhe Diplon
lical Pathology must have
r-ii-.- .--LIG
luuuwlug
I G Y u I I G ~ ~ G U LW1) special training:
fulfilled ~&LThat he has had not less than four years' full-time experience
in Pathological Anatomy and Histology, and Forensic Pathology,
Bacteriology and Parasitology, Biochemistry, and Haematology
in laboratories of hospitals or other institutions approved by the
Faculty of Medicine, of which one year must have been spent
at a fully recognized hospital. This experience shall be accepted
only if satisfactory reports on his work are received from heads
of the laboratories concerned.
2 (a) For the purposes of this diploma, the subjects of examination
shall be divided into four groups, viz.:
Group I-Pathological Anatomy and Histology, and Forensic
Pathology.
Group 11-Bacteriology and Parasitology.
Group 111-Biochemistry.
Group IV-Haematology.
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(b) A candidate for this diploma shall be required to pas!
written, practical and viva voce examinations in all subjects o
each group.
(c) (i) A candidate who has f u m e d all other requirements of 3
the By-laws and Regulations may take all four groups of subject!
at the one examination; or
(ii) notwithstanding the provisions of Regulation 1 a candidat1 ;I
may take the examination in one group of subjects at the end o 3
his first year of full-time training in a laboratory approved by tht
Faculty of Medicine provided that he has had special traininl
for at least nine months in such subjects, and has attendec
satisfactorily the University post-graduate courses of stud! ,
approved by the Faculty of Medicine in the subjects of tha
group. A candidate may take the examination in two groups 01
subjects at the end of his second year, three groups of subjeco I
at the end of his third year and the remaining group of subject'
at the end of his fourth year of special training and after a1
other requirements of the By-laws and Regulations governin!
this diploma have been fulfilled;
(iii) a candidate shall retain credit for the examination in an!
group in which he passes.
(d) The examinations for the diploma shall be held each yea
at such time as the Faculty may from time to time determine
(e) Applications for admission to the examination shall be madl
to the Registrar in writing not less than four weeks before thl
date of examination.
3 The diploma fee of forty dollars shall be paid to the Registra
before the candidate is admitted for examination.
4 The following hospitals will, for the present, be recognized fa'
the purpose of this diploma:
(a) Fully Recognized Hospitals: Royal North Shore ~ o s p i t d
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital; Sydney Hospital; St. inc cent'!
Hospital; Prince Henry Hospital; Royal Alexandra Hospital fa'
Children; Royal Newcastle Hospital; St. George ~ o s ~ i t
Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney; Institute oi
Clinical Pathology and Medical Research (Lidcombe Stat'
Hospital); Repatriation General Hospital, Concord; Lewish@
Hospital; Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick; Bankst09%
Hospital.
(b) Supplementary Hospitals: Royal Hospital for Worneg
Women's Hospital, Crown Street; Mater Misericordiae ~ o s ~ i t
Newcastle; Rachel Forster Hospital.
Courses of study
The courses of study for the diploma in Clinical Pathology shd
comprise the following subjects:
(i) Pathological Anatomy and Histology, and Forensic path!
ogy; To include "Autopsy Technique", histological methods a'
a study of gross and microscopical preparations made froG
specimens removed in the operating theatre or obtained a
autopsies, and some instruction in forensic pathology a'
exfoliative cytology.

*
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(ii) Bacteriology and Parasitology: To include the methods of
isolation and identification of pathogenic bacteria and a study
of the aetiology, transmission, diagnosis, speci6c treatment, and
prophylaxis of the infectious diseases; the recognition of the
common human parasites and a knowledge of their life history.
(iii) Biochemistry: To include general chemical and special biochemical technique and a study of the underlying chemical and
physical principles; the application of this technique to the
qualitative and quantitative examination of body tissues, fluids.
secretions and excretions, and to the investigation of metabolic
digestive and excretory functions.
(iv) Haematology: To include the technique of practical Haematology and a study of f?hs of blood and bone marrow illustrating changes to be found in diseases of the haematopoietic
system.

Diploma in DermatoIogicaI Medicine
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the Senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding each
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-law or Resolution as
contained in the Calendar of the University.

By-laws
60 There shall be a diploma in Dermatological Medicine @DM).

61 A candidate for the diploma in Dermatological Medicine shall:
(i) hold qualifications in Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics approved by the Faculty of Medicine for the purposes of the
diploma;
(ii) produce evidence that he has held such qualifications for
not less than three years;
(iii) produce evidence that he has spent not less than two years
as a Resident Medical Officer of a general hospital approved by
the Faculty, of which a period not exceeding twelve months may
have been spent as a non-resident Medical Officerin one of the
Teaching Hospitals approved for the purpose by the Faculty or,
if he graduated before 31st January, 1963, produce evidence that
he has spent not less than twelve months as a Resident Medical
Officer of a general hospital approved by the Faculty or that he
has spent not less than twelve months as a non-resident Medical
Officer in one of the Teaching Hospitals approved for the purpose by the Faculty;
(iv) comply with Section 62.
62 A candidate for the diploma in DermatoIogical Medicine shall,
after obtaining the qualifications set out in Section 61 (i) and
fulfilling the requirements of Section 61 (iii), attend approved
post-graduate courses of study in each of the subjects specified in
Section 63 at the University and hospital approved for the
purpose by the Faculty and undergo such special training in
Dermatological Medicine as may from time to time be prescribed
by resolutions made in accordance with these By-laws.

83
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63 A candidate for the diploma in Dermatological Medicine shd ]
be required to pass examinations in each of the following sub 1
jects :
(i) Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry and Embryology.
(ii) Physical methods and apparatus.
(iii) Dermatology.
(iv) Pathology, Bacteriology and Parasitology.
(v) General Medicine.

64 The examination for the diploma in Dermatological Medicine 1
shall be held in such manner as the Faculty may from time to
time direct.

Resolutions of the Senate

A candidate for the diploma in Dermatological Medicine, in
addition to complying with the requirements of Section 61 (il ,
of Chapter XII of the By-laws, must produce evidence that he '
has fulfilled one of the following requirements of special trainin!
before admission to Part I1 of the examination:
1
(a) That he has held one or more of the following appointment! ,
at hospitals prescribed in Resolution 4 for a total period of not ,
less than two years, of which not less than twelve months shd
have been spent at a fully recognized hospital:
(i) Full-time Fellow in Dermatological Medicine.
(ii) Full-time Resident Medical Officer to the Dermatologica
Department.
(6) That he has had experience equivalent to that specified it
section (a) above by attending the Dermatological Depart@
of a fully recognized hospital prescribed in Resolution 4, or ha'
been attached in a manner approved by the Faculty to the Def
matological Department of a fully recognized hospital prescribe(
in Resolution 4 as an observer for a maximum of 100 attendance
and as a clinical assistant or the equivalent thereof under tht
supervision of the Dermatologist in charge for 500 attendance
over at least three years. The active participation in ~esearcl
projects can be submitted for attendances at the ~ermatologic~'
Department for a maximum of 200 attendances, at the discretior
of the Faculty.
All candidates must submit proof of an adequate basic trainin'
in General Medicine. This might be a senior post as ~esideo'
Medical Officer for a period of one year, including a period
General Medicine, or as a Clinical Assistant for 12 months, O'
might be an approved post-graduate course in General ~ e d i c f l '
All candidates must submit full clinical reports with up-to-da'i
commentaries on 10dermatologicalcases which will be submitt@
to the examiners in Part 11. The commentaries shall entail"
discussion of present day opinion and must furnish evideflfl
that candidates are familiar with current literature on tt
subject. All candidates must also submit an essay of 2,000 word
on any field of Dermatology with appropriate references to tb
literature.

2 The examination shall be in two parts, namely, Part I and Part 11.
Part I

Examinations in :
(a) Biochemistry, Anatomy and Embryology in relation to the
skin.
(b) Physiology and Pharmacology in relation to the skin.
(c) Physical methods and apparatus used in the treatment of
diseases affecting the skin.
Part I1

Written, clinical and practicai examinations:
(a) The diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the skin.
(b) Histopathology, Bacteriology and Parasitology associated

with diseases of the skin.
(c) General Medicine, with special reference to diseases affecting
the skin. Candidates will be required to show that they possess a

knowledge of General Medicine in addition to their special
knowledge of Dermatology. Any candidate who has a recognized
higher degree or diploma in Medicine may be exempted by the
Faculty on application from this section of the examination.
(d) Radiotherapy as applied to the skin.
Each part shall be taken separately and the candidate will be
required to pass Part I before Part I1 can be taken.
The examination for the diploma shall be held in October each
year, or at such times as the Faculty may determine.
Applications for admission to the examination shall be made
to the Registrar in writing not less than four weeks before the
date of examination.

3 The diploma fee of forty dollars shall be paid to the Registrar
before the candidate is admitted to Part I of the examination.
4 The following hospitals in New South Wales are at present
approved hospitals for the purposes of Section 62 of the Bylaws and of these Resolutions, but the Faculty may, by special
resolution, recognize other hospitals in particular cases:
(a) Fully Recognized Hospitals: Royal Prince Alfred Hospital;
Sydney Hospital; St. Vincent's Hospital; Royal North Shore
Hospital; Lewisham Hospital; Royal Newcastle Hospital; R s
patriation General Hospital, Concord; Prince Henry Hospital;
St. George Hospital, Kogarah; Mater Misericordiae Hospital,
North Sydney.
(6) Supplementary Hospital: Royal Alexandra Hospital for
Children.

Clinic attendances are granted full credit for the first Uty
attendances and half credit for extra attendances, but total credit
may not exceed 100 attendances.
Courses of study

A. Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry and Embryology of the
Skin, including :
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Anatomy: Development and histology of the skin and its append.
ages. Regional variations in the structure of the skin and its
appendages. Regional variations in the structure of subcutaneouc ,
tissue.
Physiology and Biochemistry: Circulation: General (heart, pulst 4
rate, blood pressure, etc.). Peripheral blood flow (arterioles and
capillaries), mechanism of nervous and humoral control, tissue fluid and lymph, shock. Vascular reflexes of the skin (ant1 1
dromic vasodilation, axon reflexes, triple response). Effects 01
denervation on the skin. Weal and blister formation. Per
cutaneous absorption.
Sweating: Activities of sweat glands, nervous and humoral con 1
trol, regional differences (as shown by starch-iodine or sklr
1
resistance methods).
Biochemistry of sweat and sebaceous secretions (regional differ
ences in pH, salt and water content: Organic constituents suck '
as fatty acids, nitrogenous substances, vitamins, antibacteria
properties of constituents).
Temperature Regulation: General. Role of skin through varia
tions in blood flow and sweat production. Effects of hot climate I
(hot moist and hot dry) on skin activity. Acclimatization.
Skin Sensation: Current views on mechanism of touch, tempera I
ture and pain. Nature of itching.
Biochemistry of Skin: General. Skin as a living, growing strut
ture. Composition and metabolism of normal and diseased skbr
Effects of growth factors. Biochemistry of keratin. ~ensll' I
strength and molecular linkages. Nutritional and hormona
factors in hair growth.
I
Histochemistry of Skin.
I1
Skin Pigmentation: Biochemistry of melanin and precursors. '
Effects of vitamins. adrenal hormones, etc. Photosensitivity.
The pharmacology of preparations used in the treatment of sklf
conditions. Histamine and the antihistamines. Drugs used fa I
topical application. Parasitical drugs. The pharmaceuti~s '
emulsions, creams and ointment bases and factors involved fl
dermatological formulation.
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B. Physical methods and technique used in the treatment I
diseases affecting the skin.
I
The Physics of X-rays and their uses, including component pad 1
and types of X-ray machines, currents, voltages and methods"
I
measurement, mechanical and valve rectification, the electr\
magnetic spectrum, the production of X-rays, their propertiersb
characteristics, absorption and scattering of X-rays, protectlo' 1
against X-rays, measurement of wave length and biologiCa1
action, therapy by superficial X-rays, doses, Hters and tecp
nique, clinical conditions and the technique of treatment, tisSu'
reactions and complications.
Radium and its uses, including radioactivity, alpha, beta a:
gamma rays and their properties. Absorption of radium fa)
Production of radon and its uses. The handling and care

i

'

radium and radon apparatus. Dosage calculations. Distribution
rules. The technique of radium therapy. Tissue reactions and
complications. Radioisotopes and their uses.
C. Pathology. Bacteriology and Parasitology of diseases affecting
the skin.

D. General principles of diagnosis and treatment of diseases
affecting the skin.
.*

E. Diseases affecting the skin, their diagnosis and treatment,
including the following:
Allergy and anaphylaxis, dermatitis (eczema), derrnatomycoses,
tumours, naevi and anomalies of pigmentation, pyrogenic dermatoses, diseases due to filterable viruses, diseases of the hair, diseases of the nails, diseases due to animal parasites, disorders of
the sebaceous and sweat glands, erythemato-papulo-squamous
diseases of uncertain origin, diseases of metabolic origin, diseases
of the reticulo-endothelial system, diseases of toxic origin,
diseases due to endocrine disturbances, avitaminoses, vesiculobullous diseases, diseases of uncertain classification, syphilis,
leprosy, tuberculosis cutis, tropical diseases affecting the skin.
Practical Work
Bacteriology: methods of culture and examination of bacteria and
fungi, microscopic diagnosis. The technique and practical use of
X-ray therapy. The technique and practical application of radium
therapy. The technique and practical application of the cautery,
diathermy and carbon dioxide snow. Injection technique. The
technique and practical use of ultra-violet and infra-red radiation. Practical methods for external applications.

F. An appropriate course in general medicine of at least twenty
hours, including diseases of metabolic origin (with special emphasis on Physiology), diseases of the endocrine system (with
special emphasis on Physiology), the avitaminoses, the exanthemata, neurocirculatory diseases, blood dyscrasias (purpura,
leukaemia, etc.), diseases of blood vessels, diseases of the
reticulo-endothelial system, tropical diseases with skin manifestations, allergic diseases (theory), syphilis (visceral), anomalies of
pigmentation, diseases of doubtful aetiology (sarcoidosis, dermatomyositis, etc.), tuberculosis (epidemiology, manifestations,
principles of diagnosis or treatment).

Diploma in Diagnostic Radiology
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the Senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding each
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-law or Resolution as
contained in the Calendar of the University.
By-laws
30 There shall be a diploma in Diagnostic Radiology (DDR).

COSTORADUATE DIPLOMAS

31 A candidate for the diploma in Diagnostic Radiology shall:

DDR

(i) hold qualifications in Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics a!
proved by the Faculty of Medicine for the purposes of tk
diploma;
(ii) produce evidence that he has held such qualifications for nt
less than three years;
(iii) produce evidence that he has spent not less than two ye8
as a Resident Medical Officer of a general hospital approved
the Faculty, of which a period not exceeding twelve months ma
have been spent as a non-resident Medical Officer in one of tb
Teaching Hospitals approved for the purpose by the Faculty 0
if he graduated before 31st January, 1963,produce evidence thr
he has spent not less than twelve months as a Resident Medic
Officer of a general hospital approved by the Faculty or that
has spent not less than twelve months as a non-resident Medic
Officer in one of the Teaching Hospitals approved for the Pu
pose by the Faculty;
(iv) comply with Section 32.
32 A candidate for the diploma in Diagnostic Radiology shal
obtaining the qualifications set out in Section 31 (i) and fu
the requirements of Section 31 (iii), attend approved postate courses of study in each of the subjects of the exarninatf
specified in Section 33 at the University and hospital appro$
for the purpose by the Faculty and undergo such special train]@
in Diagnostic Radiology as may from time to time be prescriM
by resolutions made in accordance with these By-laws.
33 A candidate for the diploma in Diagnostic Radiology shall
required to pass examinations in each of the following subW .r1
(i) Anatomy.
(ii) Physics.
1
(iii) Electro-technology.
(iv) Dark-room Procedure.
(v) Radiological Diagnosis.
I
(vi) Radiography.
(vii) Pathology.
34 The examination for the diploma in Diagnostic Radiolo@ sf
be held in such manner as the Faculty may from time to tff
direct.

1

Resolutions of the Senate
JI
1 A candidate for the diploma in Diagnostic Radiology, in ad'
tion to complying with the requirements of Section 31 (iil)
Chapter XI1 of the By-laws, must produce evidence that, fo"
total period of three years, he has held a full-time a p p o b q
in the Radiological Department of hospitals prescribed ,
Resolution 4, of which at least two years shall have been S p o t
a fully recognized hospital.
2 The examination shall be in two parts, namely, Part I and PdI
Part I
Written, viva voce and practical examinations:
I
(a) Anatomy.
I

-

1
1
I

(b) Physics, Electro-technology and Photographic Aspecrs of
Radiography.
Part I1
Written, clinical and practical examinations:
(a) Radiological Diagnosis and Radiography.
(b) Pathology.
Each part shall be taken separately and the candidate will be
required to pass Part I before Part I1 can be taken.
The examination shall be held at such times as the Faculty
may determine.
Part I1 of the examination shall be held not less than fourteen
days after Part I.
Application for admission to the examination shall be made
to the Registrar in writing not less than four weeks before the
date on which the examination begins.
3 The fee for this diploma shall be forty dollars. It shall be paid to
the Registrar before the candidate is admitted to Part I of the
examination.
4 The following hospitals in New South Wales are at present
approved hospitals for the purposes of Section 32 of the By-laws
and of these Resolutions, but the Faculty may, by special resolution, recognize other hospitals and departments in particular
cases :
(a) Fully Recognized Hospitals: Royal Prince Alfred Hospital;
St. Vincent's Hospital; Sydney Hospital; Repatriation General
Hospital, Concord; Royal North Shore Hospital; St. George
Hospital; Royal Newcastle Hospital; Prince Henry Hospital;
Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick.
(6) Supplementary Hospital: Royal Alexandra Hospital for
Children.
Courses of study

Anatomy
1. Osseous System: Detailed study of all bones and joints oi
adult body-detailed study of bone growth, epiphyseal appearance and closure and gradual alterations associated with epiphyseal fusion and joint formation-detailed study of accessory
bones and developmental variations relevant to the practice of
diagnostic radiology. Movement of joints to be understood.
2. Digestive System: Detailed study of the entire alimentary
tract, its developmental variations, gross anatomical features and
radiological appearances as seen on motion studies and still film.
Attention should be given to areas of particular interest, i.e. the
pharynx and upper oesophagus, the lower oesophageal "sphincter".
Normal appIied anatomy of the salivary glands is required and
also teeth. In the biliary system a detailed study of the post
sinusoidal biliary system and its variations is required along with
a basic anatomy of the intrahepatic venous system. Variations
on the fusion of C.B D and pancreatic ducts should be known.
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3. Blood Vascular and Lymphatic Systems: Detailed knowledg
of specific areas related to the practice of diagnostic radiolog
along with a general concept of the main vascular system is
required, i.e. cerebral circulation, renal circulation, coeliac and
mesenteric systems, blood supply to the pancreas and to tht
lower limbs. The portal venous system and venous drainage 01
the lower limb also should be studied.
No relevant study of the heart is required but its surfaff
markings and relevant other structures and the general arrange
ment of the large vessels and their variations is necessary. A
general concept of the lymphatic system as encountered in the
diagnostic radiology is required. The drainage from sites 01
injection of contrast must be known and variations.
1
4. Nervous System: A general knowledge of the brain,
coverings, surface anatomy and C.S.F. mechanisms.
A detailed study of the anatomy of the ventricles and cistern!
is required and the relationship of these areas relative to diag
nostic radiology. This applies also to the vascular system. In the
spinal canal, the meninges, the vascular supply to the cord
ligaments of suspension and general cord anatomy is required
The formation of the spinal nerves but without detailed know
ledge of plexus formation or distribution is required.
5. Respiratory System: Study of the larynx, trachea and bronch
as related to the speciality. A detailed knowledge of the lungs
blood supply, circulation and surface markings-and study @
the contents of the mediastinum as related one with the other
6. Uro-Genital System: The study of these two major system'
should again be of practical approach. Normal anatomy 0
kidney, ureter, bladder and urethra must be known with specla
reference to the bladder neck. The normal renal vascular patted
should be studied.
Variations in the pelvi calyceal systems and developmenta
anomalies of the kidney, ureter and bladder as met in diagnostl'
practice should be known.
Reproductive system in the female is to be stressed in relatiat
to opaque studies in the investigation of sterility, urinm
continence and intersex.
I
7. Ductless Glands: Attention to those glands of special interest 1
I
i.e. adrenal, thymus, chromafib system and parathyroids.
8. Special Sense Organs: Hearing-detailed knowledge of middJ'
and internal ear. Smell-detailed knowledge of nasal sinuses at
i
nose.
I
General knowledge only of eye and skin.

4

1I
I
I

Physics

II

Revision of Direct Current Electricity: Including Ohm's u*
simple treatment (including practical units) of voltage, meo\
resistance, power, capacity, heating and magnetic effects of'
,
current, measurement of voltage and current.
I
Electromagnetic Induction: Lenz's Law; principle of altematd '
and motor, inductance.
I

Alternating Current (SimpleTheory only) :wave-form ;frequency;
average, peak and effective values of current and voltage; back
E.M.F.; reactance, impedance, power factor; measurement.
The Transformer: Principle, construction, transformation ratio,
regulation, efficiency, current and voltage limits, calibration;
special features of X-ray transformers; auto transformer; practical methods of determining potential output of X-ray transformer; control of high tension voltage.
Rectification: Thermionic-diode, diode characteristic and its
significance in the operation of rectifying valve and X-ray tube;
valve rectification; semi-conductors-theory of operation, diode
characteristic, comparison with thermionic diodes, advantages in
high-voltage generators.
Diagnostic X-Ray Tube: Design of cathode and anode, cooling,
circular and line focus; dual focus; rotating anode; rating charts;
cooling curves; causes of tube failure.
X-Radiation: Production of continuous and characteristic
spectra; distribution of energy in the X-ray spectrum; practical
factors controlling energy distribution; properties of X-rays,
absorption and scattering (with special reference to photographic
effect and ionization); filtration.
The Radiograph: Density; contrast; detail; geometric, movement
and screen blurring; total blurring; intensifying screens, construction, types, intensification factor, effect on detail and contrast;
cones; diaphragms; grids, filters, radiographic quality control.
Physical Principles Underlying Special Diagnostic Apparatus
and Techniques (including kymograph, tomograph, stereoscopic
radiographs, localization of foreign bodies, pelvic mensuration,
cineradiography).
Miniature Radiography: Physical principles, lens and mirror
cameras.
Fluoroscopy: The eye-rod and cone vision, dark adaptation,
quantum efficiency, sensitivity; fluctuation-limited phenomena;
effect of random fluctuations on detail, contrast, visual acuity;
limitations of fluoroscopy; solid state image intensifier; conventional image intensifier-principle of operation, overall efficiency, viewers, resolution; use of TV for image presentationelementary TV theory, characteristics of image orthicon, vidicon
and plumbicon, detail and bandwidth, X-ray noise, video recording; application to cineradiography.
Hazards and Protection: Factors influencing dose received by
operators and patients; protective methods and materials,
regulations governing use of X-ray equipment, I.C.R.P. Recommendations.

Electrotechnology
X-ray Apparatus (General): Motors, transformers, chokes,
thermionic and dry rectifiers, stationary and rotating anode
X-ray tubes, electronic and other types of timers, meters, stabilizers, oscillating and stationary grids, cones, cassettes, and
screens, photofluorography, image intensification, cine, serial
radiography, television and video recording, automatic density

J

control. Transistor and transistorized circuits. Approach to i
problems with TV image and means of defining objectively TV '
quality. X-ray department danger-general principles. Condensor
discharge units, remote controlled units, exposure controlled
units.
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Photographic Aspects of Radiography
1 . The Nature of Light :(a) electro-magnetic spectrum ;(b) energy
of light; (c) origin of light.
2. Photographic Chemistry: (a) silver halides; (b) gelatin;
(c) practical emulsion making.
3. Latent Image Formation: (a) Gurney Mott theory; (b) photoconductance step; (c) latent image stability; ( d ) chemical sensitizing; (e) bromide body emulsion.
4. Mechanism of Development: ( a ) developing agents; (b) activators; (c) restrainers; (d)preservatives; (e) additives; Cf)development rate; ( g ) temperature; (h) agitation; (i) fixation; 0') washing.
5. Characteristics of X-ray Film: (a) base; (b) sub coat; (c) emulsion; ( d ) over coat.
6. Sensitometric Properties of X-ray Film: (a) characteristic
curve; (6) speed; (c) contrast-average gradient; ( d ) density;
(e) d. max.; (f)shoulder; ( g ) straight line portion; (h) toe;
(i) d. min.; (j)gross fog; (k) latitude.
7. Film Handling and Storage.
8. Secondary Radiation: (a) use of grids and cones; (b) control
of secondary radiation.
9. Factors Affecting Radiographic Quality: (a) film contrast;
(b) subject contrast; (c) graininess; (d) radiographic geometfl.
10. Automatic Processing: (a) concept; (b) mechanics; (c) chem
istry; ( d ) practical demonstration.
/

Diploma in Occupational Health

29
30

31
32

The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the Senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding
each paragraph refers to the appropriate By-law or Resolution
as contained in the Calendar of the University.
By-laws
There shall be a Diploma in Occupational Health (DOH).
An applicant for admission to candidature for the Diploma shall
produce evidence
( a ) that he is a qualified Medical Practitioner registered of
registrable in the country in which he qualified, such qualifiw
tion being a qualification approved by the Faculty for the
purposes of the Diploma, and
(b) that he has held such qualification for not less than one years
A candidate shall, over a period of not less than one academic
year, engage in full-time study and attend such courses of study
and practice as may be approved by the Faculty.
(1) The candidate shall be required to pass such examinationS
as the Senate on the recommendation of the Professorial oar^
and the Faculty shall by Resolution prescribe.
(2) Such examinations shall be held as the Faculty may direct.

I

1

I

I

1
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I

Resolutions of the Senate
1 A candidate for the Diploma shall attend and pass the examinations in the following courses of instruction:
(a) Human biology and applied biological and physical sclences
in relation to occupational health;
(b) Medical statistics, demography and epidemiology and their
application to occupational health;
(c) Structure and organization of industry;
(d) Historical and legislative aspects of occupational health;
(e) The work environment and methods for its measurement and
control ;
(f)Human behaviour, social psychology and mental health in
industry;
(g) Ergonomics and occupational physiology;
(h) Industrial toxicology, occupational diseases and industrial
safety ;
(i) The practice of occupational medicine;
(j)Medical administration and management in industry.
2 A candidate shall also undertake practical instruction and shall
comply with such other requirements as may be prescribed.

Diploma in Ophthalmology
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the Senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding each
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-law or Resolution as
contained in the Calendar of the University.
By-laws
50 There shall be a diploma in Ophthalmology (DO).
51 A candidate for the diploma in Ophthalmology shall:
(i) hold qualifications in Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics a p
proved by the Faculty of Medicine for the purposes of the
diploma;
(ii) produce evidence that he has held such qualifications for not
less than three years;
(iii) produce evidence that he has spent not less than two years
as a Resident Medical Officer of a general hospital approved by
the Faculty, of which a period not exceeding twelve months
may have been spent as a non-resident Medical Officer in one
of the Teaching Hospitals approved for the purpose by the
Faculty, or if he graduated before 31st January, 1963, produce
evidence that he has spent not less than twelve months as a
Resident Medical Officer of a general hospital approved by the
Faculty or that he has spent not less than twelve months as a
non-resident Medical Officer in one of the Teaching Hospitals
approved for the purpose by the Faculty;
(iv) comply with Section 52.
52 A candidate for the diploma in Ophthalmology shall, after obtaining the qualifications set out in Section 51 (i) and fulfilling
the requirements of Section 51 (iii), attend approved post-graduate courses of study in each of the subjects of the examination
specified in Section 53 at the University and hospital approved
for the purpose by the Faculty and undergo such special training
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in Ophthalmology as may from time to time be prescribed by
resolutions made in accordance with these By-laws.

53 A candidate for the diploma in Ophthalmology shall be required
to pass examinations in each of the following subjects:
(i) Anatomy.
(ii) Physiology.
(iii) Optics.
(iv) Ophthalmic Medicine.
(v) Ophthalmic Surgery.
(vi) Pathology and Bacteriology.
54 The examination for the diploma in Ophthalmology shall be
held in such manner as the Faculty may from time to time direct
Resolutions of the Senate
1 The candidate for the Diploma in Ophthalmology, in addition
to complying with the requirements of Section 51 (iii) of Chapter
XI1 of the By-laws, must produce evidence that for a total period
of three years he has held a full-time resident appointment io
Ophthalmology at one or more hospitals prescribed in Resof@
tion 4. He will be required to submit the following written work
prior to taking Part I1 of the examination:
(a) Produce written evidence of all operative work during thi'
period with appropriate criticism of results.
(b) Submit thirty clinical cases with appropriate discussion 0'
each.
(c) Submit two essays of about 2,000 words each in any field 0'
Ophthalmology with appropriate references to the literature.
2 The examination shall be in two parts, namely, Part I and part 11

I

1

J

4
I

1

Part I
Written, viva voce and practical examinations:
1
(a) Anatomy (including Embryology) in relation to ophthal'
mology.
I
(b) Physiology in relation to Ophthalmology.
i
(c) Pure and Applied Optics.

1

Part N
1
Written, clinical and practical examinations:
(a) Ophthalmic Medicine.
(b) Ophthalmic Surgery.
(c) Pathology and Bacteriology, with special reference to Medr
cal and Surgical Ophthalmology.
Each part shall be taken separately and the candidate will'
required to pass Part I before Part I1 can be taken.
"
The examination for the diploma shall be held at such ti?
as the Faculty may determine. Part I1 of the examination shaL
be held not less than fourteen days after Part I.
Applications for admission to the examination shall be mad'
to the Registrar in writing not less than four weeks befofi
1
date of examination.
I
3 The fee for the diploma shall be forty dollars. It shall be paid''

''' 1

'

the Registrar before the candidate is admitted to Part I of the
examination.
4 The following hospitals in New South Wales are at present
approved hospitals for the purposes of Section 52 of the By-laws
and of these Resolutions, but the Faculty may, by special resolution, recognize other hospitals in particular cases:
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital; Sydney Hospital; St. Vincent's
Hospital; Royal Newcastle Hospital; Repatriation General Hospital, Concord (provided certain work is completed in other
recognized hospitals); Prince Henry Hospital (Division of
Ophthalmology); Prince of Wales Hospital (Division of Ophthalmology); the St. George Hospital, Kogarah, and the Royal
North Shore Hospital of Sydney.
Courses of study
Part I
(i) Anatomy and Embryology of the visual apparatus (including
the contents of the orbit, the bones in the neighbourhood thereof,
and the central nervous system so far as it relates to vision).
(ii) Physiology in relation to Ophthalmology.
(iii) Optics.
Part I1
(i) Optical defects of the eye.
(ii) Abnormalities and diseases of the eye and its appendages,
their aetiology, pathology, diagnosis and treatment.
(iii) The relation of Ophthalmology to general medicine and surgery.
(iv) Ophthalmic Surgery.
(v) General Pathology and Bacteriology and Special Pathology
and Bacteriology of those conditions related to Ophthalmology.

Diploma in Public Health
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws relating to the
diploma. The number preceding each paragraph refers to the
appropriate By-law or Resolution as contained in the Calendar
of the University.
By-laws
19 There shall be a diploma in Public Health (DPH).
20 An applicant for admission to candidature for the diploma in
Public Health shall produce evidence
(a) that he is a qualified medical practitioner registered or
registrable in the country in which he qualified, such qualification
being a qualification approved by the Faculty for the purposes
of the diploma, and
(b) that he has held such qualification for not less than one year.

21 A candidate shall, over a period of not less than one academic
year, engage in full-time study and attend such courses of study
and practice as may be approved by the Faculty in
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(a) the following groups of subjects considered in relation to the
promotion of health, preventive medicine and organization 01
medical care, viz.:
(i) Medicine and human biology;
(ii) Social and behavioural sciences;
(iii) Applied biological and physical sciences;
(iv) Statistics;
(v) Demography and epidemiology. and
(vi) Medical administration and management;
and
(b) the application of the foregoing sublects to the vocation^
requirements of community health services in the areas of
(i) government health,
(ii) communicable disease
(iii) maternity and infant welfare.
(iv) school medicine,
(v) geriatrics,
(vi) the chronically ill and disabled.
(vii) rehabilitation,
(viii) the hospital,
(ix) the general practitioner
(x) mental health,
(xi) social welfare,
(xii) industrial health,
(xiii) armed forces' health,
(xiv) developing countries' health,
(XV)food and water control, and
(xvi) quarantine and port health.

I
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22 (1) A candidate shall be required to pass examinations in each
of the following subjects considered in relation to the
of health, preventive medicine and organization of medical
viz. :
(a) Medicine and human biology;
(6) Social and behavioural sciences;
(c) Applied biological and physical sciences;
(d) Statistics, demography and epidemiology;
(e) Medical administration; and
(f) Organization of medical care services.
(2) Such examination shall be held as the Faculty may d i d .
1

Diploma in Therapeutic Radiology
The following paragraphs contain the By-laws and the senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding acb
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-Law or Resolution
contained in the Calendar of the University.
By-laws
35 There shall be a diploma in Therapeutic Radiology (DTR).
36 A candidate for the diploma in Therapeutic Radiology shall:
(i) hold qualifications in Medicine. Surgery and Obstetriol ar

Y
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proved by the Faculty of Medicine for the purposes of the
diploma ;
(ii) produce evidence that he has held such qualilications for not
less than three years;
(iii) produce evidence that he has spent not less than twelve
months as a Resident Medical Officer of a general hospital approved by the Faculty or has spent not less than twelve months as
a non-resident Medical Officer in one of the Teaching Hospitals
approved for the purpose by the Faculty;
(iv) comply with Section 37.
37 A candidate for the diploma in Therapeutic Radiology shall,
after obtaining the qualifications set out in Section 36 (i) and
fulfilling the requirements of Section 36 (iii), attend approved
post-graduate courses of study in each of the subjects of the
examination specified in Section 38 at the University and
hospital approved for the purpose by the Faculty and undergo
such special training in Therapeutic Radiology as may from time
to time be prescribed by Resolutions made in accordance with
these By-laws.
38 A candidate for the diploma in Therapeutic Radiology shall be
required to pass examinations in each of the following subjects:
(i) Anatomy and Physiology.
(ii) Physics.
(iii) Radiotherapy.
(iv) Pathology.

39 The examination for the diploma in Therapeutic Radiology shall
be held in such manner as the Faculty may from time to time
direct.

I

Resolutions of the Senate
A candidate for the diploma in Therapeutic Radiology, in addition to complying with the requirements of Section 36 (iii) of
Chapter XI1 of the By-laws, must produce evidence that he has
fulfilled one or other of the following requirements of special
training before admission to Part I1 of the examination:
(a) That he has held one or more of the following appointments
for a total period of not less than two years:
(i) Full-time Fellow or Associate or Resident Medical Officer or
full-time Radiotherapist in the Radiotherapeutic Department of
hospitals prescribed in Resolution 4 of which at least twelve
months shall have been spent at a fully recognized hospital.
(ii) Honorary Medical Officer in the Radiotherapeutic Department of a fully recognized hospital prescribed in Resolution 4.
(6) That he has attended for an average of fifteen hours a week
for two years the Therapeutic Departments of hospitals p r e
scribed in Resolution 4, of which not less than three-fifths of the
total attendance will be at one or more fully recognized hospitals,
provided that a candidate who has spent less than two years
holding an appointment prescribed in (a) above may complete
the requirement by attending, for an average of fifteen hours per

week for the remainder of the period, the Therapeutic Depart
ments of fully recognized hospitals prescribed in Resolution 4.
2 The examination shall be in two parts, namely, Part I and Part II.
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Part I
Written, viva voce and practical examinations:
(i) Anatomical and physiological aspects of Therapeutic Radi.
ology.
(ii) Physics I.
Part II
Written, clinical and practical examinations:
(i) Radiotherapy.
(ii) Pathology.
(iii) Physics 11.
Each part shall be taken separately and the candidate will be
required to pass Part I before Part I1 can be taken.
The examination shall be held at such times as the Faculty
may from time to time determine. Part I1 of the examination
shall be held not less than fourteen days after Part I.
Applications for admission to the examination shall be made
to the Registrar in writing not less than four weeks before the date
on which the examination begins.
3 The diploma fee of forty dollars shall be paid to the Registrar
before the candidate is admitted to Part I of the examination.
4 The following hospitals in New South Wales are at present
approved hospitals for the purposes of Section 37 of the By-laws
and of these Resolutions, but the Faculty may, by special resol"'
tion, recognize other hospitals in particular cases:
(a) Fully Recognized Hospitals: Royal Prince Alfred ~ospital;
St. Vincent's Hospital; Sydney Hospital; The Royal North Shore
Hospital of Sydney; The Prince of Wales Hospital.
(6) Supplementary Hospital: Lewisham Hospital.

Courses of study

Anatomy
1. A precise knowledge of the lymphatic drainage system of the
body and of the surface relationships of organs and other
structures.
2. A basic knowledge of:
,
(a) the anatomy of the upper respiratory passages amd mouth$
(b) of the mediastinurn and thorax, including gross relationships;
(c) the contents of the pelvis, with special reference to gross
relationships;
(d) the anatomy of the external genitalia;
(e) the course (but not the detailed relationships) and fundiofl'
of: (i) cranial nerves, (ii) spinal nerves in the form of dermatofle
and myotome distribution;
Cf) the anatomy of the skin.
3. Osteology.

I
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I

P?zysiology
General basic knowledge of Physiology with particular reference
to:
(a) skin;
(b) blood and haemopoietic system;
(c) water and salt balance, renal function;
(d) respiration;
(e) endocrinology.

Physics I
Revision of Direct Current Electricity: Including Ohm's law,
simple treatment (including practical units) of voltage, current,
resistance, power, capacity, heating and magnetic effects of a
current.
Electromagnetic Induction: Lenz's law; principle of alternator
and motor, inductance.
Alternating Current (simple theory only) :Wave form; frequency;
average, peak and effective values of current and voltage; back
E.M.F.; reactance; impedance; power factor; measurement.
The Transformer: Principle, construction, transformation ratio,
regulation, efficiency, current and voltage limits, calibration;
special features of X-ray transformers; auto transformers; practical methods of determining potential output of X-ray transformer; control of high tension voltage.
Thermionic Currents: Diode valve; diode characteristics and
their significance in the operation of rectifying valve and X-ray
tube; valve rectification.
Therapeutic X-ray Tube: Design of cathode and anode, circular
and line focus, cooling, causes of tube failure.
X-radiation: Production of general and characteristic X-rays;
distribution of energy in the X-ray spectrum, practical factors
controlling energy distribution, properties of X-rays, absorption
and scattering (with special reference to ionization); filtration.
Hazards and Protection: Factors influencing dose received by
operators using X-ray apparatus and radioisotopes; protective
methods and materials; regulations governing use of X-ray
apparatus and radioisotopes.

Radiotherapy
A knowledge of:
(a) the pathological, medical andlor surgical aspects of diseases
for which radiotherapy (radium, radon therapy, X-ray therapy,
supervoltage therapy, therapy by radioactive isotopes) is a
recognized method of treatment;
(b) all technical procedures, of planning, prescription and dosage
calculation in treatment, and of the physical principles involved;
(c) the uses of radioactive isotopes in medical research,diagnosis
and treatment.
(d) the biological effects of irradiation in its various aspects.

Pathology
A course of tuition on General Pathology and the Special Pathology of those conditions related to Therapeutic Radiology.
99
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Physics
1. X-rays :The therapeutic X-ray tube as used for contact, sup
ficial and deep therapy. High tension circuits used for contac
superficial, deep and supervoltage therapy. Voltage and curref
wave forms of high tension generators ;effect of these on quantil
and quality of X-rays produced. Filters, inherent liltratio1
composite filters. More thorough consideration of interaction (
radiation with matter, photo-electric absorption, Compto
scattering, pair production, ionization in tissue. Expression c
exposure dose in roentgens. Measurement of X-ray exposufl
standard and clinical dosimeters. Measurement of X-ray qualit!
skin dose, depth dose, volume dose, and factors determinin
these. Depth dose tables, isodose curves and methods of deter
mining dosage distribution. Dosage distribution in contact, supel
ficial, deep and supervoltage X-ray therapy. Energy absorptio
including absorption in air, water, soft tissue, bone; the rat
conversion of roentgens to rads, the rem. Supervoltage radjc
therapy physical aspects, types of equipment (linear accelerator
betatron, van der Graaff electrostatic generator, cobalt an1
caesium beam therapy), recent developments, advantages.
2. Radioactivity: Natural and artificial radioactivity :radioactiv
disintegration, activity, half-life, average life, transformatiol
constant. Alpha, beta and gamma rays, their properties, pa'
titularly their ionization, photographic and biological effect'
The uranium-radium series of elements, with special reference tl
radium and radon and its active deposit. Radium containers fa
therapeutic purposes. Preparation of radon for therapeutic u$
Relative advantages and disadvantages of radium and radop,
Measurement of gamma ray dose in roentgens and rads. Calcu
lation of gamma ray dosage; dosage distribution in interstitia
and distance gamma ray therapy and methods of approximatiDi
to homogeneous distribution. Artificial radioactivity; methodso
preparation of radioisotopes; physical properties of princiPa
isotopes used in medicine; substitutes for radium and radon
detection and measurement of radioisotopes, use of Geige!
counter and scintillation counter. Dosage distribution fron
radioisotopes administered internally and externally. Gamma ra!
beam therapy.
3. General: The physical and chemical bases of some of th'
theories of biological action of radiation. Protection pr~blefl
associated with the use of X-rays and radioactive materialS
Protection measurements. Design of a radiotherapy departmen'
4. Practical Work: Investigation with cathode ray oscillograp,t
of current and voltage conditions in various types of circul'
used in therapy. Schematic wiring diagram of an approved Xra!
therapy installation. Visits to special features of therapy installa'
tions. Determination of absorption curves of an X-ray bean
and determination from these of half-value layer, effectivewaV'
length, and absorption coefficient. Measurement of dosage b':
ionization of air, demonstrations of use of standard free
chamber, and use of various forms of clinical dosimeters. ~e~~~

mination of degree of protection in an X-ray or radium department, using both ionization and photographic methods. Measurement of gamma ray intensity; validity of inverse square law;
comparison of gamma ray sources. Measurement of growth and
decay of a freshly prepared radon source. Demonstration of
purification of radon and mounting for therapeutic use. Exercises in calculation of X-ray and gamma ray dosage distributions
for given conditions.

Diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
The following paragraphs contain the By-Laws and the Senate
Resolutions relating to the diploma. The number preceding each
paragraph refers to the appropriate By-Law or Resolution as
contained in the Calendar of the University.

By-laws
23 There shall be a diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
(DTM&H).

24 A candidate for the diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
shall produce evidence :
(i) that he is a qualified medical practitioner registered or registrable in the country in which he qualified, such qualification
being a qualification approved by the Faculty for the purpose
of the diploma;
(ii) that a period of not less than twelve months has elapsed since
he qualified for such registration;
(iii) that he has complied with Section 25.

25 A candidate for the diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
shall, after qualifying for such registration as is referred to in
Section 24,
(a) attend approved post-graduate courses of intensive study and
practice over a period of not less than five months in the following subjects in their relation to the tropics-Protozoology; Helminthology ;Entomology; Bacteriology and Pathology; Tropical
Medicine and Surgery; Tropical Ophthalmology; Tropical Dermatology; Tropical Dentistry; Meteorology and Climatology;
Physiology in its Relation to the Tropics; Medical Statistics and
Statistical Methods; Hygiene and Preventive Medicine; Nutrition; Sanitation; Chemistry of Water, Sewage and Common
Foods; together with clinical work as may be arranged at
approved hospitals;
(b) attend regularly on excursions to places or institutionsas may
be considered necessary for his instruction.
26 A candidate for the diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
shall be required to pass examinations in each of the following
subjects:
(i) Parasitology (Protozoology and Helminthology).
(ii) Entomology.
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(iii) Bacteriology and Pathology.
(iv) Tropical Hygiene and Sanitation.
(v) Epidemiology and Vital Statistics.
(vi) Tropical Medicine.
(vii) Special Subjects-Dermatology, Ophthalmology and Der
tistry.

1

27 The examination for the diploma in Tropical Medicine an1
Hygiene shall be held in such manner as the Faculty may fror
time to time direct.
28 The above conditions of study may be modified at the discreti@
of the Faculty of Medicine in special cases, such as candidate
who have been employed in Federal or Colonial Medical Servic
in tropical regions, who have been engaged in professional war
in tropical countries, or who produce evidence of having bee
engaged in original investigations in Tropical Medicine an
Hygiene.
29 (i) Persons who were awarded the diploma in Tropical ~edicio
prior to 1st January, 1948, may obtain an additional qualificati@
in Tropical Hygiene by attendance at such courses for the dil
loma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene as the Faculty ma
prescribe and passing a special written examination in Tropic
Hygiene and Sanitation, Epidemiology and Vital statistit
together with such oral or practical examinationsin these subjecl
as the examiners may direct.
(ii) When the requirements laid down in (i) have been fulfille
by any person, the diploma in Tropical Medicine which had bee
issued to him will be suitably endorsed with the words ''a"
Hygiene" after the words "Tropical Medicine" on his diplorni

Resolutions of the Senate
1 The examination for the diploma in Tropical Medicine
Hygiene shall include written and oral examinations in
Parasitology (Protozoology and Helminthology),
Entomology,
Bacteriology and Pathology,
Tropical Hygiene and Sanitation,
Epidemiology and Vital Statistics,
Tropical Medicine,
Special subjects-Dermatology, Ophthalmologyand ent ti st^
and practical examinations in
Parasitology (Protozoology and Helminthology),
Entomology,
Bacteriology and Pathology,
Tropical Medicine.

I
i

!

2 The examination for the diploma in Tropical Medicine a"'
Hygiene shall be held in the Trinity Term or at such other tic
or times as the Faculty may appoint.

3 Application by a candidate for the diploma in Tropical ~edic''
and Hygiene for leave to present himself for the examinat''

1

shall be made to the Registrar not less than four weeks before the
time appointed for the holding of the examination.

4 The following hospitals will, for the present, be recognized as
approved hospitals for clinical instruction in Tropical Medicine
for the purposes of the diploma in Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene :
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney Hospital, Prince Henry
Hospital, Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Repatriation
General Hospital, Concord, St. Vincent's Hospital, Royal North
Shore Hospital, United Dental Hospital.

Approved hospitals
Hospitals approved for the training of resident medical officersfor
the purposes of the post-graduate medical diplomas:

Albury District Hospital
Angau Memorial Hospital,
Lae, P.N.G.
Auburn District Hospital
Balmain and District Hospital
Bankstown District Hospital
Blacktown District Hospital
Broken Hill and District
Hospital
Canberra Community
Hospital
Canterbury District Memorial
Hospital
Eastern Suburbs Hospital
Fairfield District Hospital
Gosford District Hospital
Goulburn Base Hospital
Grafton Base Hospital
Hornsby and District Hospital
Lewisham Hospital,
Lewisham
Lidcornbe State Hospital and
Home
Lismore Base Hospital
Liverpool District Hospital
Maitland Hospital
Manly District Hospital
Marrickville District Hospital
Mater Misericordiae Hospital,
North Sydney
Mater Misericordiae Hospital,
Waratah
Mona Vale District Hospital
Nepean District Hospital

Nonga Base Hospital, Rabaul,
P.N.G.
Orange Base Hospital
Port Kembla District Hospital
Port Moresby General
Hospital
Prince Henry Hospital, Little
Bay
Parramatta District Hospital
Prince of Wales Hospital
Rachel Forster Hospital for
Women and Children
Repatriation General
Hospital, Concord
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital,
Camperdown
Royal Newcastle Hospital
Royal North Shore Hospital
of Sydney
Royal South Sydney Hospital
Ryde District Soldiers'
Memorial Hospital
St. George Hospital, Kogarah
St. Joseph's Hospital, Auburn
St. Luke's Hospital,
Darlinghurst
St. Vincent's Hospital
Darlinghurst
Sutherland District Hospital
Sydney Hospital
Tamworth Base Hospital
Wagga Wagga Base Hospital
Western Suburbs Hospital,
Croydon
Wollongong District Hospital
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Approved interstate hospitals
Interstate hospitals approvedfor specialist training purposes of
post-graduate medical diplomas

The following interstate hospitals are at present granted thr
approval shown for specialist training of candidates for the post
graduate medical diplomas shown. The list is added to from tia
to time and intending candidates should inquire whether addi
tional names have been added during the year.
Launceston General Hospital
Full recognition for the Diploma in Clinical Pathology.
Brisbane General Hospital
Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine
Full recognition for gynaecology and obstetrics only for thi
Diploma in Gynaecology and Obstetrics
Full recognition for the Diploma in Diagnostic Radiology
Brisbane Women's Hospital
Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine
Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane
Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological ~ e d i c b '
and for the Diploma in Ophthalmology
Repatriation General Hospital, Greenslopes
Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine
Royal Perth Hospital
Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological ~ e d i c u
and for the Diploma in Clinical Pathology

Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine
Royal Melbourne Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital, Melbourne
Prince Henry Hospital, Melbourne
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Adelaide
Royal Adelaide Hospital
Repatriation General Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria
Austin Hospital, Melbourne
Alfred Hospital, Melbourne
Supp:ementary recognition for the Diploma in ~ermatolog~~'
Medicine
Children's Hospital, Melbourne1
Children's Hospital, Adelaide'
Children's Hospital, Perthl
Children's Hospital, Brisbanel

Clinic attendances are granted full credit for the first fiftyattendand
and half credit for extra attendances, but the total credit may
exceed 100 attendances.

'

Repatriation General Hospital, Springbank, South Australiaa
Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital, Melbourne8
Muter Misericordiae Hospital, South Brisbane

Full recognition for the Diploma in Dermatological Medicine

The holder of the post of Medical Officer in charge of sick patients
will be given recognition for one clinic weekly, retrospective to
January, 1963.
a Total credit may not exceed 200 attendances.

Post-graduate scholarships and prizes
Available to post-graduate medical students
The following post-graduate fellowships and scholarships in !hi
Faculty of Medicine are now awarded on the recomrnendatiol
of the Medical Research Committee:
The Reginald Maney Lake and Amy Laura Bonamy Scholarshil
for Research in Pathology and Bacteriology
The Anderson Stuart Memorial Research Fellowship
The Marion Clare Reddall Scholarship
The Henry Langley Scholarship
The Liston Wilson Fellowship
Ewan Staunton McKinnon Scholarship
The Sister Sanders Scholarship
The Norman Haire Fellowship
The Joseph Goodburn-Smith Scholarship--awarded in conjunc
tion with one or more of the above scholarships or fellow,
ships
In 1974 the value of each of these awards, with the exceptiof
of the Sister Sanders Scholarship, was between $6600 per annw
and $7600 per annurn, according to the qualifications and expen
ence of the appointee. The income from the various ~ellowshil
and Scholarship funds is supplemented by grants from the
Consolidated Medical Research Fund, the Post-graduate
Medical Foundation and the University Research Grant.
In September of each year a list of the scholar.ships which wit
be available for award on 1 January in the following year I!
circulated to Heads of Departments in the Faculty of Medicine!
the various teaching hospitals and professional associations.
The Phyllis Anderson Research Fellowship
The purpose of the Fellowship is to advance fundamenta1
research in Medicine. The Fellowship was to be of such sum a'
the Faculty may from time to time determine and was las'
advertised at a value of $7100 to $8000 per annum. Awarded fa'
one year only but may be renewed from year to year.
The Anderson Stuart Memorial Research Fellowship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The ~ellowsh~f
shall be tenable for one year by a graduate in Medicine of thc
University of Sydney.
The Peter Bancroft Prize
Value $750. Awarded annually for the best piece of research
work in any subject of the medical curriculum published O'
completed in the previous year.
The Nina Annie Campbell Post-graduate Medical Scholarship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee)
The Scholarship is to promote and encourage research in ao)
branch of Medical Science in the Faculty of Medicine in tho
University of Sydney.
The Cedric Cohen Memorial Prize
Value $10.50. Awarded annually to the best candidate the
I
final Diploma of Ophthalmology examination.
1

The Dr Gordon Craig Fellowship in Urology
The Fellowship is intended to encourage and advance research
in Urology by systematized post-graduate teaching upon lines
similar to those adopted in University hospitals abroad.
The Fellowship is tenable for three years.
The Sir Harold Dew Prize
Value $31.50. Awarded for the best case report and commentary
on hydatid disease.

.

The Foundation for Research and Treatment of Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence of N.S. W .
Prizes of $63 and $42. Awarded for an essay on the Medical
Aspects of Alcoholism and Drug Dependence.
The Joseph Goodburn-Smith Scholarship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The Scholarship
is for medical research and is awarded in conjunction with any
other endowed medical research scholarship or fellowship.
The Agnes Guthrie Prize
Awarded by the Medical Research Committee of the Faculty of
Medicine to assist a medical graduate of the University of Sydney
to continue medical research already commenced. Other things
being equal, it is understood that preference will be shown to
candidates concentrating on research on arteriosclerosis or on an
allied subject. The prize is awarded annually and the amount of
the award is the yearly income from the capital value of the
bequest.
The Norman Haire Fund
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee)
The income from the fund is to be applied for original research
on sex, continuing and expanding the work, of the kind which is
already being done in the Faculty of Medicine. From time to
time a Fellowship may be awarded on the recommendation of
the Faculty of Medicine for research in the field stated.
The Garnet Halloran Prizes
Awarded every three years for the best thesis on the subject of
cancer of the head and/or chest or associated subjects. Value
determined according to the availability of funds.
The Reginald Maney Lake and Amy Laura Bonamy Scholarship
for Research in Pathology and Bacteriology
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The Lake
Scholarship is awarded in conjunction with the Bonamy Scholarship. The Scholarship is open to graduates of the Medical
School of the University of Sydney who are prepared to devote
their whole time to pathological research work.
Henry Langley Scholarship in Rheumatoid Arthritis
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee)
Established in 1972 as a Scholarship for research into the
treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis. Awarded by the Medical
Research Committee.
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The Herbert J. Marks Memorial Prize
A prize in diseases of the ear, nose and throat awarded to an!
graduate of the University of Sydney who submits a contributior
in any one year an original work which adds to the knowledg
and understanding of the diseases of the ear, nose and throat.
Ewan Staunton McKinnon Scholarship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The Scholarshii
is available for a graduate engaged in medical research.
The James and Margaret Clafly Research Fellowship in optha1
mology
Available as :
(a) a full-time research fellowship, value $6000 p.a., or
(b) a part-time research fellowship, value $2000 p.a., or
(c) a full-time training fellowship for medical graduates pro
ceeding to a higher degree, value $3780-$4300p.a., or
(d) a travelling fellowship, value $4000 p.a., or
(e) a grant-in-aid for research.
The Marion Clare ReddaN Scholarship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The Scholarshi1
is for research work in Medical Science and is tenable for on1
year with possible renewal.
The A. J. Reynolds Prize
Value up to $50. Awarded for the best essay dealing wit1
research into causes, prevention or cure of the disease of spoo
dylitis in human beings.
The Roche Scholarship
Value $200. Awarded to a student or students proceeding to an
honours degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacology, Phap
maceutical Science or Pharmacy, the degree of Bachelor
Science (Medical) in Pharmacology or the degrees of Master
Science and Doctor of Philosophy in Pharmacology, Phama'
ceutical Science or Pharmacy.
The Sister Sanders Scholarship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The Scholarshif
is awarded every three years for the term of one year; the value
of the Scholarship is the amount of the accumulated interestb
the Scholarship Fund.
The scholar is required to carry out part-time research work
into some aspect of the diseases of children, with particul'
reference to the preventive aspect.
The scholar shall conduct his work either at the Royal Ale'
andra Hospital for Children or other hospital specially approv*
by the faculty, or in one of the departments of the university'
The Ethel Talbot Memorial Scholarship
Awarded by the Medical Research Committee of the ~ a d t Y
"
Medicine to assist research in the Faculty of Medicine about
be undertaken.

The T. B. Walley Fellowship in Obstetrics
The object of the Fellowship shall be to enable graduates in the
Faculty of Medicine in the University of Sydney to engage in
research in Obstetrics in the University of Sydney or such other
place as may be approved by the Faculty of Medicine.
Each Fellow shall spend at least one year in research abroad.
The value of the Fellowship shall be $2504 or such other sum
as the Faculty of Medicine may from time to time determine.
The Fellowship shall be tenable for two years in the fist
instance, but may be renewed for a third year, and, in exceptional circumstances, for a fourth year.
The Liston Wilson Fellowship
(Awarded by the Medical Research Committee). The holder of
the Fellowship should where possible be a graduate in Medicine,
with experience in hospital or general practice for at least one
year.
The subject of research by the holder of the Fellowship shall
be spastic paralysis, or some closely allied subject.

Available to post-graduate students generally
Australian Government and University Post-graduate Research
Studentships
Towards the end of each year applications are invited, by
advertisement on the University notice boards and in the Sydney
press, for Australian Government and University Post-graduate
Studentships tenable at the University of Sydney. Applications
are to be submitted on the prescribed form to the Registrar,
University of Sydney.
Research students shall normally be graduates with first-class
Honours degrees or, in special circumstances, second-class
Honours degrees or equivalent qualifications; they shall carry
out, under the supervision of the Head of the Department or a
member of staff, a programme of full-time advanced study and
research, normally leading to a higher degree.
The current stipend is $3050 per annum and certain other
allowances may be claimed.
General Motors-Holden'sLtd Post-graduate Research Fellowships
Eight Fellowships are available annually for award to graduates
by the Australian Universities. Other things being equal, preference may be given to graduates in Engineering, Science or Economics who intend to follow careers in industry or teaching in
Australia. Applications for Fellowships tenable at the University
of Sydney should be lodged with the Registrar by 31 October
each year.

Travelling scholarships
Available to post-graduate medical students
The Baillieu Research Scholarship
Tenable for one year with possible extension for a second and
third year by a graduate in Medicine, Law, Economics or
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Architecture of not more than three years' standing from time
of graduation (with certain ex-service preferences), if candidate
is of sufficient merit.
The Thomas and Ethel Mary Ewing Scholarships in Medicine
The Scholarships shall be awarded to graduates in the Facult)
of Medicine of the University of Sydney to enable them to cam
out study or research in an overseas institution or institutions
approved from time to time by the Faculty of Medicine.
The value of each Scholarship shall be at the rate of not less
than $2500 per annum and not more than $5000 per annum.
The Scholarships shall be awarded for a period of up to
year in the first instance, but may be renewed for a second 01
third year.
The Scholarships will be awarded by the Faculty of Medicin[
on the recommendation of the Medical Research Committee.
The Charles Gilbert Heydon Travelling Fellowship in the Biologic0
Sciences
Tenable for post-graduate research in the Biological Sciences foj
one year, but may be renewed for a second year and, in exceQ
tional circumstances, for a third year. Value, $3500 per am@
The G. H. S. and I. R. Lightoller Scholarship
Tenable for one year with possible extension for a second anc
third year by a graduate in Arts, Medicine, Science, VeterinaQ
Science, Agriculture and Engineering of not more than thr"
years' standing from time of graduation. Value, $3050perannm
The Nuffied Foundation Dominion Travelling Fellowships
Nuffield Foundation Dominion Travelling Fellowships af
awarded annually to graduates of Australian universities
preferably with a Master's or Doctor's degree and at least oni
year's teaching or research experience. A Fellowship is tenabk
for one year in the United Kingdom and adequate allowanf'
are made for travelling, living and study expenses. There '!
normally one Fellowship available to graduates in ~ e d i d
Science. Applications should be made by the advertised date t'
the Secretary, Nuffield Foundation Advisory Committee, C/'
University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3052.

Available to post-graduate students generally
Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan
Under the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship
various British Commonwealth countries provide scholarsh-lp'
open to students from other parts of the commonwealth
Countries which have from time to time invited applicationsfro'
Australian graduates for these scholarships are Britain, camda'
New Zealand, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Hen'
Kong, Nigeria, Malta, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. They d'
not all invite applications every year.
Details of the awards offered by each country and infomatid
concerning the procedure for applying are available from ''I
Registrar. Enquiries should be made well in advance, as applid

tions frequently close some ten to twelve months before the
beginning of the academic year in which the awards are tenable.
Gowrie Post-graduate Research Travelling Scholarships
Two Gowrie Post-graduate Research Travelling Scholarships
are offered annually for competition among students of the
Australian Universities. Scholarships are valued at $2500 per
annurn, and are tenable for two years abroad.
The scholarships are restricted to persons who have been
members of the Forces and seen active service during the 19391945 war, or to their descendants. Applications close with the
Registrar before 31 October each year. Full particulars of
eligibility may be obtained from the Secretary to the Gowrie
Trustees, Box E5 P.O. St. James, N.S.W., 2000.
The Herbert Johnson Travel Grants
Grants may be made to graduates where they hold travelling
scholarships or other travel grants and shall be made for the
purpose of travel to or from Australia or from one place of
research to another while overseas or for expenses in connection
with their work provided that the maximum amount payable to
any person from the fund in any year shall be $200.
The James King of lrrawang Travelling Scholarship
Tenable by a graduate of not more than four years' standing
from his qualification by examination for his first degree for not
more than two years. Value $3050 per annum.
The Rhodes Scholarship
One Rhodes Scholarship is open for annual competition among
male graduates and undergraduates of Universities in New South
Wales.
The Scholarship is valued at about Estg1650 a year, and is
tenable for two years at the University of Oxford. Particulars of
the conditions of eligibility may be ascertained from the Honorary Secretary to the New South Wales Rhodes Scholarship
Selection Committee, at the University.
The Rotary Foundation Fellowships
Rotary Foundation Fellowships for International Understanding
are awarded annually for graduate study abroad.
They are available for one academic year in any field in any
country with one or more Rotary Clubs.
The Fellowships are available to male graduates between the
ages of 20 to 28. They cover full transportation, educational,
living and miscellaneous related expenses for one academic year,
plus, in certain cases, a period of intensive language training in
the study country prior to the commencement of the regular
academic year.
Applications must be made through the Rotary Club nearest
to the applicant's permanent residence, where full information
about awards is also available.
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The University of Sydney Post-graduate Research Travelling 1
Scholarship
Tenable for one year, may be extended for a second year, by a /
graduate of not more than four years' standing from qualification
by examination for his lkst degree in any Faculty. Value, $3050
per annum.
I

i

The J. B. Watt Travelling Scholarships
Tenable by first-class Honours graduates in any Faculty for two /
I
years. Value, $3050 per annum.
I
I

i
37he Eleanor Sophia Wood Travelling Fellowships
Tenable by persons who have been engaged full time for at least
three years in teaching or post-graduate research in the University
of Sydney for minimum and maximum periods of six and twelve
months respectively. Value, $5000 per annum.

37he Canadian Pacific Airlines' Award for Travel to Canada for
University Graduates
The Canadian Pacific Airlines offer one free economy class
return flight annually to a graduate of an Australian universit)
who desires to proceed to Canada to continue his studies. Full
details may be obtained from the Registrar with whom appli
cations close on 15 May.

1
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Teaching Hospitals

University Administrative Units in the Teaching
Hospitals
At the beginning of 1967 University Administrative Units were
established in each of the teaching hospitals of the Faculty of
Medicine. A senior medical administrator is in charge of each
unit and acts as a University representative in the hospital.
In the four major hospitals a Warden of the Clinical School
has been appointed to head the unit and is assisted by one or
more Clinical Supervisors. In the special hospitals a Clinical
Supervisor is in charge of the unit, under the general direction
of the professor concerned with that specialty.
The units are designed to ensure that the most effective use
is made of a student's clinical years, to act as a focal liaison
point between the hospital and the University, and to provide
high-level assistance in University policy and planning.

parden of the Clinical
School
Clinical Supervisors

warden of the Clinical
school
Clinical Supervisor
I

barden of the Clinical
School
Clinical Supervisors

clinical Supervisor

The Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
J. A. Burgess, MB BS, MRACP

K. H. Atkinson, MB BS, MRCOG
B. P. Morgan, MB BS, FRACS
Sydney Hospital
A. R. Brown, MB ChB, FRCS FRACS

J. W. Niesche, MB BS, FRCS FRACS
The Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney
Ian Monk, MB BS, FRCS FRACS

A. M. Lloyd, MB BS, MRACP
A. Poole, MB BS, FRACS
The Mater Misericordiae Hospital
R. F. O'Reilly, MB BS, FRACP
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The Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
S. G. Koorey, MB BS, FRACS FRCS

Warden of the Clinical
School
Clinical Supervisor

Margaret A. Gillies, MB BS, MRACP

Clinical Supervisor

The Women's Hospital (Crown Street)
J. C. Murray, MB BS, MRCOG

Clinical Supervisor

St. Margaret's Hospital for Women
D. H. McGrath, MB BS, FRCOG

Clinical Supervisor

The Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Camperdown
M. D. Gett, MB BS, MRACP

Clinical Supervisor

Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
Paula Cameron, MB BS, MANZCP

Clinical Supervisor

North Ryde Psychiatric Centre
M. D. McGrath, MB ChB Leeds DPM R.C.P. & S.,MANZC

1
I

I
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University of Sydney, Faculty of Medicine
Students attending Teaching Hospitals, 1974

Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
Sydney Hospital
Royal North Shore Hospital
(with Mater Misericordiae)
Repatriation General Hospital
The Women's Hospital (Crown
St.)
St. Margaret's Hospital
Royal Alexandra Hospital for
Childreo
Broughton Hall Psychiatric
Clinic
North Ryde Psychiatric Centre
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre
Royal Newcastle Hospital

Fourth Fifth
Year Year
93
77
47
39

Sixth
Year
97
39

Total

76
36

252

-

Total number of students in year 252

196

Allocation of Fourth Year Medical Students to
the Teaching Hospitals
In 1972 the Faculty of Medicine adopted for a trial period of
three years commencing in Michaelmas Term 1972, the following
new Resolutions governing the Allocation of Fourth Year
Students to Teaching Hospitals.

1

At the commencement of the Junior Fourth Year term students
shall submit to the Registrar of the University applications for
allocation t o a Teaching Hospital, indicating their order of
preference for the hospitals concerned and stating their place of
residence.

2

The Dean of the Faculty of Medicine shall determine the number
of students to be allocated to each hospital and this number
shall in general be determined by the number of beds available
for general teaching purposes in each hospital each year.

3

For the purposes of allocation, students shall be divided into
six
as nearly as possible of equal number, in descending
order of merit based on their aggregate marks at the Third Year
Annual Examinations. Within each group, students shall be
allocated to the most appropriate hospital on a geographical
basis according to their stated place of residence. Within each
group the allocation will then be modified to conform as far as
possible to the students' first preferences for hospitals.

4

For the purpose of allocating students to hospitals on a geographical basis, the metropolitan area of Sydney shall be divided
into five regions, to be known as the Central, Northern, Eastern,
Southern and Western regions. The regions shall be defined as
follows:
Central Region: The University and its immediate environs: that
is, all Colleges and the suburbs of Camperdown, Chippendale,
Darlington, Forest Lodge, Glebe, Golden Grove, Newtown,
Redfern and Surry Hills.
Northern Region: Includes the municipalities of Kuringai, Lane
Cove, Manly, Mosman, North Sydney, Warringah and Willoughby and Hornsby Shire.
Eastern Region: Includes the municipalities of Botany, Randwick,
Waverley and Woollahra.
Southern Region: Includes the municipalities of Hurstville,
Kogarah, Marrickville and Rockdale and Sutherland Shire, and
the suburbs of East Hills, Narwee, Padstow, Panania, Picnic
Point, Revesby and Undercliffe.
Western Region: The area to the west of the Northern, Central,
and Southern Regions as previously dehed.

5

Within each group allocation will generally proceed as set out
below, with modifications determined by the number of students
from each region and the students' stated preferences for hospitals. Students whose stated place of residence is within the
Northern region shall mainly be allocated to the Royal North
Shore Hospital. Students in the Eastern region shall mainly be
allocated to Sydney Hospital or to the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital. Students in the Western region shall mainly be allocated to the Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, or to the
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. Students in the Southern region
shall mainly be allocated to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital or
to Sydney Hospital. Students in the Central region shall be
allocated to any appropriate hospital.
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Students allocated to one hospital may be permitted to exchange
forthwith with students allocated to another hospital, provided
they make immediate application to and obtain the approval of
the Registrar of the University. Students shall not subsequently
be permitted to exchange a hospital other than that to which
they have been first allocated except with the express permission
of the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine granted only for special
reasons and with the concurrence of the Boards of Studies of'
the Hospitals concerned.
Students with approval of the Faculty, may be permitted to
receive clinical training in two or more Teaching Hospitals.

I

Appointment of Junior Resident Medical officers~
to the Teaching and Non-teaching Hospitals
Graduands in Medicine of the University of Sydney shall be
allocated as Junior Resident Medical Officers to teaching and
non-teaching hospitals by a Committee set up by the Health
Commission of New South Wales, which includes representatives
of the Universities of Sydney and New South Wales and their
teaching hospitals and of non-teaching hospitals as determined
by the Commission.
Candidates for the Final Degree Examination in Medicine shall
complete a form indicating their order of preference for Junior
Resident Medical Officer positions at the various hospitals.
A list of graduands in order of merit shall be prepared, based on
the aggregate loaded marks used to determine the award of
Honours at graduation (see Section 3). Any concession allowed
under paragraph 3 of the Faculty Resolutions on Honours at
Graduation shall be taken into account in preparing such a list.
The list shall also show the aggregate loaded mark, expressed as
a percentage, for each candidate.
The list referred to in paragraph 3 shall be forwarded confidentially to the Health Commission of New South Wales,
who will prepare a combined order of merit list of graduands
from the Universities of Sydney and New South Wales based on
the aggregate loaded percentage marks of each graduand. Jfl
the case of ties, position in the combined list shall be determined
by lot.
Graduands will be allocated to Junior Resident Medical Officer
posts, in accordance with their order of preference, in the order
in which they appear in the combined order of merit list.
The University of Sydney shall make its choice of appointees to
Professorial Units at the several teaching hospitals, and transmit
the names of these graduands to the Hospitals Commission of
New South Wales at the time of submitting its order of merit
list.
The above procedure shall operate for the allocation of Junior
Resident Medical Officers for the years 1974 and 1975 and shall
then be subject to review.

In 1972 the Faculty of Medicine recommended to the Hospitals
Commission of New South Wales that in the appointment to
hospitals of junior resident medical officers, students married to
other students in the same year may apply to be considered for
allocation to the same hospital provided it is the hospital to
which the student with the lower aggregate would have been
allocated.
Inquiries should be addressed to The Secretary, Committee
for Placement of Resident Medical Officers, C/- Health Commission of N.S.W., Winchcombe House, 9-13 Young St.,
Sydney. (G.P.O. BOX4235).

Boards of Medical Studies in the Teaching
Hospitals
1

(a) A Board of Medical Studies shall be established at each of
the following teaching hospitals and shall consist(i) in the case of the five general teaching hospitals ofThe Dean or Pro-Dean of the Faculty, ex oficio (Chairman).
The Professors of Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics, Psychiatry and
Anaesthetics, ex oficio, or their deputies.
The Clinical Teacher who is most senior on the active hospital
staff in Surgery, ex oficio.
The Clinical Teacher who is most senior on the active hospital
staff in Medicine, ex oficio.
The Medical Superintendent, ex oficio.
Two members elected by the honorary medical staff.
A surgical and a medical tutor, elected by the Board.
The Warden of the Clinical School, ex oficio.
The Clinical Supervisors, ex oficio.

The full-time members of the Professorial Units based on the
hospital.
(ii) in the case of the two obstetric hospitals ofThe Dean or Pro-Dean of the Faculty, ex oficio (Chairman).
The Professor of Obstetrics, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Professor of Child Health, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Clinical Supervisor, ex oficio.
The part-time lecturer in Obstetrics.
The Medical Superintendent, ex oficio.
Three members elected by the honorary staff, one of whom
shall be a senior surgeon.
(iii) in the case of the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children ofThe Dean or Pro-Dean of the Faculty, ex offcio (Chairman).
The Professor of Child Health, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Clinical Lecturer in Surgical Diseases of Children, ex oficjo.
The Professor of Medicine, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Professor of Surgery, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Professor of Obstetrics, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Professor of Psychiatry, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Professor of Anaesthetics, ex oficio, or his deputy.
The Medical Superintendent, ex oficio.

The first Assistant to the Professor of Child Health.
The Clinical Supervisor.
A surgical and a medical tutor, elected by the Board.
Two members elected by the honorary medical staff.
Provided that if a Professor or Associate Professor in Paediatri
Surgery be appointed, he shall be a member.
(b)A Board of Medical Studies shall be established for the three
Psychiatric hospitals and shall consist ofThe Dean or Pro-Dean of the Faculty, ex oficio (Chairman).
The Sub-Dean (Clinical) of the Faculty, ex oficio (Deputj
Chairman).
The Professor of Psychiatry, ex oflcio.
The Head of the Department of Medicine, ex oflcio, or his
deputy.
The Director of State Psychiatric Services, ex oflcio, or his
deputy.
The Director of the Division of Establishments, Department o
Public Health, ex oficio.
The Director for the Intellectually Handicapped, Department o
Public Health, ex oficio.
The Medical Superintendents of the three hospitals, ex oflcio
The Clinical Supervisors, ex oficio.
The full-time members of the Professorial Units based on the
hospitals.
Three members elected by the specialist staff of the hospitals.
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(c) Each Board shall have the power to co-opt other membe
of the teaching staff of the hospital concerned.

(d) At its first meeting each year, each Board shall elect a
secretary.
(e) Sydney Hospital students may nominate two members oi
the student body at Sydney Hospital to be members of th~
Board of Medical Studies at Sydney Hospital.
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital students may nominate thre
members of the student body at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospita
to be members of the Board of Medical Studies at the RoYa
Prince Alfred Hospital.
(g) Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, students
nominate three members of the student body at the Repatriati0
General Hospital, Concord, to be members of the
Medical Studies at the Repatriation General Hospital.

2

The members shall hold office for one year, but shall be eligibl
for re-election.

3

The Board shall meet at least once in each of the four hospi
terms.

4

The Board shall arrange all the details in connection with th.
students' work and, subject to confirmation by the Board a:
Directors or controlling body, shall make rules in regard thereto
and, in general, carry out the recommendations of the ~acult
of Medicine in each Clinical School.

5

The Board is empowered to call upon any member of the honorary staff or any student, for information concerning timetable,
attendances, or student work generally, the results of such
enquiry to be reported to the Board of Directors when deemed
advisable.

6

The Board shall make representations to the Board of Directors
or controlling body in respect of additional facilities that may
be deemed necessary for the improvement of undergraduate
education, or to carry out the requirements of the Faculty of
Medicine.
The Board shall report each term to the Board of Directors or
controlling body and the honorary medical staff the results of
its deliberations and its actions.
The Board shall constitute the normal means of communication
between the Faculty of Medicine and the hospital in all matters
referring to the education of students. It shall refer any difficulty
encountered to the Faculty to which it shall be deemed responsible for the conduct of student education at each hospital.

7

8

Affiliated Hospitals
In 1971, the Senate adopted a number of recommendations
made by the Faculty of Medicine concerning the affiliation of
hospitals for teaching purposes. Under these recommendations:
(1) The University of Sydney recognizes afFiliated teaching
hospitals in addition to its present recognized teaching hospitals.
(2) Hospitals desirous of and suitable for affiliation shall be
considered on a regional basis wherever possible, in association
with one of the existing teaching hospitals or proposed regions.
(3) There shall be formed three teaching regions:
(i) a central region, with Royal Wnce Alfred Hospital, Sydney
Hospital and the Repatriation General Hospital as central
clinical schools;
(ii) a northern region, centred on the Royal North Shore Hospital;
(iii) a western region, to be based eventually on Westmead
Hospital.
(4) The Royal Newcastle Hospital and the Lidcombe State
Hospital shall each become affiliated hospitals, separate from
the regional concept proposed in paragraph (3).
(5) The regional groupings of teaching hospitals and affiliated
hospitals shall be used for both undergraduateand post-graduate
medical education.
It is understood that there will be no cost involved to the
University in the development of the proposed affiliatedhospitals.
It is envisaged that the Warden or Clinical Supervisor in charge
of the Clinical School of the parent hospital will, under the
direction of the Board of Medical Studies of the hospital and in
conjunction with the appropriate University Departments, be
responsible for establishing and maintaining teaching arrange
merits with the aEliated hospitals.
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Students commenced attending the Royal Newcastle Hospit;
in January, 1972. The Faculty has resolved that Fifth Y
students who are based at Sydney Hospital will spend five wet
at Royal Newcastle Hospital for clinical teaching in Surgc
Fifth Year students based at the Royal North Shore Hosp
and the Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, will spc
five weeks at Newcastle for clinical teaching in Gynaecolo
Students from all these hospitals will have the equivalent
one week's exposure to Community Medicine at Newcastle.
Lidcombe Hospital isbeing used to supplement clinical tea CI
ing in General and Community Medicine.
In 1972 the Senate recognised the following hospitals
affiliated hospitals in terms of the recommendations adopted
the Senate in 1971:
Rachel Forster Hospital for Women
Western Suburbs Hospital
Marrickville District Hospital
Parramatta District Hospital
Auburn District Hospital
Balmain Hospital
Blacktown District Hospital
Mona Vale District Hospital
Ryde District Hospital

1

' Ii
;1

I

The five general teaching hospitals
Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney

I

The Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney, began ope 1
tions as a cottage hospital in Willoughby Road on 21 Janu a
1906. On this date it was blessed and declared open by the tf1t
Cardinal Archbishop of Sydney, His Eminence Cardinal Mora
In 1912, the Sisters purchased and occupied the former rl
dence of the Honourable R. E. O'Connor, then a Member
Parliament, and began using it as a private hospital. This cottl
stood on the site where the present private hospital of 136
now stands. With the acquisition of surrounding properties,
Sisters proceeded to build a public hospital adjacent to the priv
hospital, and the public hospital on its present site was f
opened in March 1915.
I ,
From their beginnings in the treatment of a limited numbel
medical and surg~calpatients and a small children's ward
Willoughby Road, the Sisters expanded with the openlng of
General Hospital on Pacific Highway into the fields of Casuz
and Out-patients Departments, Pathology Department and
developing specialties.
ln 1941 the Sisters opened the Maternity Hospital on
comer of Sinclair Street and Rocklands Road opposite
General Hospital.
The public hospital at present comprises 246 beds iocludII 1
66 obstetric beds, and offers services in all disciplines of medic1;
and surgery.
L

In 1968 the hospital became affiliated with the University of
Sydney for the purpose of clinical undergraduate teaching, in
which activity it now works in close co-operation with and under
the direction of the long-established Clinical School at the Royal
North Shore Hospital, which is situated nearby. The hospital
began undergraduate teaching on 7 January 1969, on which
date it welcomed eighteen Fourth Year undergraduates from
the University to the wards of the hospital.
The hospital offers its senices in all the specialties of medicine
through organized departments, staffed by Honorary Medical
Officers and Staff Specialists. Departments of special interest are
a Haemodialyiis Unit which works in close co-operation with the
Renal Transplant Units of the Sydney and Royal Prince Alfred
Hospitals and the Home Care Service, staffed by fully trained
nurses who provide home nursing care to patients of the hospital
in the surrounding municipalities, under the direction of iamily
doctors.
The hospital is associated with the Lourdes Hospital, Killara,
conducted by the Missionary Sisters of the Society of Mary. This
hospital, of 21-bed capacity, was closed as a special hospital for
patients suffering from tuberculosis at the end of 1966 and reopened shortly thereafter as an acute after-care hospital serving
patients from the Mater Hospital. This association has proved
very fruitful and the serenity and peace of the Lourdes Hospital
has been extremely beneficial to patients recovering from severe
acute illnesses.
The hospital's Honorary Medical Staff, 123 in number, is a p
pointed for a term of five years by Reverend Sister Superior on
the recommendation of a Conjoint Board consisting of representatives of the Senate of the University of Sydney and the hospital.
In addition,there are twenty full-time medical officers(inclusive
of resident medical officers), employed in the hospital's service.

Repatriation General Hospital, Concord
The Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, was built during
World War I1 and was opened in 1942 as a Base Hospital for
the Army in New South Wales; it was then known as the 113th
Australian General Hospital. In 1947 the hospital was handed
over by the Army authorities to the Repatriation Commission
and now is the major hospital for the Repatriation Department
in New South Wales. The hospital has a present capacity of
1464 beds, and is staffed by 161 visiting and 30 full-time specialists, as well as by resident and non-resident Medical Officers.
In conjunction with the hospital, the Repatriation Department
conducts a large Out-patient Clinic at Grace Building, 77 York
Street, Sydney, with an average attendance of 750 patients per
day. An auxiliary hospital (Lady Davidson Hospital) of 235 beds
for chest diseases and medical rehabilitation cases is also conducted by the Department at Turrarnurra. It is hoped by 1975
that an outpatients Department will be conducted within the
hospital itself. It is anticipated that a casualty department will
be opened in the hospital in 1975. This department wiIl serve
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the needs of the community in general as well as exservicemc
and their dependants.
The present Clinical School was established in 1963, when I
male and female students commenced their clinical years at tl
hospital. A further step forward was taken with the commenc
ment of duties of an Associate Professor in Surgery in Augu
1966. A full Professorial Ward and Unit in Surgery has bef
established and a lecture and demonstration room has been ii
corporated with the Professorial Ward and in 1973 a full cha
in surgery was established: Professor M. T. Pheils holds a]
pointment.
The Repatriation General Hospital, Concord, had previous
undertaken undergraduate teaching responsibilities in the la
1940s and early 1950s to help cope with the increased volume I
medical students due particularly to the great numbers (
C.R.T.S. students.
The full potential of teaching material available from a1
proximately 1400 in-patients is open to the clinical schoc
including approximately 220 female patients. The hospital col
tains large departments of Medicine and Surgery, as well as tf
specialties, including Gynaecology, and also a Dental Clinic.
A Clinical Sciences Block located within the hospital grounc
and adjacent to the present student quarters was opened in 197
It provides office accommodation for the Clinical Supervisor
two large lecture/demonstration rooms and tutorial rooms,
large lecture theatre to accommodate approximately 150 peopl
offices for the Professorial Units and eventually research la1
oratories including an animal research laboratory and operatif
theatre. A library building was completed in 1967 and this no
houses a comprehensive range of textbooks and journals.
The Visiting Specialists are appointed for a term of thtv
years and are eligible for re-appointment. The Clinical School
under the direction of the Board of Medical Studies and
administered within the Hospital by the Clinical Supervisol
with the guidance of the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
The Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney
During the year 1885 the first practical attempt to found
public hospital for the North Shore community was made
Mr and Mrs F. B. Treatt of Chatswood. Sir Henry Parkes, I
1888, laid the foundation stone of the North Shore Hospital 0
land in Willoughby Road presented by David Berry, Esq., a
the hospital was opened in 1889 with accommodation for feu
teen patients. In 1902 the foundation stone of a new hospit;
was laid by Sir Harry Rawson on a site of three and a quart'
hectares in St Leonards. In that year, also, permission w i
granted by King Edward VII for the institution to be designate
'The Royal North Shore Hospital of Sydney'. Its first paviliol
together with an administration block, was opened for tk
reception of patients in 1903.
Since that date, the size of the site has been increased pr[
gressively, until at the present time it has an area of 10 hectare:

including a recently acquired block of over two and a half
hectares contiguous to Gore Hill Oval. Here will be located a new
hospital of 600 beds, Stage I of which has been completed,
situated on the highest ground in the vicinity, surrounded by a
green belt or non-residential area, aggregating approximately
32 hectares. When this multi-storeyed building has been completed, the present pavilions will be used for convalescent
patients. The extensions to the existing Thoracic Block, making
100 beds in all, with its own out-patients' department, were
completed and opened in October 1955. In addition, the subsidiary hospital at Turrarnurra, the Princess Juliana Hospital,
provides accommodation for 100 post-operative and convalescent
patients.
This hospital of 559 beds not only contains all departments in
Medicine and Surgery, including the specialties and a dental
clinic, but has a large obstetric training school and also accommodation for sixty patients in its private wards. There are 160
Honorary Medical Officers and 90 full-time Medical Staff. There
is a modem Physiotherapy Training School and facilities for the
training of Student Dietitians, while the Institute of Medical
Research has an international reputation.
The hospital's sixty-three years of medical service to the community was recognized by the University when (in 1948) the
'Clinical School for Medical Undergraduates' was inaugurated in the presence of the Chancellor, Sir Charles Bickerton
Blackburn. Permanent status of a Clinical School was granted
by the Senate on 7 June 1954. During 1969 the teaching strength
of the Royal North Shore Hospital was enhanced by affiliation
with the Mater Misericordiae Hospital, North Sydney.
The hospital is managed by a Board of Directors, from which
various sub-committees are appointed.
The Clinical School is under the direction of the Board of
Medical Studies. Honorary medical officers are appointed by
the Bowd of Directors for four years, after which they are eligible
for appointment for further similar periods.
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
I n 1868 an attempt was made on the life of H.R.H. Prince Alfred,
a son of the reigning Queen Victoria, at the Sydney suburb of
Clontarf. The public conscience was so stirred by this unfortunate
event that a charitable fund was opened to honour the name of
the Prince and to give thanks for the saving of his life. Out of
this fund arose the Prince Alfred Hospital in Sydney and the
Alfred Hospital in Melbourne. Prince Alfred Hospital was opened
for the treatment of patients on 25 September 1882. It was
designed as a general hospital for the care of the sick, as a
teaching hospital for the University of Sydney and as a training
school for nurses. Its site immediately adjacent to the University,
between St John's and St Andrew's Colleges, was ideal for its
function as a teaching hospital. The hospital was incorporated
by an Act of Parliament and the appellation Royal was added in
1902.
123
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Originally comprising the centre administrative block and the
'Prince's block' which housed wards, lecture and operating
theatres, it was soon completed by the addition of the C and D
blocks and the Victoria and Albert Pavilions to give it the fawde
that it has today. More recent additions included Glouceste~
House, a private and intermediate block, in 1936 and the Psychiatry Pavilion in 1938. The Dame Eadith Walker Convalescenl
Hospital (Yaralla) was acquired in 1940 and King George V
Memorial Hospital devoted to obstetrics and gynaecology was
opened in 1941. The Page Chest Pavilion was built primarily f o ~
the treatment of tuberculosis and financed by the Commonwealth
Government. Since its opening in July 1957 it has come to
embrace also non-tuberculous chest diseases and cardiology<
The Blackburn Pavilion, opened in 1962, houses medical a n d
surgical professorial units, operating theatres and a central
sterilizing service for the whole hospital.
The hospital is unique in Sydney in having had a clinica'
school from its inception. There were no full-time professors in
clinical subjects in those days, but the association with the Facultj
of Medicine in the University has always been close. The earl)
part-time professors of medicine and surgery were Honoran
Physicians and Surgeons respectively of the hospital. The
appointment of full-time Professors of Medicine and of Surgerq
in 1931 saw the setting up of Professorial Units in Medicine and
Surgery at the hospital. These were originally housed in thf
Prince's block, but since 1962 have been in the Blackburn
Pavilion. The proximity of these units to the Departments ol
Medicine and Surgery of the University has enabled the aca.
demic staff to remain in close contact with their wards in the
hospital. Professorial Units in Obstetrics and Gynaecology and
in Cardiology and University departments of Psychiatry and
Anaesthesia are also housed in the hospital.
The hospital is a large one with a total bed capacity of 1532.
It offersfacilities for undergraduate teaching in general medicine,
general surgery, psychiatry, obstetrics and gynaecology and ir!
all the generally recognized specialties. It also provides post.
graduate teaching in all these fields. Its regular Seminars and
Grand Rounds are highlights of Sydney's post-graduate activities,
The hospital sends senior resident medical officers or registrm
to work in the Bathurst District Hospital, Dubbo Base Hospital,
Nepean District Hospital, Gosford District and in the Pod
Moresby General Hospital. This provides a loose affiliatior
with these hospitals and benefits all concerned.
It is staffed by approximately 300 Honorary Medical Officers,
25 full-time specialists and 115 full-time medical officers invarious
training and resident posts. Honorary Medical Officers are a p
pointed by a Conjoint Board composed of members of the
Hospital Board of Directors and of the Senate of the UniversitY
of Sydney. The management of the hospital is in the hands oi
the Board of Directors. The 22 directors include the Chancello1
of the University and the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine
(ex oficio), 10 directors appointed by the Government of New

South Wales and 10 elected by hospital governors and subscribers. The General Superintendent,a medical graduate, is the
chief executive officer. He is responsible to the Board of Directors
for the whole administration of the hospital and works in consultation with the Honorary Medical Staff through the Medical
Board and with the Faculty of Medicine through the Board of
Medical Studies and the Warden of the Clinical School.
Sydney Hospital
The first hospital in Australia was established at Dawes Point
shortly after the amval of the First Fleet in 1788. It was transferred to the Sydney Hospital site in Macquarie Street in 1811
when Governor Macquarie built the 'Rum' Hospital. In 1826
the general hospital was known as the 'Sydney Dispensary' and
became the 'Sydney In6rmary and Dispensary' in 1845. In
1881 the Sydney Hospital Act was passed and it is under this
Act that the present Board of Directors is constituted.
The first Nurses' Training School in the Florence Nightingale
tradition was established in 1868 after negotiations between the
N.S.W. Government and Miss Nightingale.
The Sydney Eye Hospital at Woolloomooloo had its beginning
in the establishment of an Ophthalmic Ward in 1878 and now
houses the Department of Ophthalmology and Eye Health of
the University of Sydney.
The Clinical School of Sydney Hospital was established in
1909 under the direction of the Board of Medical Studies and it
affords a full course of instruction in accordance with the curriculum of the University of Sydney. Since then 2691 undergraduates have entered this School. Instruction in Obstetrics is
arranged in conjunction with the Women's Hospital, Crown
Street. The Board of Medical Studies directs the lecturers and
tutors appointed from the hospital's honorary and full-time
medical staffs.
The University is represented in the hospital by the Professorial
Departments of Medicine and Surgery.
The medical staff is appointed by the Board of the hospital.
It comprises approximately 117 Honorary Medical Officers,
27 Staff Specialists, 45 Clinical Assistants and 99 Resident
Medical Staff.
The hospital comprises a general hospital of 403 beds and an
eye hospital of 59 beds. Admissions to both the hospitals
currently are at a rate of 16,546 per annum whilst its Outpatients and Casualty attendances were 223,065 per annum.
The Kanematsu Memorial Institute contains Medical Research and Clinical Pathology Departments. This Institute installed the first artificial kidney in Australia and among other
projects is now conducting a Chronic Dialysis Programme and
an active renal transvlantation programme.
m e Inrtitute of Urology which represents the initial phase of
a National Kidney Foundation has headquarters at Sydney
Hospital.The facilities of the Clinical School include a large Pathology Museum, a most comprehensive library and students' quarters which have facilities for students in residence at the Hospital.
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Broughton Hall Psychiatric Clinic
1921 by the New South Wales State Psychiatric Service as
hospital for the treatment of psychiatric patients. The origin
building, known as Broughton House, was built in 1840 as
gentleman's residence on land which had been a Crown gr

a ward at the present time.
Dr Sydney Evan Jones was appointed as the first Medi
Superintendent and continued to develop the hospital until
teaching staff of the University of Sydney, and Bro
rapidly became an important centre of teaching both
and psychiatry.
In 1955 Professor W. H. Trethowan was
D. C. Maddison until 1974. These appoin
further developments, most particularly in th

Undergraduate Teaching Unit was officially
1974, and is now in constant use.
The clinic adheres to its original policy of accepting
referred from any part of New South Wales or indeed
to the local government area of Cante
expanded community service has been
3000 are seen annually in
total out-patient visits per year approx
hospital admission rate is
attendance of 27.
Broughton Hall is administered by

basis and do not come within the provisions of the Menta
Health Act. Social Service benefits are retained as in any genera
hospital.
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre is an establishment of the N . s . ~
Health Commission, Division of State Psychiatric ,Services

The centre was established as a mental hospital in 1848,
occupying buildings originally designed by Francis Greenway for
the Female Factory. Additional buildings were constructed from
1860 onward and the original structure was abandoned in 1883.
In its first century of existence the hospital grew steadily to reach
a maximum population of over 1,500 patients.
With the advent of modem psychiatric concepts patients were
allowed voluntary admission as early as 1921. An admission
centre was established in 1963 offering out-patient and community services as well as in-patient care to people residing in the
western suburbs of Sydney, Parramatta and the Blue Mountains.
Various aspects of clinical psychiatry offered by the centre
include diagnosis and treatment of short, intermediate and long
stay in-patients, out-patient and community services, psychogeriatrics, intensive psychotherapy, alcohol and addiction
services.
There has been a rapid expansion in the last two years in the
number of community health facilities within the Centre's
catchment area. There are now ten such facilities, and others
will be opened in the near future. In addition, the alcohol and
addiction service has recently added a major community-based
component to its programme.
The centre is affiliated with Parramatta District Hospital,
jointly operating the Eric Hilliard Out-patient Clinic, as well as
staffing psychiatric out-patient clinics at Blacktown, Nepean and
the Blue Mountains District Hospitals.
The medical staff is supported by a multidisciplinary staff of
psychologists, social workers, occupational therapists, chaplains
and psychiatric nurses. The centre operates a thresyear training
school for psychiatric nurses an6 an exchange programme for
nurses with Parramatta and District Hospitals. Clinical experience and tuition are offered to undergraduate students of
psychology, social work and theology and field placements are
provided for students of occupational and recreational therapy.
The supervision of medical officers in training has recently
been increased by the addition of a clinical supervisor to the
hospital staff.
The Psychiatric Centre, North Ryde
The Psychiatric Centre, North Ryde is situated on 40 hectares of
land in Cox's Road, North Ryde and is under the authority of
the New South Wales Health Commission. Building commenced
on the site in 1956 and the first patients took up residence in
January, 1959.
The hospital was originally conceived as one which would
provide special facilities to deal with particular problems that
other psychiatric hospitals were not equipped to handle. Tuberculosis had a high incidence at the time amongst hospitalized
psychiatric patients and a ward to cope with this was the first
to be opened. Over the next two and a half years there was a
progressive opening of the other specialized units, all taking
patients from anywhere in New South Wales, including other
psychiatric hospitals.
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A surgical unit consisting of two wards (Wards 3 and
complete with operating theatres was opened and. with two c
the tuberculosis wards (Wards 1 and 2), formed the comple
known as the Cameron Pavilion. Ward 5 (formerly a tuberculos
ward) is now the long-term psychiatric rehabilitation warc
Patients from thls ward work in the industrial workshol
carpentry, domestic workshop and in some workshops or jot
outside the hospital. When suitable they are transferred to th
hostel which is on the hospital campus.
Associated with the Tuberculosis and Surgical Units is
comprehensive laboratory (Oliver Latharn Laboratory), whic
provides all necessary pathology services. A Chest Investigatio
Unit with in-patient, out-patient and extensive X-ray facilitie
has been added to the Cameron Pavilion.
The Children's Unit opened in stages, initially providin
residential accommodation for the treatment of disturbed chilc
ren of both sexes and later for specially selected intellectual1
handicapped boys. In addition, a special school staffed b
teachers of the New South Wales Department of Education wa
incorporated within the Unit.
Also about this time a unit (Wards 8 and 9-Fraser House
primarily concerned with the treatment of alcoholics and neurc
tics was opened and run as a 'hospital therapeutic community7the fist of its kind in Australia. Fraser House has now beel
relocated and functions as the largest of the three admission
wards. It is hoped in the near future to open a medium-stay uni
for verbal patients in the original Fraser House building.
In October 1961 the Wallace Wurth Clinic (Wards 10 and 11
was officially opened as an admission centre and replaced thl
almost century-old 'Reception House' at Darlinghurst. It
initial function was mainly as an admission and diagnostic unit
the patients being discharged after diagnosis and short-tern
treatment or transferred to other psychiatric hospitals for furthe
treatment if this were indicated.
With the development of regionalization of psychiatric service
within the metropolitan area, other psychiatric hospitals openec
their own admission centres, and North Ryde became responsible
for the care and treatment of those patients living in the north
eastern region of Sydney. Sub-regionalization evolved witbir
the North Ryde Centre, and the various adult psychiatric unit!
then began to function as admission and treatment units for theu
own specified sub-regions.
The centre became a teaching hospital of the University oi
Sydney in 1969, and on 14 March 1969 the sub-~rofessorial
Unit (Ward 12) was opened, together with an adjacent Unii
(Ward 13). Ward 14 which has a physician in charge functions
as a medical unit, psycho-geriatric unit and takes all overnight
admissions.
At the present time there i s considerable effort being exerted
in the development of community facilities and services. Centres
are located at Queenscliff, Wahroonga, Gordon, Neutral Bayt
Top Ryde and Willoughby. These are used as bases for afJ

extensive network of community services covering the northern
suburbs. All these centres relate to specific wards in the hospital.
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, Camperdown
This hospital was founded in 1879 and incorporated under The
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children Act, 1906. Its plans and
objects are:
I . The reception and treatment as in-patients of children of both
sexes up to the age of 13 years suffering from disease, deformity
or accident and whose condition warrants treatment in hospital.
2. The maintenance of a department where children, not needing
treatment in hospital, may be attended as out-patients.
3. The maintenance of convalescent units.
4. Provision for the systematic instruction and practical training
of nurses.
5. Provision for the sysrematic instruction and practical trainiig
of medical students of the University of Sydney in diseases of
children.
6. Provision for the systematic instruction and practical training
of physiotherapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists,
almoners, dietitians, and others as may be determined by the
Board from tlme to time
The establishment of a Clinical School was agreed upon in
1924. The first students attended under this arrangement in 1927,
The main hospital is situated in Bridge Road, Camperdown.
with a bed capacity of 510. The John Williams Memorial
Hospital, a convalescent unit, is situated in Water Street,
Wahroonga, and accommodates 70 patients. The total bed
capacity is 580. In addition, there are large casualty, special and
outdoor departments.
The hospital is controlled by a Board of Management and a
House Committee. The honorary medical officers are appointed
by a Conjoint Board consisting of representatives of the Senate
of the University and of the Board of Management of the
hospital. Clinical lecturers in the medical and surgical diseases of
children are appointed by the Board of Medical Studies consisting of representatives of the hospital and of the Faculty of
Medicine.
The Honorary Medical Staff numbers approximately 100.
There are 19 full-time specialists and 7 part-time specialists. The
Resident Medical Staff (in various grades) numbers 50.
The Professor of Child Health in the University of Sydney is
also Director of the Institute of Child Health, which is located
within the hospital. The staff of the Institute of Child Health
are engaged in both research and teaching.

St Margaret's Hospital for Women
This hospital was established in 1894, and has been under the
care of the Sisters of St. Joseph of the Sacred Heart since 1937.
The Sisters of St. Joseph of the Sacred Heart in 1966 celebrated
their Centenary Year. An Advisory Board helps the Sisters in
their charitable work.
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TEACHING HOSPITALS
SPECIAL

On 4 February 1964, the hospital became a teaching hospit
in Obstetrics for the University of Sydney and trains approx
mately 65 students per year. At the beginning of 1967, a Clinic
Supervisor was appointed. In 1970 St Margaret's became
teaching hospital in Gynaecology as well.
The hospital is also a training school in Midwifery for tl
Nurses' Registration Board.
There are 148 beds (average daily capacity 141.7), with a
proximately 5000 births per year. In March 1967, a PaediaQ
Hospital of 150 beds was opened, adjacent to the Obstet~
Hospital.
The Honorary Medical Staff consists of approximately !
Honorary Medical Officers and 14 Clinical Assistants. Full-tin
staff consists of a Medical Superintendent, one Obstetric Regi
trar, one Paediatric Registrar and three Junior Medical Office1
The Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology is an Honora
Consulting Lecturer in obstetrics at the hospital.
The Women's Hospital, Crown Street
The Women's Hospital, Crown Street, was founded in 1893, ar
since 1900 has taught obstetrics to University of Sydney unde
graduates.
The hospital is controlled by a Board of Management. TI
Honorary Medical Officers are appointed by a Conjoint Boar
consisting of representatives of the hospital Board of Manag
ment and the Senate of the University.
Since 1965 there has been an Associate Professor in Obstetri
and Gynaecology based at the hospital. Clinical Lecturers
Obstetrics and Gynaecology are appointed by the Board
Medical Studies.
The hospital is the major teaching unit in Obstetrics a1
Gynaecology for the University of Sydney, teaching some
students annually.
The hospital has 300 beds, 200 in Obstetrics and 100 in tl
Gynaecology section. Some 5500 to 6000 children are bol
annually. Besides Obstetrical and Gynaecological Clinics, the
are out-patient sessions in Urology, Psychiatry, Infertilit
Malignancy, and Family Planning.
Resident Medical Officers are appointed only after they ha'
completed at least a 12-month residency in a general hospits
Sixteen Medical Officers are appointed each year. The majority1
these officers, after training, go into general practice, but sever
remain for a further three-year intensive training programme
the specialty of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. The Royal CoUW
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists fully recognizes the Woma
Hospital, Crown Street, as a training hospital in the specialty.
A University Teaching Block, including student quartel
lecture halls and library, was completed in 1963.
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upon passing, after 1 March 1968, the Matriculation Examination or the Higher School Certificate Examination in at
least five of the following subjects:
G q u p A English
Group B Ancient History
Greek
Arabic
Hebrew
Italian
Art
Bahasa Indonesia'
Japanese
Latin
Chinese
Dutch
Modern Greek
Economics
Modem History
Music
French
-W~P~Y
Russian
German
Spanish
or such other language as may in the case of any
particular candidate be approved by the Professorial Board.'
Group C Agriculture
Mathematics
!kience"
Group D Industrid Arts
1With effect from 1 February 1975, 'Bahasa Indonesia' will be
reasmed 'Indonesian'.
Studoeg &ing
permission to take another language at the
Matridation Examination under this section must apply at least
tw&e months in advance of the examination.
8 See footnote on following

In each of the above subects the examination
ducted at first, second and third levels, or at my
of such lev& as determined from time to time. In the
SFince and Mathematics, any examination at the sew
may be conducted either on a full course syllabus or op
short course syllabus and any examination at the first level
each of these twa subjects shall be on a full course syll
(2) The five subjects which must be passed for matriculation
include four at the second or first level and one
Such five subjects shall include English and at least one s
ject from each of the Groups B and C.
(3)- Mathematics and Sciences each passed as full courses
gether shall, for the. purpose of this Section, be counted
three subjects, but otherwise each shall count as one
(4) The qualification for matriculation must be obtained
examination.

Section ( B )

A candidate who ha$ presented himself for the Mathula

in subjects chosen so that if he had passed in such subjects
would have satbW the qu-nts
of Seetion (A) abo
aad who has pas& in Engiieb aad in at least three other s
jecb at one of either of these e~raminatimsshall be lrdoaitl
to ma~culationif he has:
(a) obtained passes in two or mort subat M t lewl,
(b) obtained nr pus in one subject at b t level and FS
two or more subjbete at second le-1, or
(E) obtained paws in Mathamtics at bt level and &ie
at second he1 (full eourse) or in MathR~tbaticaat Eleco
level (full course) aaaQ Scieoce at firsl: level.
~ ~ c r a t i s r c r t t ~
The Professorial Board may grant matriculation status to
person who luts enmed for but been prevented from
ing the Higher School CeMcate Fkamhation by duly
=em or misadventure and w b produces evidence
tional merit to the d ~ c t i o n
of the ProfasoM Board,
paarses such examination, if any, as the Professorial Board a
pmcrii.
,

8
regard to Mot or trial courses in Science, the multi-straf
twelveperiod SEiance course or any one of the singla six-per6
Science subjects will b@ counted as Seienee for the purpoee
mafrkubW The annfti-strsad S c i course or two single st
jecb in ! k h c e will be eoonted as equivalent to Science limt lel
or&,umdlaviel (fullcarusc)andolle~eco\lrsewillbeeoun'
as cquivaht to fkium second level (short course). Tbis
that Mathematics at ffrst lwel a second level (full coxme)
gether with the dti-strand Science course or two single Sciec
subjects will count as tlvee subjects for the purpose of matricqfl

ObWed Prior to 1Mar& 1968
These requbments for matriculation shall not &ect the right
which: any person would have had because of a qualification
olrtained before 1 March 1968, to matriculate into the Univ d t y OT a0 ma.tridate into any pluticular Faculty.

Oteer Qolili~~)tSons
for Matriculation

P e m m with qualificationsother than those set out above m y ,
in certain drcumstances, be admitted to matriculation. Details
are set out below.
Royal Military College
( 1 ) any person who has completed the first year of the course
at the Royal Military College of Australia and submits a certiiicate from the Commandant to that effect may be admitted
without further examination to matriculation.
(2) Any person who has completed a full course of at least
three years' pruscribed study at the Royal Military College of
Australh and ptoduces a d a t e from the Commandant to
that &W may be admitted to status in a course leading to a
d v .
(3) The Profemaria1 Board, on the advice of the appropriate
Faculty, shall determine the status of such person and the
d t to be granted him in respect of work performed at the
Royal Military College of Australia.
Royal Atratralian Naval Cdlcge
M y pc~asonwho has completed satisfactorily the passing out
eraamination of the Royal Australian Naval College and submits a c.at&ate to that && from the Co-ding
OBicer
may be admitted to matriculation without further examina-

tion.
biplomm fmm ~@dcuCturalOr Tecnnr'cal Colleges
A holder of a Diploma of the Hawkesbury or Wagga Agricultad CoIIeige who has obtaiaed Honours, or of any similar
q t W b t b n deemed by the Professorial Board to be equivaleat, oE' a holder of a Diploma of the Sydney, Broken )fill,
Newcastle or Wollongong Technical College who has obtabd
Honours or Credit, or of any similar qualifhtion deemad by
the Professorial Board to be equivalent, may be admitted to
llwlkuwm.

Licentiate in Theology
Any person who has been granted a Certificate of Licentiate
in M o g y of the Austdian Cdlege of Theology may be
admimd to matriculation, provided that he C
O his
d t u r e for the Certiikxte not earlier than November,
1970.

~

Provisional Adult Matriculation
A person who attains the age of 25 years on or before the ffi
day of lectures and who has not qualified to matriculate in d
University of Sydney may be granted provigional matriculatii
status by the Professorial Board if he produces evidence
educational merit to the satisfaction of the Board, and pae
such examinations as the Board may prescribe. m e statue
provisional and is coafirmed only if the applicant compldt
certain requirements within 12 months of commencing attga
ance at lectures. Applications must be made on the prescrib
form available at the Registrar's Ofiice, and must be M&e
together with the applicant's birth certificate and oti@
documentary evidence of his educational q u ~ c a t i o n s f,
1 October for admission in tbe following year. Appficar
must also lodge an 'Application for Enrolment in any of f
Four Universities' form with the Metropolitan UniveYsitl
Admissions Centre.

W u Service Matriculation
Persons who have a record of war service may be eligible
apply for War Service Matriculation status.
Applicants should submit to the Registrar o W a l evideu
of the dates and areas of their service and details of thl
educational qualilktions. Appliitions dose on 1 Oetob
for admission in the following year.
1

Interstate and Overseas Qualifiations
Applicants holding q u a l ~ t i o n sfrom interstate and over%
may, in certain circumtbe granted matriculation stal
but it should be noted that, in general, m a t r h 1 a t h stal
will be granted only to persons who are bona jlde residents
New South Wales. In additidn' to suhittitrg evi&nce af tb
qualifications, applicants are requited to provide informatj
about the nature of their residebce in New South Wales.
E;xemption from the rddence mtricti~nmenttonQd abc
is granted to:
(a) students whose homts are in the Northern ~erritwy$
( b ) students from South Australia, Western AmmBa a
T88m%niaseeking admission to the Faculty of Vet&$
Science;and
( c ) students from any Australian State mLiag a d d d o n
the Aeronautical Engineering course. (Applicants for oda
sion to the Aeronautical Endneering course should
bi
completed as matriculated studtats the aquivaht of the fi
two years of the c o u r s ~at a university in thdr horns Stab
All persons who hold intarstate or overseas mat~W8ti
q
u must mab
~ separate
~ written applidon
matriculation status to tbe Registrar -of the U n i d
Sydaey by 1 October for admission in the foiowing pear,
well as lodging the 'Appliccrtioa for Enrolment in any of

Four Universities' form with the Metropolitan Universitim

in that university may, in certain circumstances, be
matriculation s@Qs in the University of Sydney. It
be noted that, id general, matriculation status will be
only to persons who are bona fide residents of New

(a) is a graduate of any ot

nted provisional matricuition status in annd has subsequently had this provisional
s confirmed by that other university, propplicant has completed at the first attempt
at that university the equivalent in the University of Sydney
of First Year in a Faculty where this is prescribed or of
three First Year courses where there is no prescribed First
r matriculation at another university on
s not acceptable for matriculation to
and has subsequently completed at
er university the equivalent in the
t Year in a Faculty where this is
Year courses where there is no
s considered by the Faculty or
ises the degree for which he
desires to become a candidate to have shown special merit in
his studies.

Assumed Knowledge and Prere~aiSib
In 1975 there will be no prerequisites for entry into courses in
the University other than those in the Faculty of Arts as set
out blow, but some courses will assume a certain knowledge~,Students who have not achieved this standard of
knowledge will not be pmvented from entering a course, but
thay will be expected to complete supplementary work which
will Ire based on a lower level of knowledge in the specifierl
subjects. Students lacking this lower level of knowledge on
which the supplementary work is based are strongly advised to
deftr the commencement of their University studies until they
have brought their basic knowledge up to the specified
~
K
n
O
~
i
n
laJLsradPb*
In any Faculty, First Year courses in Biology, Chemhtry,

sumption that students have reached the levels shown below i
the Matriculation Etamination o r Higher School C e r t i k i
Emmination:

*

First Year
Course

Asstamed MatrkuWn or Higher S c h ~
Certificate Standard

M-tis

Mathematics seoond level (full

w

General Pure
Mathematics)
General Pure
mematics
Physics

pi,~
&,B
!k
,

CQWS

(except

Chemistry

Biology
Oeology

Mathematics second level (short coursa
Mathematics second level (short course
and science ywnd level (short oourse
includiq the Physics option
Science ~ee0ndlevel (short
ir
eluding the Chemistry option
Sdence second level (short cuur$%)l i~
eluding the Biology option
Science gecond level (short conrae)' tu
necessarily including the 0 8 ~ optk
1 ~

With regard to pilot or trial Science corn, the UniwrsH
will assume that the 12-period-per-weekmulti-stmd Sden(
course will at least be equivalent to the second level (fu
course) and that each separate Science subject whether it 1:
Biology, Chemistry, Geology, or Physics will go further i
that subject than Science second level @dl
ooume) does. Stu(
ents who have taken one or more of the separate Scienw sul
jeds should recognize that tSyr will need to unded'
additional vacational studies as indicated under "Suppbms
ary Work" in order to prepa&'for First Year SdogIca mtmr
in other Science subjects.
AvltlmcdKaowie4@iXi~
The First Year undergradate mmes in the Fkcdty of Arcb
tecture will be taugbt on the assumption that studen& )a\
reached Mathematics second level (short coursa) and SPdenc
second level (short course) at the Matridasion I Q r a m h d o
or Higher School Certificate l 3 u m h k
1 Atthopgh

the First Ymr mmm itr B h y b , Chunky, Wok

aadQooloeyare~to51th0~mtbatantrontr~

Univdty have aehieved a staaadard of kaowledge collaid tn fl
syllabus for the Scisnee second level (short course) as clst 0'
above, the Univcdy bas 'noted that msny students wha ha1
r-hed only this level have ~~m t i s s in t h e Fir
Year coma, cspeddly in Physics and Ckdary. S m h t a

orrl~thisp.iopatoodardottaow~who~~tt&r~caa

therefwe advised to make amcattatad &arts throagbout tbe
First year and to mdmake additkwal preparation before ths b

~ o f l ~ i n ~ t a t i o a w f t h F ~ r u

actvisaa

AiswmeagW~ehAIpicllltare
Causes in First Year in the Faeulty of Agriculture are taught
on the assumption that students have reached Mathematics
second level (short course) at the Matriculation Examination
or Higher School CexMcate Examination.

Aesamea IEaowbdge h Econondcs I, Economics IP and
EGoIlomfe S
t
a
w
e
sI

The First Year underflacluate courses in Economics will bc
taught on the assumption that students have reached Mathe
m a t h second level (short course) at the Matriculation Exam.
ination or Higher School CeMcate Examination.
The First Year undergraduate course in Economic Statistia
will be taught on the assumption that students have reached
Mathematics second level (short course) at the Matrimlatiom
Examiaation or Higher School CertScltte Examination.
It Is suggested that students who have not achieved the
assumed level of knowledge set out above should, if admitted
to these courses in Economics and/or Economic Statistics, consult the Heads of the Departments concerned if they wish to
ianprove their knowledge of Mathematics.

Supplementary work

Level of Kaowiedge Required for Supplementary Work
Students who have not achieved the assumed Matriculation
or Higher School CerWxte standard set out above will be
Gapeeted to take supplementary work. This work will be
given on the assumption that the standards shown below
have been obtained at the Matriculation Jhmbation, the.
Hi&x Sobsol Ce-te
Examination or the School Cer-

tificate Ibiadnation:
First Year
Colrrse

Asrunzed Metriculation, Higher S
c
W
C e r t i w e or School Certijkaie Stamkd

Mathemati=

Matbematics second level (short caarse)
at the Matriculation or Higher School
C e ~ t e E x ~ t i o n

General Pure
M-tica)
GaieralPure
Math-tics

-

Matb~m~tics
third level at the Ma&b
ultrtioa or Higher School CerWate

llxmhtim
Mathematics second level (short mum)
at the Matriculation or Higher School
Certificate -ation
cuid S&me Advancad Level at the School Cedkate

Science Advanced Level at the School
CertUbte Exambation

s o a p 1 e m WdK £am1975
BhltY
Students wishing to enrol in a First Year course in Biologj
who have not passed at Ieast Science second level (shorl
course) with the Biolagy option,but who have passed Science
Advanced Level at the School CeMcate Examination, are recplired to study the fdlowing bodr before the beginning of
Lent Term: Senior Science fw High Schools, Part 111:
Biology (Science Foundation for Physics within the Univer.
sity of Sydney, 1966).
Chemistry

"

The'following categories of students wishing to enrol in a Fint
Year course in Chemistry are required to undertake pnpotative studies before the beginning of Lent Term:
1. Students who have take@ the normal Higher School Cer
titlate Science courses, who have p a s 4 Science second leve
(short course), but who have not taken the Chemistry option
2. Students who hove taken the new Higher School Cbdbatt
Pilot Science courses, who have not passed in either tbr
Chemistry murse or the Chemistry component of the Multi
strand course, but who have previously passed Science Ad
vanced Level at the School C d & a t e .
AN s ~ students
h
ate required to study thc following b d
before commencing their University course in CbmWy
Ckmi~tru:Enperimenrd FocmdliHdns ( h h - H a l l , 1970)
They should also pumhage and uw the foUowiBg s e l f 4 1
bcrott:
Undemumiing Chemistry (&j&,
1969)
seetidealing 9Piti
paying particular attention to the
*che- Quantities' and %%mid lba&w.
I ,

Mcuhemiiej

Any studebt
to revise ai@ prepan for F W Yetll
Mathematics at the Univ&ty m y attend one of tho W (
dMerent bride courses in Mathwmriics:
(1) Students Wicbing to eorol in Mrrthatllotks I who hovd ikp
passed MothcmatiGs SSO& level (fuU course) at tbe Mat
r i d a t i 0 1 1 ~ n o l m ~ ~ C e - tion wiH k nquired to ao blidm COUEB at
University from 12 to 28 F e b q 1975. 'fhCoWsa will GW
of twdyc t w 0 . k ~&,
mb sup&n-tarqr
tiontpitlbcgiven~the~ thpr~bhPvdpBo6e(
M-ticu
Second kvel @mt*ouml.
(2) Students wishing to e@ is the -5
Cheral hi*'
Mcahsmcrtics ot Mmhcmics (~srfe1(lt#fc)who haw no
( b r t -1
at the Brut
passed hd-ticp
SeGqBd
rieuwon l b a m h k n or
School -te
-s;
tion will bd:
to
a bdge course at the Unl
v d t y from 12 to 28 Febnruy 1975. m
o
o
u
s
tc will c
d
of twelve two-hour sessions. Thig s u p p I e b~t r u~d i O 1

-
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" will
be given on the assumption that students have passea
Mathematics third level.
Students wishing to enrol in either of these bridge courses
should attend Carslaw Lecture Theatre 4 at 5.15 p.m. on
Tuesday 11 February 1975 for enrolment and mangement of
the timetable. The fee for each course will be $32. Such
students may be required to attend additional tutorials during
the academic year.
s

.Benzie, A. E.

-

Physics
Students wishing to enrol in a First Year course in Physics
who have not reached the wwned standards for Physics I
are required to study one of the following books before the
beginning of Lent Term:
Physics 4th edn (Cambridge U. P., 1970)
Senior Science for High Schools, Part I: Physics (Sdence
Foundation for Physics within the University of Sydney,
1966).

Additional instruction will be available for these students
during the academic year.
Students wishing to enrol in a First Year course in Physics
who have not passed the Mathematics second Ieve). (short)
course should attend the appropriate bridge course in MatheBEWtia.

Do&

et al.

Bedagy
Students who wish to enrol in Geology and w b have not
s
t
u
W Geology for the Higlmer School CertBcate EFamihatSon or Matriculation J3adaation are advised t9 ernmine,
bPfonthe beginning of Lent Term,the geological eollcetbm
dieplayed In the Australian Museum,College Stnat, Qdney,
and the M&g MWWUl, George Street N o d , Sydney. Thejf
usefully read an eleme~tarytexthmk, sucb as:
Eq~ltn'nginto the Earth (Longmans, 1 9 9 ) chapters 1-15
Q

'-

Bmath #he Scenery (Science Press, 1970).

CaasaeadarcrlbyDbeaPbaerrfotTcrBnkd]ZQMllblen
fhtimts who have not achieved the assumed level ol browlew fixsupplementary wurk in the above courses are advial
t
W apppdrrte courses may be offered in 1975 by the Dapmmmt of TechDical Education. Enquiries about these
amma should be directed to The Admhsbns and Information Unft, Sydney TechniLal College, Railway Square, Braadway, N.S.W. 2 W .

oomponding subjed at the Matriculation Examination or
Higher School CkrtBcate Examination, or the permission of

the Faculty on the remmmndakn of the Head of the Dr
partment concerned has been obtained:
Greek I*
German I*
Latin I*
wq
fl
Chinese I*
&glish~
=. ;?I2
Japanese I*
French Language and Literature* Music I
The Faculty offers elementary or elementary-equivalet
courses in the language subjects marked * for students wh
have not reached the prerequisite standard
Students in the Faculty of Arts should note that a how
ledge of one or more foreign languages is useful for man
culty, and indispensable for some.

II

Entry to First Degree Courses

Entry

uiremeats

To be & 2 1 e a commence a Bnt degree mume in the University of Sydney a person must:
--be quaditied for matricdation in the Universitys and
--be seiect& for enrolment in the degree course.
Details of the matriculation requirements of the Universiq
as well as the assumed knowledge and prerequisites for entq
to certain courses are given in Section I of this handbook.
Entry to first degree courses is limited and applicants are
selected on merit.
Appliemts who have qualified for matriculation at the New
South Wales Higher School CerMate examinations Leaving
Certificate wadnation or University of Sydney MatricuIation
Examination and who have not attended a university or dhw
tertiary institution am co~wtderedfor enrolment on the bad
of the r
te of the marks in their best five matriculation
subjects.

-

Applicants who present themselves for the Matriculation
Examhatian in Febnwry 1975 who qualified to mairkdate
at the Higher School Certilbte examhation in November
1974 will be agsessed on their results at the Higher !School
Cat&+& emmination.
Appficants who have qualified for matriculation and who
bavc attended a university or other tertiary institution will
have their whole a d e n & record taken into account.

QaA W o n to thc overseas quota is limited to tbose a p
p b n t s not normally resident in Australia who hold approved
oversea schdambips and acceptable quaWations, or who
have quslified for matriculation at the New South Wales
Leaving Certiihte examination, Higher School Certifhte examination or University of Sydney Matridatioo Examhation. There is no provision for admission to the University af
S y h y of private overseas students whose matriculation qualificationswere obtained outside New South Wales.

Set out below are the Faculty quotas for undergraduates in
first year in 1975.

Faculty or course

wudh3

Quota

overseas

students
-

$?A

r$&&$g;
$Jt

&,,

Agriculture
Architecture

150

(4)

Arts
M/Law

75

1100

(5)
(20)

Eoonornia/Law
Denti*
Economics
Education:Bachelor of
Engilmrhg
Law
Madicine
Music: Bachelor of
Physio~p~'
Science (including 150-(4) for
the Bachelor of Pharmacy)
Sodal S t u b : Bachelor of
spe4ch ~
P
Y
vetainarym
A
t

-

200

(4)
(10)

(1)
(10)

(9
(6)
(1)
80
810

(12)

95
25
90

(4)

4005

(90)

(4)

New Students

Any person who w i s h to apply for admission to an undsLgraduate degree course must I d g e an application with the
Metropolitan Univer8ities Admbsion Centre, except studeat8
who are eligible to re-erd in that degree course (we 'Re
enrolling Undergraduate Students' and 'Students ReemoW@
after Absence', in Section 111, .Ebrolment, blow).
Students who are taking suppbmcntary or deferred exttm*
inations in First Year counag should comply with the enrolment requirements for re-enrohg students, unfaJJ they witb
to b considered for entry to a new faculty or COW
ia
1975.
First Year students who d b a d n w d all courses in 1!374
and who were not permitted to
with 'repeat' s t a m
in 1975 must lodge an ' A p p h a h fot Enrdment in my
of the Four UntveniW form with the metro pol its^, UIdversities Admissions Centre and*they will b r t m m s i a W
entry to First Year.

N a r r F h t Y ~ ~
Pereoasseek&ad~to3rs$dtgr&eooursesandpmaas
saelringto~fertoamFdtyorcoursespith~fOr
courses in one or mere d the tlva mtropolitm univ&nfties

(the University of Sydney, the University of New South
Wales, Macquarie University) or the Uaiversity of Wollongong are required to indicate preferences for faculties and
courses in any or all of these universities on a single application form. Those who have already completed some university study may apply on the form for credit for counm
a h d y completed. A student excluded from a year or course

13-15 Wentworth Ayeaue

(near Liverpool Street)

not later than 5 p.m. on the

e p t fot ~811didBtos for the
1974 New South Wales Higher + 25 October 1974
Scb;oal Omtifhte examiaatioa
l%rsons aWmpriag the 1974
New South Wnles Hi*
School + 17 January 1975
Cam-ina*.

N m : TBt dosing date for dl applications for a d d d o n in
1976 win be 1 October 1975.
Applicatio~~~
received after the relevant closing date will
be a-ptsd
only if axotuby a late fee of $10. bts
d v e d aftct 17 Zanu~ry 1975 an bc ma~&only if places rtmain after o h have been mrda fa
people who a W cue dtgt.
S8parat.e writton @ppucaw for:
Mat&uhth StatUS Oa thG b&dSOf q~Pliffeationah@

yb.t~tS*ut~fofeefOfmRBf
t,0fSydne3twillbenotifiedb~vn5&fw , "
by post of the h t of thcir applications. !%dents who

';

15

accept the offer of a plaee will be rsqmbtl to lodge their
acceptance d,
complete their enrolment form, and pay
compulsory 8ubdptions at the E m h e n t Centre at the
University between 5 and 10 February 1975. The Centre will
be open fmm 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. oa weekdays du&g tbis
p*.
New First Year stuctente, mmt pay the compukiry subwdptions on enrolment sr prodme evidenee of a s & o M p
award which covers these s u b s c r i ~
Country residents who itra unstble to come to the University to accept the &r of a place must r e a m their acceptance
w
r
b
s by mail no later than Monday 10 February 1975.
They wiII be expected to complete their enmlment in pcmm
at the Enrolment Centre at the University no later than
Monday 17 Febrwwy 1$?5.
The offer of admission does not entitle a atudent to -01
in any individual courses from which he may b v e been
etxcluded or for which he &as h asked to show cause why
he should be allowed to reenrol because of failure.

N-mwmF--

AppIIc811ts for admisai9111 to mdidature for a higher degree
in 1975 must apply on a form available at the InformrtSon
and Enrolment Oflice. ,%ceshl applicants will be Wumed
by post of the procedure to wmplete enrolment. Appli~~$ons
must be bdged in time for srlfiriasion and enrolment tm be
ampleted by Frihy 14 March 1975.

New Paa-gmbteDipbum amdkbtm
A p p k w s frrr a-m
to ciwidahue frw a m-graduate
Diploma ~onaaemast lodge IM 'Application for Esuolntent'
by FMay 17 Jmuary 1975, except where qx&d
c k s are&s
as set aut in a leaflet adable froar &
I n f ~ m t i o nd Enrolment OfBce a t the Uaivdty. &wea~fuf applicants win be h f o d by pat of the p m d u m C
complae enrolment, and the date by which endme& 11&t9st

to emof%@n o d e g m studcats in stsbjdis
d a t t 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ d S a ~ e a a t ~ U n r o
must 1
an 'Applicatioa for Earohneat' by Fridqr 17
January 1975. It should be notsd that a ahdent ufro SM
enrolled as a wndegas stadeat in 1974 or r pataedfnaE ysar
is not eligible to t'6eml but is required to k d g ~m 'Aldplication for Earolment' if k he to to be for
enrolment in 1975.
P~MOILS
wishing

I

Trarsttrs

Studoats wtPo enrol in one dqme c ~ u r a eand p tke muma
pre4cribtdforMotherdQgreecaslrsebave-nottbtmto
transfer to that other d
e
w cop~ree,but may be adznittsd by

tire 'Paculty or Board of Shtdies concerned on merit to h
extent that fsrciI'tits are available. If credlt is panted for a
caursc wmpkted i? another Faculty or Board of &die
towarch the s W digfee, stucdeats must abandon credit f o ~
that course in the Faculty or Board of Studies in which the
eduffe was completed. ? k b persons must apply for enrolment though thP! Metropolitan Universities Admissions
Centre in accordance with the proceduw set out in the seetion on Enrolment in tbis handbook.

Intormatian specific to particular faculties or
boards of studies
Economics
Students may proceed to the degree of Bachelor of Econd c s by part-time study but part-time students in the Faculty
of Economics must be able to attend dav l e c t ~ e s . ~ ~ ~ " $ &

Transferfrom other faculties or universities

The Board of Studies may permit a limited number of a p
plicants to transfer to the Bachelor of Education course with
credit for courses completed in another faculty or university.
Details of the minimum requirements laid down by the Board
of Studies are set out in the Resolutions in Section 3 of Part
1 of the Bachelor of Education Handbook.

Credit for courses completed at a teachers college
Applicants who have appropriate teacher training quttlifieatians and experience may be granted credit for a part or paTe
of &e profwioaal courses in Education. Details are set out
in Res~lutkm4, which is reproduced in Section 3 of Part
the #achelor of E d w i o n Handbook.

provisions faw

Graduates in Since of the University of Sydney are
Tt
to enrol in the Faculty of Engineering as candidates for the
&fled
of Bachelor of Engineering in any one of the six
$
brmches. Full particulars are given in Section 3 of Part 1
-of the Engineering Handbook. Persons wishing to apply for
e n r b n t in the Faculty of Engineering with credit for
courses completed at the University of Sydney or at ~ 0 t h e r
institution must apply through the Metropotitan Univer&&
h.dmisskms Centre in sordance with the p r e u r e set out
in row below.
'3
A -didate
for a degree in the F d t y of Engineering who
the conditions of Resolution 20fi) or a &date
for
a & g m in the Faculty of Medicine who satisfies the conditions' of Resolution 20(ii) may be d m by the Faculty
of Science to candidature for the degree of Bachelor of

These Resolutions are r e p r o a ~ d, in
the Science Handbook.
, ,> , ;
,:

, ,

, ,,

and Vetehary Scitnct
It is no longer possible for students to transfer from other
Faculties of this University to Second or Later b?ears of the
Faculties of Medicine and Veterinary Science.

j;$
;;;
,a-,cx.,:,

Every stuaent is requ~redto enrol each year by lodging at the
Emolmmt Centre the appropriate enrolment form showing
the courses proposed to be taken during the year d any
other information that may be required and by paying e m for membership of student organisaans are currently under review, but in
62.30 for recnrolliug students and
$82.!Rl for new students. The student organisatioas and subscriptions arcr detailed on pages 29-30.
brnpulsor) subscdptions, which must be paid at the tima
of lotising an enrolment, will not be refunded in the event
of w i t h b w ~ lor dkontinuation of the enfolment except
of wirhdmwal or discontinuation is lodged in
rfchg with the Re&trm by 21 March 1975.
menb b completed a h student win be given an
Attemd Classes. It must be camed at all times
site af
Unimsity and must te produced on
amber of the st& or by any other &cer of
It is proof that a student h enrdled a the
Sydney and the student may be rtquhd to
s M in a-demic departments, in the Eibrary,
wilt be requhad to produa it in ada to
Flsber Liblaty, if he presents a travel

.

ejdment
may be levied on students wtro do not
ledgs their enrolment forrn~by the appropriate closing dates
as laid dawn in the I&
seat out with examination resub.
Late charges were levied in 1974 as follows:

1

(a) lh&g the smmd and thud w ~ - % l l o & ~ap~
M a t e
ha: $14-00

,-p!l
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-.-$s!%
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Unhrersity d i5ydmsp.h

do so, mst comply wfth ttk: e.nmbWt pmm&re b r
'Re-mdling &@tien& w wt bBW. AR M smiknts w&o
wit& to w o l in t h d WniWtyOf Sycby ikk 1975 must ayrply
for approval of Wr emolxnent in aceorha with fhe procedure for the appropriae category of 'New Students'.
Enquirks concerning endmat p ~ w e shouldtd
s
be made
at the relevant Enrolment Ctntre during the paritred enrolment period and at other times at the
to

srea md m y be maehed by p r d i a g through the
under the Wa&ern Taw=. The Information and Enr&mn.nt
OftIw is normally open between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., Mim-.
&ys Od *tbp,'bnt eail'walisp fmin 9 a.m. dwiq thc
' W m g l e EnroImeat €hatre
e&kdm&8 p&kd iflfjlC
WjN'bYs &id -9' a.&.
t
a
6
p:m. trom 20 Jrumusry to 28
. .

.
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+
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.
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considered for entry to a new facwlty or coum must comply
with the procedure fot new First yea^ students.

mp&&f5
&a

An emolment form will be prepared for each re-enrolling
studeat and must be collected from the Enrolment Centre
durlng the enrolment &period,Students in some faculties will
be required to have their courses checked in the Faculty
Office and details of these requirements will be notised to

,

students when the enrolment form is collected. After completion of all details on the form and checking of the cowm
in the>Faculty Office where necessary, each student must
lodge his entehent form at the Enrolment Centre and pay
all compulsory subscriptions, when an Authority to Attend
,
- .
Classes will be issued. -,.._..
$x+
s?4 l
i2t% Z--&-'~&X' 4
P$ #&?
,=

>-

hXkc

Postal enrolment
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,%if5
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Re-enrolling students undertakidg compulsory practical work
or whose homes are in the country, may apply to the
Registrar in writing to enrol by past. Such an application
must be addressed to the Registrar and must include the
student's full name and the address to which the enrolment
fonn is to k sent and the Faculty and year in which the
student was enrolled in 1974, The application must be made
bdore 10 January and, if approval is given, the enrolment
forms must be returned to the University before the date
s ~ i e in
d the leatlet on reenrolment included with exam2natitk rewlts. Students,who are permitted to reenrol by
post must send payment a£ the compulsory subscriptions or
schdmhip voucher ,covering these subscriptions with their
.. form.
tPP f%?
kq ~4~ab€t,<
'

,= ..33:a

%Fil$tYesrSclencccOStudetlts in any f&culty emolling in First Year sdence comes
mast dtain from the Science Pacu~tyOffice a timetabIe of

bradial sessions.

-?merit each student must comply with the registratim ~ a q o i m e n t sof each of the departments in which be is
taking a course. In some departments this must be done
aving thb emofment period and in other departments from
tht c4xmnenamant of leeturas.
At the time of enrolment students should check the wtice
board of each department in which they are taking a course

Board$ of sto*

Fadty of A g & d k e
All students must collect an enrolment form from tbe Enrolment Centre in the Main Quadrangle. They must proceed
to the Faculty QEce in ttK McMillan Building in $cis*
R& (opposite the Wailace bxullre Theatre) to have CQapproved and to ldge a registration form. They must return
with the completed enrotmCtlt fsrm to the Enrolmer' *--'re
to complete enmlment by paying compulsory sub
and coU&ing an Authority to Attend Classes.

All studeds must have courae8 approved by a Faculty Adv k r who will be on duty in & Enrolment Centre, btfw
ccbmpletingcmwlment.
D i p 1 9 in T m d Country Planning and Marter of
Town end Country Plmrting. Intending candidates should
note the s p e d closin8; date for these applications is 15
November 1
W "mImdnt must be completed between 10
md 14 Februq 75.

FacayofktQ

in the
Arts may cmrkdC a
Ikt~ItyAddstf, W ~ O
in the EemlmQat
Centre, Wpd:c o m g W g an entdment. AU students mist
lodge a fonn etlhg out the om wbich they plan to
oom@ete for the degree of ]39ck$x of Ms.
kppkants who wish to eater the D i p t o m in Educ&sn
~~ rhould mte the apmial dasing date fos appUc&w,
WW
is 17 January 19715. Brulment should be compin th8 Enrolm~tCentre ia p
e
w between 10 and 14
$tudeaPs enrolling

Fe-

w

1974.

"&k>JY

FaetlltyatEcoAll students must ~ 1 b tdo a F
w
t
y Adviser in the Ehml-

m t d C e n t r e a c ~ u m ~ ~ ~ w i t b t b
selected, before 6mllplenrbbt,
Master of Business Administmion and Mastcr of
Policy. Intending adidstm sfrauld note the s p d t l
dates for appliWioas #or t h q ~
cemm, which are 31 Octeka
1974 for MBA and 31 Dwmhx 1974 for MPP. Eatolanent for both eourama abould be c~npktcdb e m m 10
d 14 F c b q 1975.
t

tsmwt'xmpb.plrnofoonrses,rtndnw;rd
~ j & $wa $C
4 s , l i % ?! l o z :*P

&YM+

iif

have thch seefiOn of camcs for 1974 approved by a

Fruhy A d v k , who *m be on duty in tpFhtEmdmmt
Centre, before completing mdtmmt.

AU

studem& are required to d e c t a0 enrolment

form

from the ~
h Centre in
~ in Main
t Quadrangle and ta
prow& to tbe Faculty QBica whare a registration form mu&
be lodged, together with the Completed enrolment form for
approval of the cotuses selected, The student must then
return &I the Enrolment Centre and complete enrolment
by paying oompulsory sutxecriptions and collecting an Auth;
ocity@AOtendClasse& .
Student enmIling in Jvnior and Intermediate Y w *will
osasult Advikers in Room 327 or Lecture Room 6 of the
P.N,R. B u W g in Darlingtun. Students enrolling in Senior,
Senior Advanced and Postgraduate courses will consult Faculty Adviser$ in the Departmental Buildings. A full list
d Advisers and their locations will be available with the
~
~form from
n the Enrolment
t
Centre.
AU stud&& enrolling in Engineering will find full details
of t
b special enroiment procedures in this Faedty set out in
a leaftet avdbble from the Faculty Offim or f m the Informaion and Bnrdmnt Of&ce.
l%&d Emrolmenf.-Mg
students who will be absent on
fierd work during the specified enrolment period shouM
lodge a #an of o
f
m dth an application for a pmtd
enroZmMlt no later thm 10 January 1975. Where permission
is given for a @ mmlmmt, tbis must be rehuwd Wbm
tl& ead of tbe Illmnal e n r o b n t period (20 t~ 23 January
1979.
Lare Enrdmeat. In' ~n'opsear,where students are unable to entd
atto gemm Buting tbe period 20 to 23 Imuiuy, or to
tsnrol by pmt during this period, permhion may bb given
for s ~ u 0 l m t~a~barardlpbted
t
in person between 17 and 21
February or on Monday 3 m b 1975.

appEcatbs, wbkh is 31 January 1975. &orolment
wtnpfeted ia peFsan, with approval of c o m being:
frosn Faoufty Adhers, between 12 and 14 Feb~ary

,p)il
8,

~nj!

8%
-

ES,t

&hml
wka 4 F b B m .
The ]tkw -1
ensqhhmt Qentre will be the Asse8obly
Hall on Level 4 at 173-175 Phillip Street, Sydney. All
students et~olI1ngih this Ckntrc must have cowseg apprqved
by the SuIhDmn before anrplating'ewlment.
I&@ enrc$mmt. Ali students wtitb have permidon tn enrol
aften the period 2@ laau;rtly to 4 February (includio$ students
with deferred ~ a t i ~ BvilE'
) be
, required to a d on
campus in the E!mabeat Ce~traduring -8 specified @d.
These stdmts.nurst reg&& at the Law Sdrool apd &&in
a p p M of eomm &&re enmllhg on campus.
~ a d t g o b ~ k

ReenroIling stdents & ~edic'& IV and V and BSe(Md)
wilI have m@etpd enrolment fn !&ternbet 1974. Thege
students must call at the Cashiera$Oflice during heit tntrg;
Jmuary and 21 March 19751,
Vacation Term (between
to pay compulsory subscriptions and to obtain an Authority
to Attend C W for 19.75.
Medicine v nnd VZ students sittirig for d e f d exam&-

tions in March and ApriI 1975 &ust wml, if they fail
arid art repeatin4 tly year, within, 7 days of publicatiojl of
their aeferrei? min nation results,,

F

~

e

f

~

in
Seib;nee and Pharmacy mu& b'p~e
r x a u a s r ~ ~ d ~ & y r F a a a t y .w&b ~o ,w i U b e m W
t Centre, b Q I 6 compfnting emoheat.
utn'tksr, ad Djprstics. Intending @dat&s
Lor Ws 1
9
i
m dmdd nstb -tteCs specid ckwing &wac;
applbtkmd of' 6 lBambe~TW4. l h m h m t mu&
mpkW
10 Bfid ~ ~ Q W 1975
N ~%IQthe &@Studtlra,

s

w

mCll16Wtt*r

F=@yoAv-All Firat Y m stwlws, b@b nsw and r e - a r d n s mast
xvgkWer at fha PWty W b .in tb 3. D. Stmart BuihBn

~ e o O w 2 0 7 ) ~ ~ t l m f : d , ~ g . T h i- s o ~

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

~

r to carslslcnt
a

Akmtiomb-

~

WhsnthsFhtVawafacortrsainchdaanogtZanrrf&
j b C t . ~ W l l U b a ~ t ~ l S u ~ ~ * s J l O t h b f

j a e t f o r t l # o n a w h i c h h ~ o n h i s ~
provided that he dmdts aa a p p l i d m , e
t wttb W
idcn£ity cardI at the W ' h Pod Enrolment otr$os eoI
approval by the Registrar by 21 March 1975. In the FacuIW
of Scitnce (ineludieg pammql, E?cQ&,
En-*
~ S n d A r c b i t a e t u r e& a ~ h a n g e ~ t a C
approval of rn affieer in the PIcufty Of&e in ths first
inst-.
If pemissh k gnmtd, b student may thblD ODdBne~lceattendance at f e e t m eta. in the new subject. ChPngm

most appropriate o e t h to ntset his circumstances. Consultations with ccwnsdlon, are confidential.
Compulsory subscriptions, which must be paid at the time
of lodging an enrcslmenr, will 'M
be ptimkd in the went
of withdrawal 01' diseantinuatfon of all oourswr except where
notice of withdrawal or ~ n ~ u a t i is
o lodged
n
in writing
with the Registrar by 21 Met& 1975.
Discontinuation of a cqwse or year may &ect a student's
ability to re-enrd in that m r s e or year and result in the
course or year being cwntd as a failure.
The resolutislls concerning re-enrolmmt after discontinuatioa and the
~f the year or course as a failure are
aS f d 0 1 ~ 8 :
(a) A student who, MOM
permission of the faculty eo
dctned, discontinues a year or WUIW after the Bkst day
kstum in Trinity Tema shall be dammi to have failed such
year or couttie.
( b ) A student will be presumed to have discontinued at the
date of his application mlesg hc produas evidence thot the
dbmntinuatian arat m 4 c f date and that there
was good rmwm why tbe ap@cation aodd not be mads st
the time.
(6) A student in First Year who at any time dmhg the year
~
~
U dl C
the ~oursts
S
in a&he is enrolled shall not
be entitled to rtcnrol unless either 0 ) ia the year of bris
hrrs grintad hi perf s s m i n e 44% fm&

to-fdigthf~=ror(ii)h.hrrab;(sd

R-m-

t

l b rwOIutims d W Smmk wncemhg t8e: Rrst&bn
Upan Re-enrdnecnr ~f Cenakc, dMenfs' who fdl in d w d
Exanaimtim are a% foUrnuo:
1 Thc h a t e a d t h r h urjr Fkulty or Baatd af S'ltudies
0 muda
f~
why h
a b w d t;o ~eyr%rst
ids E6 thotwurty or Board of Stdim
'(0)a

YearOS~inwWhbehstsfPiledm~cthra

ODC&QT

--

w.
,,M+,.,-m

.?-,

-

( b ) my oeum ia WWBt l
m failed mot^ thaa oroeR
~ t h a t a a u r w w l i r f ~ ~ 4 e w a s ~ d ~
dameeupe*
by tibtrt Feeptcy or Board of S t w i i e o r ~ ~

&t~i~~d-iof&&.
2 T h e ~ ~ ~ t h c r c v c r a l F a

ox in Pnather Univmity, or h any &her tertiary imtitu-

io the University of Sydney, to show good cause why he
be allowed to repeat Fitst Year or any First Yem
wure in which he has failed at the first attempt.
3 (a) The Senate authorkt the Faculty of AFts to reguire a
m d m t to show good cause why he should be allowed to
re-enrol in the Faculty of Arts if, in the opinion of the
@acuity, he has not morla satisfactory progress towards f&
sUiRlg the requirements for the degree.
( b ) Satisfactory progress cannot be f i e d in all cases in
4vonce but a stu&
v+&o
(i) has not passed at least three courses during the first
two y%8rsof enrolment (not necessarily consecutive cabs& yeam) in tbe Faculty or
(ii)has fW more than one course twice,shall be deemed
aot to have made W $ . c t o r yprogress.
tc) In aisw w h e the FacuIty perrsits a student whose pmgmss has k m b m e d mmtisfadory to re-enrol, the Faculty
may reqXlie oc~np?ftioaof specified cuurses in a specified
4a
i w, and if the student does not comply with thew coadikt
th atksdent may a@n be called upon to show good
cause why he should be allowed to re-enrol in the F*

&erJd

8

Ofm.

The Senate autha-

the Board of Studies in Social W&
to raqwim a &dent ta show good cause why he should be
allowed to ret~lrolin the Bachelor of Social Studies d
e
w
muem if
, @Ib has not ~ $
at least
4
three courses during the ihst
QYQ yeam of epnohmt (not necessarily consecutive crrlenw yesla) f9a the L m o r
(ii)~fW~thaDsnecoursetwice.
5
#e Fgoulty uf Mediche to require a
eawm why he should be allowed to
sepaati $WIOEPld Ywg in the Faculty of Medicine if he has
-,
@km
ahan ollk year to qualify for admtesioa
to h n d Year.
5 (4)' '1FBo f b r r t s wth*
the Faculty of Science to require
a w a b for the degsw elf BacBelor of Schce who W
wdit for 58 m mm units to show p o d
4

+

e

-4%
(fi

f

~

~

~

~t h m e tiw o y e ~ar s h e ~

eumplatas all mums a'ttemw in that yeor.
autborim ths Fatuity of Science to rea

~ ~ w t b & @ e f B o G b e l o r o fPbe;rmacywhobYrs
tfot58amore:unitsto&owgoodclfnse
Id be allolred to rrt-earol as a d d p t e for thc
ofPhmaqif3r1my twosuccesiveyeam
iothgm~fthese~ear~to~~i
foiIs to gain a total of 22 units in the
ions of resolution 1. the !bate

,.;

k$$k~;~
+4'"3

authorbs the F d t y oy[ Engineering to require a student to
show good cause why he sh~uldbe alIowed to re-carol in
Faculty of E n w g if in my two successive years of
attendance he fails to gain e d i t for 24 units, unless ill the
eQEondoftheQetweyar~hcW~y~~~etesall
a#bmpml in that ycpr.
8 The Senate iltkthorises the F a d W of Dentistry to requtre a
student to show gobd caxu~diwhy he should be allowato repeat Second Year in
F d t y d Dentistry if he has already
taken msre than m e y m to quatify for a d d d o n to !h!uad
Yeat,
9 The Senate authorbes the M t y of Veterinary Scitnob to
r m . . a student to show good cause why he s M d be dlowed to repoat Seco~ddYear in the Faculty of Veterinary
Science if L
&wdy taken more than one year to qualify
for admission to 5kcond Year:
10 The !hmte authwisea the Faculty 0-f Architestwe to reqwlre
a student to &ow good cause why he should be allowed to
re-eml in the Faculty of A w W t u r e if any any two suce v e years bf attttldanm b fails to gain c d t for at bast

*

*

1I (a) The Senate authorim t3e

BiDard of Studies in Educatfion

ef b h c l @ of Iexiucatbn to require a student
to show good WBB
why he &wld be allowed to recnrol in
the B0c-t
of Edwtioa dagr#r eoum if, ill ia opinim 9f
the Bomd of Studies, he bas ngt made wttisfactoq p
r
o
m
&wads fuWbg the mqubmmts for the degree.
( b ) Satisfwbry.pmgnwcarmaot be dethed in rsll tma in

advaw, but a a h l b t w h
(i) 8 8 8 n 6 t ~ l l * l e a s t ~ ~ ~ g t h e d l r s t t
p m s d enmWmt (iat nebwmily emsewthe &ndnr
yeanr) or
(1)has failed or dhxmtiad emtment in more than one
couret twice, shall ber deehlcd not b have made satisfactory
Prom.
( E ) Ia cases where thB Wwd of Studies permits a
whom progtesh baa be& demW unsathfaetory to
the Board of Sudh m t y e d the completion of s p d f e d
ooursesiars~~aMt1rhestuden
does
t not w d y
with thsae condttims the u m y again b~ c a ~ e dup-to
show good c8uge why he -'be
allowed to memo1 in the
Bachelor of lWmtkm d&gmcourse.
12 The Senate authow tfio Faculty of Economics to requiEc a
cadidate for the d
e
w of Bac&r;.lorof E c a n d to sbaw
good cause why hs should tm allawed to re-enrol as a candidate for the
if in any two successive years of attsnCtawe, he f a to gaim crddit foP at least 16 units.

w,

W r d of Studia and in my other Faculty or Board of Studb

h whicb,tbat c o r n or those courses may be taken.
mobtion 15student whro has been excluded from a Year of candicbkure or from o course OF courses by a Faculty or Board
of Stub in acco&nm with r d u t i o n 13 and who wishes
Oo menrot in thet ,Yew of candidature or that course or
tboare couases may apply for such re-enrolment after at least
two aeayears andthat Faculty or Board of Studies may
poa0rit~ieab~re&olint3n:~earorthewurseorcou~~es
Dons which be was pteviously eduded;
(9) my student who has been excluded from a course or
cam$s by ane Fadty or Board of Studies in accordance
, with Wu€ion 13 and who wishes to enrol in that course or
comm hs a-r
Fwulty or another Board of Studies may
ep@l#fpr such &ent
after at least two academic year8
and &at 0 t h Faculty or Board ef Studies may permit him to
mml in the tmmm sr wimm ftom which he was previousSy

14 &bjW

(a) Any

,

h pwm md61.resdution 13 or 14 ia
mWoa to an individual course, a Faculty or B o d of Stusfiisll m w 1 t the Head of the Department or School wqona
dble for the course.
16 The Senate a u t h o h the F d Q or Board of Studies a8 a
whde or a Faculty Committee or Board of Studies Comrepmenoing the main teaching departments in each
Famhy w ELoiud of Studies, subject to codbation by tho
Faculty or Board of %dies, to carry out all duties arisiq
o u t o f d w 1,2,3,4,
~
5, 6 7 , 8.9, 10, 11, 12, 13aard
14.
17 k student w h ~
Ehrs bmn excluded from or who has baeir
F&W
eardment or mm-uhent k agr year or course €q
m y F d u y or Ipoard of Studis or my FsculSy Qmmit&m
15

w~ouddStudi08Ccmmitlpc,ma.ya@@tb.4ulr.%bmwmm'
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T6Q Wte hes &ptcd
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the following -ti-

of '&

ad:

Alt aoeaptable reawns cannot be defined in advance, but:
(6) Lrim ill bealth or misadventure, properly tztkstQd wi&
kdibartd.
(a) Dtrnaads of &ployem, pressure of employment, titne
-university
activities will not ordinarily be ac&&

d.

will be
(6) A writ's general record, e.g--, in other
w n into account (In particdar, where students

fmm~rF~&s,regatd~bebdt0theirracordht8e:

of membership) was $28 and the annual subscription was $35.
(ii) Sydney University Sports UMon and Sydney Univer$ia
Women's Sports Association.
All enrolled students except those proceeding to a highex
degree are required to belong to either the male or the female
sports body, unless they are Life Members or have paid five
annual subscriptions. In 1975 the annual subscription will be

+,! 'Vyy'T
4
a,&(
[iii) Students Representative Council. g!$t&
Membership is compulsory for all enrolled students oder than
those proceeding to a higher degree or postgraduate diploma,
Diploma in Education candidate are, however, required to
join the SRC. The annual subscription in 1974 was $7.50, bul
this is currently under review for 1975.
ey University Postgraduate Representative AssociaQ.1

) I &

bership is compulsory for all enrolIed higher degree and
postgraduate diptoma candidates, except those proceeding &I
., 8, F i st.;?? , l j r ~ ; l the Diploma in Education. The annual subscription in f 974
-.,,..r+?;+-a t'nlr3-l&: , , P ' ~ "wm32.

i*

AppRcaUoa to Sit for l b m h t b n s
The otnnuitl examinations are held in novemoer-mwmbcr
e h year. h e papers may be examined in the May and
August vacations. Format application to sit examinations must
be made In the month of June. Students will be sent an
application form in May which must be checked and completed, where necessary, and returned to the Information and
Enrolment Section of the Registrar's Office by the dab shown
CHI t w appliatioa form.
Jbmhdbn-

A dreft timetable of examinations is displayed at the beginning of Michaehm Term, and official printed timetables arc
available, shorrfy before the annual examinations, from the
University Enquiq, tXBce and the Information and Enrolment
QfBw i~ tbt pain quadrangle.
In adflition to h m u 4 @ations,
examinations in
w m s u b w may be Bdd at fie end of the tenn in which the
d e v a h t cuursp aras @om.Anaouaeements collcemhg these
am mast from t h e tP time directly to the student grouper
(~0nCUlltd.
-

swvv-

*

T b m Is a ptkiole betureva &a d o n of 1ectut.co and the
~~t
d thG w u a I exatthations so as to pmvid& a
p r h d for stody and ppararion.
f'

-

i

lq&!k&mo%Rg.#i.
TBQ d t s si the mnud examinations are published in tho
pms. Stwknts will PfeO be notilled of their results
throw& the post. The vaiourP dkpartments of the faculties we
w e to pllswr any enquiries concerning cxarnination ree.
&I
muft be directed to the Registrar, Univadg&w*in-

IkdarrseThese are held at the end of the Long Vacation and map be

granted by the faFulb: (
vented by duly ertifkl

in m y examhtio1~,but whose work is deemed d d e n t fo
warrant the eon-n
of r fwber test. Werred txam5j3gtions should be r e g W iw distjsd pri-,
not as xi&&
M e 4 a d C e ~
Tbe minimum reguimments of a medical aertjficate are that it:
(i) is submitted and &mxI by the %tudentBs
o m m e d i d practitioner In Wendance, and i n d i m ths &t8 on which tlk
&Wentsought atten*,
(ii) d f i e s ~b~~
to a spaei;86d itlaesa or nmiiial
digability fw a dethite period;
(rii) indktstes the degree Q£ W t y d the ~tudentan8 apr-,
a pr@fmiq~J
w
n ,@ ts d m %af the
s
i k s s on
ability to take
&mination.
C e w - i n ~ ~ a e - d o r M m
~ ~ b t u , ~ d b s n ~ * t t o I h e ~ 8 a
u ; r C I a n o t b t ~ ~ u n l ~ t h e ~ e d
bmission d tbe ctrtihte

*

m.osSQm&tethm

from the Id-

are held in November-DacemW

forwtrr-8-IB
mencement of h e m a h

mvstbthstBs~
,ytar~~)ccb$f

examinatioaa&re~yaddadcpaQthcrrpadal
bhfly set forth. In the crrrce of &as, tbe requa aam&W

Frn
. ,kd#l$

w$$j8,+q$&4p

oeeas of & u&-

Chamellor: Sir Herman Block, Hon.DLJtt f i l e MEc
Deputy Chancellor: Tht Honourable Mr lustice D. M. m y ,
ED,BA LLB
Vice-Chancellor and Principal: Professor B. R. William,
BA Melb. MA A d d MA(Econ) Mane. Iion.DLitt X@k
Deputy Vice-Chmcelbr: Emeritus Professor W. M. CrWc
MA DipN
De:ptyVioaChandlor:
.
Dsputr W p a l : a lkkCrdf, U B , X I S FASk
Acting Registrar: Jean D. Foley, BA D1pSodmd
Librarian: H.Btyari, Mk Qld, FCM
Accountant: K. A. Shorten, A M
Director of Counselling sewicws: C. William, PhD lawa BA
DipEd Qid
Student Counsellom: L B. Dakey-m,DFC, MA XJypEdgIr. S.
Chapman, BSc N.S.W. BA; Dephns I. D&gotudi, BA

.... .

a
-

Adviser

m O r c n c ~S(udoac: G. E. d. Qull. IdM&.
Wdth drvi06: T. D.Wilkins, MB B3

lecturers and lecturers[

body of ~ p l but
e it is also used in referring to the broad

area of study itself.
Each faculty supervises the teaching of subiects with which
it is wncerned, is responsible for examiaing in these subjects,
takes cognizance of and encourages scholarship and research
in those subjects and considers and reports on all matters
reftned to it by the Professorial B o d , the Senate or the
Vice-Cha(3~tllor.
Therr: are 10 faculties within The University of SydneyAgriculture, Architecture, Arts, Dentistry, Economics,
Enginwring, Law, Medicine, Science and Veterinary Science.
Each faculty meets at least once a term.

The Deans of tbe Faculties
The chairmm and executive olker of the faculty is the dean
who is in most faculties elected every two years, although the
Facrylty of Medicine has a full-time permanent Dean. The
dean is usually, but not always, a professor.
Facult+ have the power Eo elect a pmdean and sub-deans
to assist ibe dean in bis duties.

~B@ardsofStudies

In some areas of study (for example, for degrees in Music,
Education qnd Sacial Studis) a board of studies does the
work of a f&ulty. The head of a board of studies is known
aS the cbainnan.
*i?;-TJ'Q:

*

"@
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'I'&ePn,£~M

The professom in the departments in the University make up
tbt Professorisl Board. The board from among its number
a t&&ma~ who holds office for two years. This board
is
with furtbrhg and co-orclinating work of the
faculties and departments and with encouraging aehokuship
and research. It also considers any matters referred to it by the

by dre Fellows of the Senate. He is

from among 4p
of rhe chanda

@rhdpal is the chief executive
otlieor of the Univdty. He is responsible to the Smite for
the administrative, financial and stber businarrc of the Wefversity, far the care ok Phe p r o m of the University, foa tlre
4&
w1ptvis'mn of arll University sM€and for wpcrvbb

~ ~ W ~ ~ f t b a W ~ e E B i i t g r , a n d h e U m $
advises the Prdmorhf BDPrd lrsd all UzM%&y WdS,
f d t i e s , profastm an& herds bf deplmeat$.

me

m=Q

the V i W b i l o t 4

to hitn fox txmmwbl
with and advice to the Pr&&smid Borvd aid othct
faculties, committees and mmhrs of thb admit staff.

The Deputy Principal assists the Vice-Chanflor and
cipal and is responsible for man~gingniPlril SUE kin
tinancia1 business of the University,
The Regkar i

-ommittem in

s the ViceChanwl

'"-

University, for keeping;.ngisters, and for
s , ~gaexaminations.. -

ity as Masters and Doctors
d all graduates of the University are members of Con
cation. Convocation holds at least one function each year.
Membsrs of Convocatioa elect every four years a Standing
omittee of Convocation consisting of a president and not
less than 4Qmembers of Convocation. I t is laid down that in
electing the Standing Committee men and women graduates
from certain faculties or @treupof faculties shall have a
speei5ed mrmber of representatives.

A d d drasrs
The fdlowing bformation has been extracted from Chapter
MLXlI of the By-laws, which appears in full in the University
C*#.
a€?hmder

R&

aad cap: as for the Cbanceb

lor at oxford
Deputy C$ancaflor

vr-n

and cap: ms approved by

DD
LLD
MD

=let
white and stid&
scarlet blue
scarlet

white
bhtc
purpk

DScEnn

amber
light

DDSc

marm
purple

DSc

DVSc
scarlet amber and purple amber
DScAgr scarlet green
m n
DMus
scarlet lilac

Week is held at the @ginning of first term each
i n d k e m & d e h to both the academic and
e ~ ~ u l Was ef
r unhreisity life.

WblpWtb

j281 to

&ring the we&, k r l y 36Q; Functions are hefd most of
which are free. Among these the k t i r n p h n t are:
The CY@ial Urtiverqitj Pelc~mby the Chancellor or V h C&I?'WM
(;i itbt Stui&tsBRepresentative Council
Q ~ m of'
r t)rit&arioa Week.
talks by the Deans
us Faculty societies.
for both ktts and

T&

I

'mi

&' s j j W ~ j 6ay&&te

Spm& -]if&
Iitudest ~@oinient opportunities during term
mdv ~ ~ s s : .
F
-"
#f& lecyps an
firs$Year urses to #ve new s W h @
-it! d ~ * O d b ' a t l i r h ' 5 U " b ~ - 4 !by
W&# &&& '& *wfd i b h ' & 8cmmiag of aa im&w-
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university, the
&beme far &dents, the Student CounseIliog
at

,(

f

&

=

w
"
Y
Y
' *U*

"

1

at
q

%#hl&&hin~&*+~@*.
~rfmq
b ibi thk~rdya S&bey union, spom u~Q.,
w&% Spth .&b&ibm @d
Students' l@paen*b:
w,,-oeerrert
b&d stddeats bye a c+o& to ham of the numeraw
bx & of 'the& bodies.
@&DID

w:a tradidaal p&mtntary-st$e

debate where

all meddbk of flre tr6ivedy'am able to come and air their
YIms. i .
..
poi*
c p l d . ~ q k e nC
y x N w d I W adrmsslon fee.
Pliqys9 r w . ? l a d p

w d adlnissh chaw.

D e w b E l a frivebXE3 and S&ow.
Iafwm& W&a d haxbur c d m - t i c k e t s obtainable from

sac otsoe.

Spmposis on controversial subjects f m W g well known
pensodties from both within and outside the Univenity.
Chbs and s o c i e t i e s 4 1 functions, including films, drama,

mu& ana am, ur

audition,

bf the t h a e U h ~c i a r r ~ a

I

Information relating to times of lectures and tutorials will be
found on noticeboards within or adjacent to the department
wrne,.J
$ 1 : '?9,,'
' "I :
'.'l-,p.v!'J+~
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Noticar and wtiabordr

Notices about adminktrative matters affecting students are
p f d cm notio8bomb in the quadrangle area, and are
printed in the ?Jnivmity4Uews, in Honi Soft (the weekly
student newspaper), and in the Union Recorder, which is
published by the Union. Students should check these sowoes

Idormation relating ta essays, l a m , tutorials, ImkWs,
quipxne~t,etc. is found on noticeboards within or adjamt
the b6prtment conetmed.
niversity grounds, it
vehicles. In general, First Year
park their vehicles in the Unis of physical handicap
Enquiries may be made
of the Old Geology Build-

Aaraierdirrrr-*-y1plPdcm.nd,

r r

w h r a a r , ~ ~ b B ~ I n ( U M S p ~ ~ w i ~ t h O
A t t d Classes fw mtifiation by the Registrar.
W &@&
I@
d rht. p f ~ uapplbtion form should be
~odgettw h the s t o w IWmix~p~eted
ES emohnant an8
his Autbprity sbauld bO. pmented with his appEIatkw. awt& m W & * d thedllgt week of - 1
in Lent
Tann ( h t is, Mohday 24 lWmry to Friday 7 March
1975) apgdb&m will bs sf@
GBce w d & y from 9 am.

Gevement bus
isin& by o m & ,the C%venmmt Transport D s p m
on presentation ok r cSompletad application form and a'
Authority, during the tftrs w d w from 24 February to
March 1975, in the MacLaurin Hall.
At e e r times of' +theyem?ts&hts requiring a new o
gaendeid bus paw mt pra&& the c o ~ l c applicah
t ~
form and their. Authority at the Conc~%~Sian
F w 0&4
Departrpent #of Government Tixnsport, 14) Phillip S&W
Syibey.

A s&t
whose permanat b e k h the eowtry may
f w w@on
fw @ trayel by trdn to his own home a
weekmds. Applications for w&end concessions must b
endorsed '.Fy weekwd ,paveI,&tween the Univdty rn
home and return' and must declare the student's home ad
dress and the stations bGPwcen which he will be treveW
Applications for weekend k w p ! f % o n d o n s will be si$m
sach ~hurabj;t k o q & ~ u the
t year.

T.A..A.. m

t uri

~irlinrrh,N.S.W. msr a rebate ot

4

25% OB the normal adult fpto full-the students under 4

$

thea@of 2 6 y c ~ w h o n e n o t i n r r a p ( o f . ~ r s ( u l u ~
or wap. To obtain the con*,
8tudmta must collect m
i b t W t i b n eaTa fi-oa &mFof tbe airline,
to t b
card a p m - i y phots&aph;
~
and bavb the
dc
at the Information and lla$dme$t; Otsw fm
2.
during ~drrh).The identiffeationcluck are valid for tho yu
of imk 0nIy.
East-WestAlf*
@" a Mate of 33%%& the 4
ddt f a n to hl88u
t of aragurtrv
W8@ BW S B ~ . w
)&BUt
a@
taw em(%f@r
-wa~ollauiouutn*
thr 1af0a
d

&

~ a b a ~ O f f i e e ~ f F 6 m i * l y ~ ~ t b c ~
n~traquirettpb~~lrwtm~ybeoartiffadbyaik@

&lmlarships, prhw, ek, may be
tmme Principal of the partkdar
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Friendly Society Hosted

660 4339

ir

The University Housing Ofticer is available to assist you b
find suitable off-campus accommodation a+ to advise on ady
problems of living away from home. :.i"Y
If you are looking for private board, a 'share-a-howi: a
flatette, a six-bedroom house or a bachelor fiat, come and sbe
what is available at the Housing Office.
B
During January, February and March, please make an a p
pointmint in advance by telephoning 660 9312, writing to Q
calling at the Housing Office in the Weste
Quadrangle.
&.

Careers and A

1

w

) Seroice
~ ~

The Careers and A'p'pointments Service (CAS), in the Mackfc
Building on the Olebe side of Parramatta Road apposite tHa
Union Theatre, is the place to go for employment, and f6a
information and advice on employment.
Your immediate need of the CAS may be for its Casual WOC%
"ection, with which you register when you want jobs, at
ge of your course, once enrolment formalities hrtve
ed. The CAS places several thousand students in
d vwation jBbB erch year.

3
a

year at university you s
m the beginning of your
d think about your future career. You
several times during you^ university
aimrr and tbe CAS is hem to help you
sibilities. At the CAS is a Careera Wbr@
containing hundreds of fib on c a m m and employers and
you can come b W brdwm through these whenever you
like. There are tape m&gs of careers t a m given by apert8 that you em Wen to,eitBier singly or with your friends,
and the Librnry alss ltaspe UsQ of s c b o ~ p s application
,
forms and handout m a W that you can take and keep for
reference. St& me oa barmi to guide you, and an int!cmrMing otficer is available by appointment to answer your enquiries at any s&@ of y ~ n reau*ie.

B-M
W
P
k
-

*a%$$

If
netd to discontinue your university studies at any time,
tbr: 6- will help you h i r job. When you come to your
-dyear, it will notifp yan of gmsitions likely to be of in-

job. As part of its Gureers Week programme in the August
~ ~ t h . C h S ~ ~ f o r y o u t o h P v e i n t t
prospective employem rrnd ckres all it ean to help you Biae

about what happens to you.

discuss ways of dealing with personal problems, study di5iEulties, vocational indecision and other matters. Interviews
&g
personally at the'fkxption desk in the Institute Building, City Rod. Phone 660 8228; 660 8229.

Qalia. fp69, oftice is located in International House, City Road.

i
1

I

!

stwhnts w h s e permamat address is in Papua New Guinea)
should mange an interview with Mr de Graaff as soon as
possible after their orrivstl at tb University. An appointment
for an interview should be made by telephoning 660 5364.
The services 05 the Adviser to Overseols Students will be
a v a i l a b l ~ .the
~y
~mr
t to assist students with prsoml
prd&m but mon: hportonUy he will operate as a friendly
mkct wi& such people as Deans of Faculties, academic
staff, a&in&9ti'(re st&, the Housing 05cer, Student Health
m.M*the Foreign Maim Social Worker, Immigration
C@ic~sil, l2epmment of Education 0f%xrs, and Student
c2cWmM.
T k loeaZioa sf tntetnatibnal Houpe is shown on the map
of bWPW indudedt&i~
bsolr. gw#qz+*,
?: &%%a,
r -,cl .**A&~;;iaP'

stuaat H a w

-

The ! h h t &dth S t f v f ~ eh open to all students who wish
& (xsWt it bedid ~ o n e onr physical and mental
mmm. The service is iwted in the Institute Buildhg, C3ity R d , and ^alw,part-time at the Law School, the
mbl Hospitd a&i the Rural Veterinary Centre, Camden.

~ U . ~ ~ Y ~ O £ S ~ W L B ~ ~ J

Tb-alibnvyiptheddest,~t,apdmostheavilyusedofall
AusWian u e i v d t y libraries. It is one of the largestiibrarips
of any ji3q.d in Alrstrolir. As well as serving the Univemity
aa8 its gradu8tes, it is heavily wed by members of the prof
~
~
t
o exteat
o by the gelled public, includ-

B
i-/
The libtary's ~ ~ W ~constitute
O L I aSmajor contrihhn to
the ontion's bibliographid reaoand they are heavily

-

The wntrai osllsaion of approximately 1.5 miltion VOWS
k housed b the Fbbw Libarary, which also accommodates the

Library. artministration and the central processing departments. In d d l t b , . &&&
Law &hm1 Library, the
Medical School Library, and abawt twenty libraries or service
points l o a i d &ewlwe is
where various universfty
activities are t m k b k e w .
A featuse of the tibrary is dw pmvhion for use
literature a d music rsawdirrp. Leaflets giving
about the l i k q and ite \zts are available in the
rary Building. F h q m h u t the use of d e v t d
e at the relevant departments.

*

Under the provisions of tbe Copyright Act 1879-1952, the
University of Sydney Library is privileged to receive from
the publisher of every work published in N.S.W.,
one best
copy of the work, or any subsequent edition of the work. This
privilege is shared witbin N.S.W. by the Library of New
South Wales and the ~arliamen'taryLibrary of New South
Wdes, and in the A.C.T. by the National Library of AusI

.m?m.
a

C
1

1

Until 1%3, the FiBhtr Lifiraq wm housed in what is new 1
Mach*
Hall, part d ths: *ah quadrangle. The Libtag 1
k turned for 'lkmlrn FMmr aha. in ,1986, b e q u c ~j
E30 000 to tbe Univdrsity for the wtablishatcnt d r Library. ;
TIte neme wtw m r r e d t6 & ppesent Wdlng w b it ;
opened in 1%3.
1
The Fisher L
m
i
Mdhg was anatmcW in
The f i v ~ t w he ~ g~-ni
the,uadergraduats
rooms, Rare Booir Library. wrB1 admimistration sod
processin& departmony ww fmmpied in 1963. This bu&&#
has been awarded t$c Sdmraa OfiPm: (for tnitstaading a&
t-el,
and t
b Medal ~f the Royal &&hate of
4
Archim. The mb-s&wey Reasarclt L"bfqwfag (
1
bodrstacls) was completed in 1967. It is not yet
sOcupied by the LiBrary.
1

1

1

Hours of opening-Fishet
Ma-Fri

.

Ubary
Mqy and August V o c u t i o ~

8a.m.-l0p.m.

Mon-Thu

9 a.m.- S p.m.
2 p.m.- 6 pm.

Pri b Sat

rinitp d Mitrhdm Fmnm
rlon-Fri
8apk-31 plrra.

st

a @ a rSam,

Sun

2 pa=- 6-

9a.m.-lOpm.
9 a.m.- S FA$.

Long Y~cotk,Man-Fri
9 sm.- 5

aanw~m
Mm*t
-pt

9a.m.- 5-

Wed 9 a . m . - l o p .

I

:

~ T h lendig
c
of books ceases 15 minutes before closing b e . HI

The U M t y Co-operative Bookshop

I'he University Co-operative Bookshop which is in the Griffith
raylor Building in Manning Road sells textbooks. Shareholders of the Co-operative for an initial payment of $6
obtain yearly rebates on their purchases. Enquiries should be
made ert the bookshop.

Banks
The Commonwealth Bank of Australia has a branch in the
Old Union and ia the ~ g t i v o r t hBuilding in City Road.
The Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Limited has
its main University branch in Science Road, opposite the
Union step, and has other offices in Manning House and in
the Wentworth Building in City Road.
The bank branches offer all normal banking facilities.

Post m
e
e

The University Post OtlGtce is in Science Road opposite the
Union steps.

Clubs a d Sdeties

mudent clubs and societies m@ng over a wide variety of
subjeds are active in the University. They coves fields such
as religion, politics, literature, drama, music, films, sports,
scouting, spe1aeology, c u m t affairs, as well as individual
faculties and subjects. Information about individual clubs and
societies is contaiaed in the Orientation Handbook.

The Sydney University Regiment

The Sydney Unive~ity Regiment is a unit of the Army
R e m v t and is aflilktai with the Royal Green Jackets, one of

~~

the most
units in the British Army. The Regiment's rde in the Amy is that of an officer trainhg unit. The
Regiment's depot is at the corner of Darlington and City
Roads.

The Unhrsity of Sydney Union

The UnIvmity af Sydney Union was form& in 1972 by the
of Sydney University Union and Sydney University Wonmn's Uaion.
The objects of the new society differ very little from those
of the famwr Uniuns:
'to p i d e a common meeting ground f a members of the
University; to provide dining and refreshment services; to
provide mvenienservices and amenities for mmbem;
to provide Jocial, cultural and recreational facilities; to
promote the inteUectual, cultural and social develop
ment of its members by debates and activities whereby
membtrs may meet, &arc talents, interests and ideas; and
generally to secure tbe co-operation of members of the University and of the Union in furthering the interests and
welfare of the University, the Union and their members.'

~~~

Objects

The famation of the new Union wincided w i t , the mmWenworth Building, the first stage of a large
All three major buildings, the Wentworth Building, the Old
:union in Science Road and Manning House in Manning
,Road, have extensive dining, games and common rooma and
->providea common meeting ground for members. The mumerous services and facilities including banks, qhops, b i r dressers, pharmacy, dentist, etc. make it largely unneassary
for members to leave the University f ~ their
r needs, while the
Union Theatre provides for their entertainment.
The Union also operates a refreghment service, common
room and games mms in the Law School and has tstab"lished a Child Care Centre within the University. Each Thursday dud= term The Union Recorder which contains
University news, articles and reriews is published
The Union alm assis@ in tbe maintenance of axamon
rooms at the Dental Hospitd, the University Farms and those
for students at the teaching hospitals.
The Union is a self governing body with control king
vested in tbe hands of a President, who is elected by the
members and a Board of fourteen Directors, two of whom
are appointed by the Senate and twelve elected by the =em-

7

Membership is wrnpulsoq for all students proceedbg:
ards a University d w . All m u d members must pay an
$20 and the annual subscription of $35. Int life membership may be obtained by eb.iliqg
ryf omcc in the Wentworth Building.
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The Tbedclits)

The Students' Re
a£ mprWd@ti- of the Student Body eleeted oq a faculty brrsis @r
1
with a amber of ex a@eEo members. The p r d
of I
the Council are 'to promote- the interests and maintain the
traditions of the University and of the Student Body d to I
represalt the Student Body and eon&
th. affairs themd".
Payment of the SRC fee is compulsory for students. *torn 1'1
fees the Council pays annual grants to Fae\lhy smktd@S
a levy to the AwtPelian Union of Studeats.
The Council orgaok e0mmemoration Day and Ts 09 I

6,

ration with the University, it m g e s Orientatkm Wwk I
new students bkore tlte Ireginning of Lent Tcsra d
also amngcs Inter-Fgculty
md I
talks by kminmt visitors.
a lm&m c w 2 o n boolrshop
~
fn tbe _I
City R o d , Darbgtcm, in w&it &
I
buy and sdi textboob.
The ~ w dmaintains
l
a Bwsary FLlml which is 4for
O f ~ w ~ t t Q u i f e
a short-term or a hg-bm b e i s to help them.comphb theit 3

1

i

'

1

and students should apply by letter to the Pmidwt of the
Goun~il.They are advised to see a Student OaunwIIor in the
&st instance.
The SRC ,dice is located in the Wenworth Building, City
Road, Darlingon. The journal of the Caundl, Homi Soit, i9
pubsishsd weckly during term.

Union and the Women's Sports
Assoeiatian

lthe

The SporZlP Union and w&enSs Sports Aswciation we student ~ g m h t i o n swithin the Univenity, wbich control sgart
for med and women students. The annual subscriptians received fram undergraduates are used to provide the finance
to build all new sporting and recreation facilities, to maintain
the existing building, graunds and machinery and to cover
the running expenses of their constituent clubs.
4 1 students become members of either of these orgadhtions on payrnent of the compulsory subscriptions at the time
of enrolment. They are then entitled to-(a) take part in any activities arranged by the organization
of wbicb they otc a member,
(6) uat the facilities provided by the organization.
( c ) join any of tht constituent clubs of the orgdzation of
which they are a member without further charge. A list of
these clubs appears blow.
P Aysical Recreation

Clnsse~

Physical m r d m classes are arranged each term and as far
as W b L a are o@eradat begimers' and advanced levels. The
cast of employing instructors for thaw classes is subsidiaed sa
that members rue able to attend one class p a week for $3.00
to $4.00 px Wm. Clattm include archery, feadog, golf,
&lymw&% bzz ballet, kraGp fit, judo, selfae-rtnce, !4wash,
tanais, tnunpsb and yo@. DeW of the programme ur,
c~0taQsdh a spec,ial brochure available at thlb Enrolment
0 f k 1at ttre SporOs Ctsntr&. Fees must be paid on e m h e a t
& en A ~ t h i t yto Attend Classes or membership cord nmt be pseatcd.

Mr Helmut W b h p r io ovdabb in the SlportP Centre Gymnwiurn Qakh! day hr individual fitness instruction and M t
&&in$. Mr Rsy Peamu k a d a b l e in the H. H. Watd
Oyma&uw frPrm 10.00 te 11.00 a.m. and 4.00 €05.00 p.m.
aaehrd.yfw~t~~colKfitio*.Botb~~fbmgge& a proltraa~lli&.to tit eeeh pem's individual ncede
w k t k it be simply to get P or to preprue for a p d d ~
saort.
Sports Centre

The Spom Ceatm provides fdities for m ' s and women's
-jag,
trtmpt~hhg,squash, table tennis, circuit
~aMJpBysicsli~~l~It~~~l~tftrogymap
one of which is equipped with permanently mcted gynanastic
apparatus and a spGcdal arm for c i d t training, two m h
St

table tennis r-3
a muse batb a d m m g e morn$
a c ~ m m rooin
~ n with (I refmbmnt service, m h g ramsPl
a first-aid room, lacker and change mom and public rde
pbanr. AU facilities in tk Wtre ars avdabb for
we
men and women studentdl except when mmvd for!!
club mqxtitians and trdnbg meions.
CDUF&~ a

2

H.K. Ward Gymnasium This building which is situated between the two QV& imiwr-f
Complex
poratss the H; M. Ward Gymnasium and the Sparbe Hall, he:'
Sports Hall, 42m x 21 m, provides fadities fot men's end,
woinm% basketbau badminton and volleyball, me& baing,=!
wre~tlingand karate, The. H.K, Wanf Gymnasium ptavkks
facilities f ~ mm's
r
and w ~ ' judo
s IL4d men's w&Wfting. flit whole building i0 available for we 091 the m m W4
as the Sparts Centre.

Nine squash courts am available to students within th6 ~ n i - f
versity grounds, twa in the Sports Gotre, two aa the camtr
of Fisher mi MManaiog Rwds and five in the swimming pooP
and squash court cornphi in Doulfnlptsa.
Pennancnt Boakings
awxwpwl for some of these Gwrb;,.
the miudder mny bo bdced two woiking days in achmce.
The haoking~afor the mtts in the Sports Centre are lteorrptad
at the !3p~rtsCentre or by rlngloe 660-6335. Those ia the
t3whaiBg pool and
amt cornpiex and h hrlambg..
Raad m y be made at the s w b n b g pool or by r&$ng
660-5981.
TWOc w u s ~are aba -a
to m
b
s
a
k
Wml, P W p Stmet, 1SJrdmy.,Rookings may be made at
tbe~D~kfothr;]taw~lsrbyrloging6SQ-dM
Men~l&SIFbd~'ubcnhSar~ad~btlat~Il
osd~theR.C.Milh~~oreurrussly

m~mbQlgofthe!SprtsUnionforIgcamlpkyaa
aecd fiumdayr f m Ma& te N c w d m wMo
~

a n e t
wm.
Women: The
~
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an availwe
for gtecral Hay orp .Mwu%ys
and s-ys
wh6a they m
otiier club events. NQ bokb
Yirbitettanisc~rmLustbew8~~1.
S#dRM

T h e ~ U n i o m ~ a S k i H u t s e t ~ k l g
V ~ w h f c h h ~ t o ~ s
a n d W ~ m ~ m ' s S g o r ~ ~ t i o n
are given absolute
-g
tbe hum v-.
~ntpybemodsrtthESportsUaion~.
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is used for competition and training by the Women's Athletics,
Cricket, Hockey, Golf, Netball and Softball Clubs.
niversity Ovals
PS. 3 and 2
E

md'wh and St John's
?geovals

University Ovals Nos. 1 and 2 are used for competition and
training by the Rugby Union, Rugby League, Australian
Rules, Hockey, Soccer, Cricket and Baseball Clubs, and for
Inter-Faculty and InterGoUegiate competitions.

The two college ovals are made available to the Sports Union
for use by the Cricket, 'hgby Union and Rugby League
Clubs and for Inter-Faculty competitions.

is composed of a 50 metre heated and enclosed swimming
pool and five squash courts and is open from 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
d a y . It is of o o u not
~ necessary to book the use of the
swimming pool, which is available to students at a charge
of 20c. Bodriags for the squash courts may be made at the
Cenuct or by ringing 660-5981. The entrance to the Centre is
in Darlington Road. All item of equipment for squash and
swimmiag may be hired at the enquiry counter.
Orders may be left at the Sports Centre for the purchase or
repair of all sporting equipment. Members a n obtain discounts on certain items by obtaining an order from their
nspcdve sprts orgadradon for presentation at a retailer.
Mmt b m s of spotting equipment may be hired at the
Spms centre.
ccidcnt Zmmnce

~~

Members injured while
or representing the University
in corqWtion$ we covemi by a Personal Accident Imurance
Poky. A report of the injury on the appropriate form verified by tba ehb secretary must be submitted to the Sports
Union or Women's Sports Asmiation within 48 Bows of the

acciMen: Iattr-Faculty competitions for men art conducted in
athlttim, bassball, basketball, cricket, golf, M e y , judo,
r0wh.g; nueby, db&&kg,
ski-ing, squash, soccer, swimmhg, ta& tanni9, water polo and cr'os~auntry.Fu*
Mertgotb can be gJsioed from the Faculty S m Represcam or from Mr Pawan at the Sports Union Mice.
Womex
Inter-Faculty Sports Committee
InterPm&y -EIS
for women each year in athletics, bad&&& $df, hockey, h a ,rowing, softball, squap$
swhmin#, table mnh and tennis. Further infonnation can
be obUiaect at f b sportsAsKhtion mce.

nrtl'tuent Clubs

M-

wishins to take part in the competitions or other
by a particlub should 1with
that club by completing its membership form and gi*
it to

www or-

the club secretary or leaving it at the Sports Union or Sports
Association ollices. The f o m are available at these offices.
Constituent clubs exist for:
Amateur Rugby League, Athletics, Women's Athletics, Australian National Football, Badminton, Women's Badminton,
Baseball, Basketball, Women's Basketball, hardriding, Boatin& Boxing, ' Cricket, Women's Cricket, Fencing, Women's
Fencing, Football, Golf, Women's Golf, Gymnastics, Women's
Oymnastics, Hockey, Women's Hockey,fudo, Women's Judo,
Karate, Lawn Tenois, Women's Lawn Tennis, Mount&eering, Women's Netbdl. Rifle Shooting. Women's Ra\#ln~.

Swimming, Table Tennis, ~ o r n e n ' s l f a m p o ~ ~ ~ ~ o Il
w T : w a t e r Polo, Women's Water Polo, women's Water Sgf-i
Weigh-g,
Wrestling.
I
,'

9

# T b Sports Union and the Women\ Sports -on
@%hold a w e b m e during Orientation Week. details of w
$y#will appear in the 0 ~ a Orientation
1
W& p r o m e .
@$ AU inquiries concerning -s'
sport
sioul;i be w
j
,4.%
q &to the secretary of the Women's Sparta M a t i o n , Mias
"Ismsharp, whose oiCO is in the Sportg Centre. The phone
ber is 660-6355.
AU enquiries conctrning men's sport ~d
be M to.{
the Seorehry of the Sydney University Sports Union, Mr.
R. R. Sharp, whose oilice is in the H. K. Ward Oymaaitun!
Complex. The phow number is 660-3877.
,

sum:PJ

The Sybey UaSvem&y Evening Students'
Amaeiation

The' Ev&g Students' Association is composed of all parth e and e d i g M e a t s , to whom membership is frab and
automatic. The Asaxbtion k h a n d by a gfant from the
SRC, plus 20 cents per head on all part-time stud&ntr 631.
rolled in the University.
The aim of the Association is to i n e m s the wfacZ of
subavailable fn all faculties in the eve&%
i
sodation is also attempting to atand the fadliths
during the day, to the d&.
The Evening -dents'
Amciation holds sewer4 @
functiods dming the yew, the most notaMe bitkg 4%mlefd a m in Lent and M i c b a e h terms.
In ta6 past we have had peat difkdty contacting we&!
stwhts and we would appmhte it if they could give t l d
names, address and wfd.hcr #ewrhg or part-time to Y b
Secretary, Box 4, The Uttion hs early in Lent term as passible so they can be contacted for meetings and social functioas.
T k Amci~tionmeets on the second TueJdPy of every
$@&
&&month. Any further infomation can be obtained bv with$

I
urces of ~inancialAssistan

Set out below are the major sources of financial assistance

available to students. Students interested in obdning further
'nformation h u l d entluire at:
TBc Regbshfs 8111m
$1.
i >*7
Room 406 (top floor)
Main Admioistratlon BuildingNorthern Wing
Main Quadrangle
or at tbe ofices indicated.

p;

Te-

~~B
Adstance Scheme
Ftom the baginrring of 1974, a new system of Austmhn

Govemmeat d s t a a c e has operated for students in tertiary
students commencing approved
. courses as f m 1974, as well as to those who c ~ m m e n d
their couma eatfier.
Further infois available from:
COWSGS. 'I?
scheme
&applies to

The Re&aal mramr

~~

N . W . state
De-t
of ]&Bua*a

sOoPtMurnSydney, N.S.W. 2000 Telephone 2 0929.

A~~

-Uniw&@

Government Stndent Assistance Fund
ef Sydney

This fund provides assistance in the form of non-repayable
grrrtnts and/or loans to students who are studying under conditions of hiadship. Any enrolled student including a Scholarship bider, who is in a particularly difficult financial
situation, is eligible to apply for a loan or a grant. Individual
c i r c u w m will determine whether a grant or a loan is
more appropriate.
L.ums may be either short-term (emergency) or long-term.
Repayment period for a long-term loan varies but is usually
by the time a student graduates. In general, if interest k
charged, this will not commence until after graduation.

Application forms are available from the Registrar's
as indicated on previous page.
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U n i V e eof Sydney
The University has at its disposal a number of b u d e s
created by private foundations, which are intended to ltssist
undergraduate students of merit to continue their cousm
when their financial circumstances are such that they wodd
have djlliculty in doing so. The main criteria used in tbe
award of bursaries are:
(a) the academic record of the applicant, and
(b) the degree of his or her financial need.
The value of a bursary ranges from $40 to $500. Full
details.of bursaries am contained in the University Cdedw.
A student wishing to apply should enquire at the Registrar's
Office as indicated above.

'

special conditions are stated the bursaries are open to all
students undertaking undergraduate studies in this University*
The annual value of the bursary is indicated in brackets.
The Maurice A Iexander Bursary ($200)
The Bizdharn Bursary
For students in the Departments of Latin and Greek; p i e r ence is giva to a student taking both Latin and G d fa'
the degree of Bachelor of Arts. ($300)
The Buralckin Bursary ($m)
The William and Edirh Burrows Bursaries
For students enrolled for the degree of Bachelor of
Surgery. (Approx. $200)
The A m Carswell Bursary
For stwbts in the Fatuity of Arts. ($150)
The Bursaries fauded b y Mrs M. Ar Dalley
1.The George and Margaret Shirbin Bursary
For t b ~
descendant of a soldier who served abroad in the
Australian Imperial F o r m in the Great War, 1914-5918. 1
($400)
2. The John George Ddley Bumary
For male students only. ($200)
3. The Mary Catherine EMey Bursary
For female students &Iy.
($200)
The Jessie E. Duncan &mary
For students in the Ficulty of Ma. ($200)
The N o r m John Dudol, Bwrdo~ies
For students in the Faculty of Medicine of Britiah pmmtege
and of the ProtsJtant faith ($2a))
The Alfred W i N i ~ mFairfm Bursury (Appmx. $100)
The Alice Mury Frour Bursary (Appmx. $100)
The Ernest Manson Frazcr Bursery ($100)
The John Ewan Fmzer hrsury ($100)

Sir Arthur George Fund (Value of any one award may be
up to 6i000)
The Gillam Schdarsliip (Value up to $350)
The Aliee Hipley Bursary
For ;ua ~dergmdutatein the Faculty of Arts who has coanpleted paa of Itis t2oUrse. ($200)
The Hunter-Baillie Bursaries Nos. I , III, fV, V, W,W

Par was. of &m of 1.rtligioa. ($100)
The Kmnzur Bumry
a student in the Faculty of Medicine. ($200)
~ ; h hc v e y a d A l e m d e r Endowment
For graduates wish a Bachelor of Arts degree enrolled In
the Fadties of,Mdldne, Law, Architecture and Bn&eer-

Tha Sb Dmkl &vy Bwgartw ($200)
The E&yvmw Fund H o w r i n g Sir Frank Packer (Valuc
ofasryo8eawdrmt)rb@upto$500)
The 3. G. Rry,ltaci Bur~trry($100)
T k WiB- R o k ~ t Bwrssry
s
($200)

The H 0 m e J o h n Scndaii Bwsory
For s t d e & ~ in ths Faculties of Law, Medicine, Engineering,

TAic

BgPmsy

Pbt stWkt&in the F d t y of M&ciae, ($400)
of veterinary Science. stu-ts
this bursaty shoutd -tact
the
t

Tha

Wait h m m y

Fw

Fh&y sf Mediche. ($400)
CarnpbrlI W&er B u d s
To be 0mrLdad to eqal musbem of mate and female stuCS=O
Fhe

t
q
dB ~ ~ W
of male
S

eachyeructadlueaw~to

d ft%Wlestudents. ($200)

Tha W i I h C h d e s Wahrorjh Bur~411~es,Nos. I-XEV
Cjiloo cwcb)
Thr &werend C. A. White &rm
For a Pt+sBpdm untkzgmhau who h been accepted as
a candidrrte for t h ~
Miniotry of tbe MChurch.
(S15O)l

The Allice Mary Wingrove B u r ~

For an Aboriginal student in any fa

Other Bursary AaPistaace

B d e a Awsrded by the Bonury Endowment Board
A number of bursaries tenable at the University of Sydney
are awarded to candidates of merit at the H i g h Sghool
Certifiicate examination whose family income falls within certain limits prescribed by the Bursary Endowment Board.

This fund is design& to assist needy students who have Micated by their academic p r f m a n c e that they are likely to
graduate. Interestfree loans are granted in cases approved by
the Trustees of the Fund and them lore repayable within
two years of graduation.
Applications should be made by letter to the President of
the Students' Representative Council.

Unive&@
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(other than the Australian ~over&ent Student W t 9 n c G
Fund)
S b d f ~ S t u d m I s ~ P l l D B
Both undergraduate and post-pduate students are eligible to
apply for loans from this fund. The lorn vary from appr~ximately $100 to $400, and interest is usually charged saly
on loam outstanding after graduation. The terms sad conditions of repayment vary but repayment of a loan, exapt
a short-term one, nmd ndit L made untU after gradustiolJ.
Application form are available from the Re&tr&p's ClfIlw,
as indicated above.
~ l M e r n o r f r t ~
This fund provides tinancia1 assistance to W n e in the
Faculty of Engineering who would not be able to csmp&t@
their studies without such ~&~hbce.
Applications should be made to the Dean of the Faculty
of Engineering.
OoadeMemsrtrlplgl(i
This fund ptovides sbrt-tern l w s for studeats in the
Faculty of Medicine who are in temporary &aaacM
The loans rarely exceed $SO and repayment periods
are ghoff.
Application farms are available from the Registrar's CIB*,
as indicated rrbove.

a-

the maximum is $250. Repayments are undertalcen after
graduation and must be completed within two years.
Application forms are available from the RegistrarYsoflice,
as indicated above.
a +q .",
whihd Nettie Menden Bequest ~
~
~
~
Loans from this fund are to assist students in temporary
financial m a l t y . They rarely exceed $50 and repayment
periods are short.
Appfication forms are ar3ilable from the Registrar's Oiiice,
as indicated above.
lmqpet Tclfer Loan Fund
Established in 1967 by the Sydney University Women's
Union to honour the late Registrar, Miss Margaret A. Telfer.
Loans from this fund are to assist students in temporary
5nmcial di!&ulty. They rarely exceed $50 and repayment
periods are short.
Application form are available from the Registrar's Office,
as indicated above.
SRC~MdAssMaaceFrmd
The lo= from this fund vary and the maximum is about
$300. Repayment of l o w is usually made within two years
and interest is chmged only on overdue loans. One bank has
an agreement with the SRC and will match, by an equal
amount, any loan, other than a short-term one, to students
in a third or higher year of their course. Bank interest, at a
qe&l rate, ispaid by the SRC.
Application f o m are available from the Student Counselling Service or the SRC Ofiice, Level One, Wentworth
Building,
9
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F f d d E x ~ L e a a ~ d

This fuad lissisds d e n t s with grants of up to $60 to attend
compubory &Id e x d o n s .
Applications crtn be made to any of the following departments:Agticulture, BbIagg., Geugraphy and Geology.

-

U a i ~ ~ L o m F r m Q
funds &t in gome University departments, for
sn&l
example in Chemical Engineering, and for p o S t - ~ ~ a ~
*s
in Law. TQ obtain such loam students should consult the bsad of the
-cemed.
~ ~ ~ s ~ o P N e w S o u f h W . l e s ~
his fund p
e
e
8 interest-free loam to female medical
'-, ~ ~ i n f w h o r s i x t h ~ .
Appiicatba forms are available from the R-a's
me,
as idkatad above.
S y b y u.irmsiQ M e d w seeitts
y..rrprJr-

-

This £und enPMQs grants of e m&mm of $100 per year
to b ma& to students in the clinical years of Medicine to
gsaift with the purchase of
are repayable two years after gr

Application form are avaWb11 from the Sydney University
Medid 2Wcty, BlaGklxvn I%uildhkg.

i

Sources of Financial Addance outside the

Unndty

Some banks offer assistance in the form of loans to studeats
who have completed at l a s t two years of a full-the cpurse.
Interest is charged on sueh loans but they are usually not
repayable until after graduation.
Application can be made to individual branch managers.

1
1

BImary-BklowllleatBond

Bursaries are awarded on the results of the Higher School
CkrMcate by the New South Wales Department of Education.
Application form can be obtained from the Secretary,
Bursary Endowment n t d , 18-24 Pitt Street, Sydney 2000.
and tmbeesbips sue available from bath
blk and private employers. Information on cadetship is
available fiulm:
(a) Faculty Handbooks in tht section entitled Scholarships,
Prizee and Traineeships (where applicaMe).
(b) The University of Sydney Careers and Appointments

l

!3uviia

Mac& Building
Anandel Street
Glebe, NSW 2037
(c) The New South Wdes Public Senrice Board
G4mdse11 Building
8-1 2 Chifley .Square
Sydney, NSW
(d) The Public Senice Inapetor for NSW

OfNanlQeetbWJarGrants
BoaFd of New South Waf0 grants i b d
forms ate available from the Registnu af tbe M
e meet, syaney
T
W

225

m.

Realm Guild grant9 5 C i B j adstance, d
of loans to female students in financhl ditkullr.

The Soldiers' Children Education Scheme
This scheme, administered by the Repatriation Department,
offers substantial education benefits (including all fees, fares
and a living allowance) to children of ex-dcemen, either
deceased or severely incapacitated, in certain circumstances.
The officcs of the Repatriation Department are at 77 York
Street, Sydney 2000. Telephone 2 0234.
The Services Camteens Trust Fund
Financial assistance for tertiary education may be available
from this fund, subject to a means test, to children of exservicemen of World War I1 only, who are not in receipt of
assistance from any other source. The ex-servicemen need
not be either deceased or incapacitated. Assistance is not
available in the first year of any course. Students experiencing financial dBdties, and who have successfully completed one year of a course and are otherwise eligible, are
invited to make enquiries from the Regional Secretary, c/Victoria Barracks, Paddington (postal address: Box 3947
G.P.O.,Sydney 2001); telephotle 31 0455, ext. 695.

The G Q d e
Four schol&ps that are tenable in Austral'ian universities
are awarded annually by the Trustees of the Gowrie Scholarship Tmt Fund. Scholarships cover the nonnal period of
the course taken at the University and are tenable only by
members of the forces who were engaged in active senrice
during World War U, or their children. Applications should
be made to the Secretary, Oowrie Scholarship Trust F h d ,
P.O.Box E5,St James, W.S.W. 2001.

In addition to the education benefits available under the
Saldim' ChiIdmt Edumtion Scheme, children of deceased
ex-tmviamen who are enrolled with Legacy ]nay obtain
some asistanee for educational purposes from Sydney b g acy, 144 Cestlaqh Street, Sydney 2000. Telephone: 61 9153.
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Anderson Stuart Building

EASTERN AVENUE

First Floor

BOSCH BUILDING
1

LEVEL 2 Pharmacology

LEVEL 3: Medical Library and Dean's Office

